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BOARD OF DIRECTORS AGENDA 
October 14, 2019 – 2:30 p.m.  

SCTA/RCPA Board Room 
411 King Street, Santa Rosa, CA 95404 

 

1. Call to order the meeting of the Sonoma County Transportation Authority (SCTA) and the Sonoma 
County Regional Climate Protection Authority (RCPA) 

2. Public comment on items not on the regular agenda 

3. Consent Calendar 

A. SCTA 
3.1. Measure M – status of annual reporting letters (ACTION)* 
3.2. Transit – time extension for Nelson Nygaard contract for Transit Integration and Efficiency 

Study (ACTION)* 
3.3. Housing – memorandum of understanding between SCTA and the Renewal Enterprise District 

related to Hewlett Foundation grant funding (ACTION)* 
3.4. Safety – Vision Zero Sonoma County Sustainable Communities Grant Approval (ACTION)* 

B. SCTA/RCPA Concurrent Items 
3.5. Admin – meeting notes from September 9, 2019 (ACTION)* 

4. Regular Calendar  

A. SCTA/RCPA Items  
4.1. Admin – PUBLIC HEARING – FY19/20 Final Budgets (ACTION)* 

4.1.1. FY19/20 Measure M Final Budgets 
4.1.2. FY19/20 Transportation Fund for Clean Air (TFCA) Final Budget 
4.1.3. FY19/20 RCPA Final Budgets 
4.1.4. FY19/20 SCTA Final Budgets 

4.2. Admin – update to SCTA Personnel Policies (ACTION)* 

B. SCTA Items 
4.3. SCTA Planning [estimated time – 3:00pm] 

4.3.1. Travel Model – update on vehicle miles traveled under CEQA (REPORT)* 
4.3.2. Housing – update on pipeline projects (REPORT)* 

4.4. SCTA Projects and Programming [estimated time – 3:30pm] 
4.4.1. M Reauthorization – presentation on polling (ACTION) 

C. RCPA Items  
4.5. RCPA Projects and Planning [estimated time – 4:00pm] 

4.5.1. Strategic Plan Implementation – work plan and financial scenarios (ACTION)* 
4.5.2. Energy – all electric reach code policy approach (ACTION)* 
4.5.3. Outreach – Sonoma Climate Challenge update (REPORT)* 
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5. Reports and Announcements 
5.1. Executive Committee report 
5.2. Regional agency reports  
5.3. Advisory Committee agendas* 
5.4. SCTA/RCPA staff report  

5.4.1. RCPA Activities (REPORT)*  
5.4.2. SCTA Planning Activities (REPORT)* 
5.4.3. SCTA/RCPA Community Affairs (REPORT)* 
5.4.4. Highways – update on State Highway projects (REPORT) 

5.5. Announcements  

6. Adjourn  
 
*Materials attached. 

 

The next SCTA/RCPA meeting will be held November 4, 2019  
Copies of the full Agenda Packet are available at http://scta.ca.gov/meetings-and-events/board-meetings/   

DISABLED ACCOMMODATION: If you have a disability that requires the agenda materials to be in an alternate format or that requires an interpreter or 
other person to assist you while attending this meeting, please contact the SCTA/RCPA at least 72 hours prior to the meeting to ensure arrangements 
for accommodation. 

SB 343 DOCUMENTS RELATED TO OPEN SESSION AGENDAS: Materials related to an item on this agenda submitted to the SCTA/RCPA after distribution 
of the agenda packet are available for public inspection in the SCTA/RCPA office at 411 King Street, Santa Rosa, CA, 95404, during normal business 
hours. 

Pagers, cellular telephones and all other communication devices should be turned off during the committee meeting to avoid electrical interference 
with the sound recording system. 

TO REDUCE GHG EMISSIONS: Please consider carpooling or taking transit to this meeting.  For more information check www.511.org, 
www.srcity.org/citybus, www.sctransit.com or https://carmacarpool.com/sfbay  
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Staff Report 
 

 

Issue 

What is the status of the Measure M annual reporting letters?  

Recommendation 

None, this is an informational item 

Advisory Committee Recommendation 

Staff has advised the TAC and the CAC of the status of the annual reporting letters.  No recommendations 
made. 

Alternatives Considered 

Not applicable 

Executive Summary 

All jurisdictions submitted the required Measure M reporting letters by the annual deadline. 

Policy Impacts / Nexus to Agency Goals  

Measure M Policy 4.12 requires all Measure M recipients to report annually on how jurisdictions spent Measure 
M funds.  This requirement provides transparency and accountability to the public regarding the expenditure 
of public funds. 

Financial Implications 

Is there a fiscal impact? Yes  ☐        No  ☒ 

Is there funding in the current budget? Yes  ☐        No  ☒ 

The funding source(s) to be used are:  Not applicable 

Background 

The Traffic Relief Act of Sonoma County requires that agencies receiving Measure M funds report on how 
those funds were spent in a given fiscal year. Reporting letters are due on September 15 of each year, 

To:  SCTA/RCPA Board of Directors Meeting Date: 10/14/19 
From:  Seana L. S. Gause, Senior - Programming and 

Projects 
Item Number: 3.1 

Subject: Status of Measure M annual reporting letters 

Consent Item: ☒          Regular Item: ☐          Action Item: ☐          Report: ☒ 
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reporting on the previous fiscal year. The 2019 Strategic Plan outlines this requirement in Policy 4.12. 
Reporting letters are required for the following programs: 

• Transit/Rail (LBT/Rail) 

• Local Streets Rehabilitation (LSR) 

• Local Streets Projects (LSP) 

• Bicycle/Pedestrian Projects (Bike/Ped) 

If an agency fails to submit Measure M reporting letters by the deadline, the Strategic Plan states that the next 
fiscal year’s allocation or reimbursements for expenditures (in the case of Local Streets or Bike/Ped Projects) 
may be withheld until the reporting letter is received. Upon the suggestion of the auditor, governing bodies of 
any Measure M recipients delinquent in submitting annual reporting letters may be notified in writing. 

The LSR program allows cities to carry over funds for up to three years in order to amass funds for larger 
projects. The program also requires that if an agency has chosen to carry over funds from previous fiscal 
year’s allocation, the agency must report the interest on the sum. Banked funds must be spent in the third 
year, or SCTA reserves the right to withhold the next year’s allocation until the jurisdiction’s balance is drawn 
down, as is outlined in the Strategic Plan, Policy 4.1. Several jurisdictions show a partial expenditure of funds, 
but are banking some portion of the balance for future expenditures. 

All of the LSR reporting letters were received by the 9/16/19 deadline (9/15/19 fell on a Sunday, thus the 
deadline was extended to the following Monday).   

SCTA staff distributes the LBT program funds on a quarterly basis. All transit agencies receiving Measure M 
funding are required to submit an annual audit to accompany their reporting. Because the annual audits 
usually take some months to produce after the close of the fiscal year, they are not always complete by the 
reporting deadline of September 15, thus transit agencies are given until December 31 to submit the required 
audit. Reporting letters remain due on September 15.  All transit agencies submitted their annual reporting 
letters. 

All reporting letters for the LSP, Bike/Ped and Rail programs were submitted on time.  This summary was also 
provided to the SCTA Technical and Citizens Advisory Committees. 

Supporting Documents  

None 
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Staff Report 
 

 

Issue 

Shall the SCTA execute an amendment to its agreement with Nelson\Nygaard Consulting Associates, Inc. to 
provide technical assistance in development of the Transit Integration and Efficiency Study? 

Recommendation 

Staff recommends that the Board authorize the Chair to execute Amendment No. 1 (SCTA19004-A1) to the 
Agreement No. SCTA19004 with Nelson\Nygaard for technical assistance in development of the Transit 
Integration and Efficiency Study. 

Advisory Committee Recommendation 

None 

Alternatives Considered 

None 

Executive Summary 

An extension of time is necessary to complete the Transit Integration and Efficiency Study and present the 
findings to the SCTA. Amendment No. 1 extends the term of the agreement to December 31, 2019. 

Policy Impacts / Nexus to Agency Goals  

None 

Financial Implications 

Is there a fiscal impact? Yes  ☐        No  ☒ 

Is there funding in the current budget? Yes  ☒        No  ☐ 

The funding source(s) to be used are:  Funds from MTC and City of Santa Rosa 

Background 

On July 9, 2018, the SCTA executed an agreement with Nelson\Nygaard to provide consulting services to 
develop the Transit Integration and Efficiency Study. The project is currently scheduled to be complete by 
September 30, 2019. The complexity of developing the study, incorporating feedback from several 

To:  SCTA/RCPA Board of Directors Meeting Date: 10/14/19 
From:  Dana Turrey, Senior Transportation Planner Item Number: 3.2 
Subject: Amendment No. 1 for Transit Integration and Efficiency Study consulting contract 

with Nelson\Nygaard for time only 
Consent Item: ☒          Regular Item: ☐          Action Item: ☒          Report: ☐ 
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independent agencies, and conflicts in scheduling a presentation to the SCTA necessitates an extension of 
time. Amendment No. 1 extends the term of the agreement to December 31, 2019. 

Supporting Documents  

Attached: Amendment No. 1 to SCTA Agreement No. SCTA19004 with Nelson\Nygaard for the Transit 
Integration and Efficiency Study 
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  SCTA19004-A1 

FIRST AMENDMENT TO 
AGREEMENT for TRANSIT INTEGRATION AND EFFICIENCY STUDY 

 NELSON NYGAARD (CONSULTANT) AND SONOMA COUNTY TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY 
(SCTA) 

 
 
The Agreement for the Consulting Services for Technical Assistance in Development of the 
Transit Integration and Efficiency Study (Agreement) between Nelson Nygaard (Consultant) and 
Sonoma County Transportation Authority (SCTA) is hereby amended as follows:  
 

A. Section 3, Term of Agreement, is amended to extend the term to December 31, 2019.  
 

B. This First Amendment is effective September 30, 2019. 
 

 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, SCTA has duly executed this First Amendment, or caused it to be 
duly executed, and Consultant has duly executed this First Amendment, or caused it to be duly 
executed. 
 
      
 
 
 
Dated: _______________________    __________________________________ 

 Suzanne Smith, Executive Director, SCTA 
 

Approved as to form: 
 
 
 
___________________________________  
Adam Brand, Legal Counsel, SCTA 

 
 
Dated: ________________________   ___________________________________ 

Authorized Representative, Nelson Nygaard 
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Staff Report 
 

 

Issue 

Shall the SCTA approve an agreement between SCTA and the Renewal Enterprise District (RED) related 
to Hewlett Foundation grant funding? 

Recommendation 

Approve Agreement No. SCTA20015. 

Advisory Committee Recommendation 

None. 

Alternatives Considered 

None. 

Executive Summary 

The SCTA received a grant from the Hewlett Foundation to support the creation of the proposed Renewal 
Enterprise District Joint Powers Authority (JPA). Now that the JPA is operational with regular Board meetings 
and an Executive Director, the proposed Agreement formally  documents the process to transfer the Hewlett 
funding to the RED.  

Policy Impacts / Nexus to Agency Goals  

None. 

Financial Implications 

Is there a fiscal impact? Yes  ☐        No  ☒ 

Is there funding in the current budget? Yes  ☒        No  ☐ 

The funding source(s) to be used are:  Hewlett Foundation grant 

 

 

 

To:  SCTA/RCPA Board of Directors Meeting Date: 10/14/19 
From:  Suzanne Smith, Executive Director Item Number: 3.3 
Subject: Agreement between SCTA and the Renewal Enterprise District related to Hewlett 

Foundation grant funding 
Consent Item: ☒          Regular Item: ☐          Action Item: ☒          Report: ☐ 
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Background 

In July 2018, the SCTA received a $1,000,000 grant from the Hewlett Foundation to support the creation of the 
proposed Renewal Enterprise District Joint Powers Authority (JPA). Since that time, the SCTA has been 
managing the funds, paying invoices and reporting to the Hewlett Foundation. 

Now that the RED JPA is fully operational and has appointed an Executive Director, the proposed agreement 
documents the process by which the SCTA and the RED will transfer the Hewlett funding to the RED. Together 
with the FY19/20 Final Budget, the proposed agreement will direct the grant funds from the SCTA to the RED. 
The RED will then be responsible for the expenditure of funds, accounting and audit functions, and the SCTA 
will have no future fiscal or administrative responsibility to the RED.  

This agreement reflects the initial intent of the SCTA’s involvement here to serve as the fiscal agent until the 
RED could stand on its own. Staff has communicated with the Hewlett Foundation about this transition, and 
is working to secure an extension of the term of the grant to beyond 2 years. 

Supporting Documents  

Link: Agreement No. SCTA20015 
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Staff Report 
 

 

Issue 

Shall the Sonoma County Transportation Authority (SCTA) approve the Sustainable Communities Grants 
(State – SB1) Restricted Grant Agreement between SCTA and Caltrans for the Vision Zero Sonoma County 
Project?   

Recommendation 

Staff recommends approval of the attached grant agreement pending final legal review. 

Advisory Committee Recommendation 

None 

Alternatives Considered 

None 

Executive Summary 

In May 2019, Caltrans awarded SCTA (grantee) and DHS (sub-recipient) a $660,000 Sustainable Communities 
grant for the Vision Zero Sonoma County Project (Project). The Caltrans cooperative agreement for the grant 
requires SCTA Board approval. Once approved, staff will work with DHS and the Safe Streets Coalition, the 
foundational organization for the Project Advisory Committee, to launch the Project. 

Policy Impacts / Nexus to Agency Goals  

The Project supports SCTA’s Comprehensive Transportation Plan (CTP) goals to reduce greenhouse gas 
emissions and improve safety and health. The Project will create a regional plan to reduce non-motorized 
traffic fatality rates in Sonoma County. 

Financial Implications 

Is there a fiscal impact? Yes  ☒        No  ☐ 

Is there funding in the current budget? Yes  ☒        No  ☐ 

The funding source(s) to be used are:  Sustainable Communities Grants (State – SB1), MTC Planning 
Funds 

To:  SCTA/RCPA Board of Directors Meeting Date: 10/14/19 
From:  Tanya Narath, Data Specialist Item Number: 3.4 
Subject: Vision Zero Sonoma County Sustainable Communities Grant Approval 

Consent Item: ☒          Regular Item: ☐          Action Item: ☒          Report: ☐ 
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Background 

In May 2019, Caltrans awarded SCTA (grantee) and DHS (sub-recipient) a $660,000 Sustainable Communities 
grant for the Vision Zero Sonoma County Project (Project).  

The purpose of the Project is to build the foundation necessary to launch Vision Zero initiatives in the nine 
cities and unincorporated areas of Sonoma County. The Project includes the creation of a robust data 
framework to collect and analyze injury and crash data and will incorporate best practices and lessons 
learned from cities across the United States that have launched Vision Zero initiatives. 

The Project has three foundational principles: 1) the development of systems that will drive data informed 
planning; 2) collective/coordinated Vision Zero planning across municipalities; and 3) community-driven 
planning and engagement. 

SCTA, the Department of Health Services, and representatives from local jurisdictions will work as a Core 
Team to facilitate progress toward a Vision Zero Plan both countywide and at the local level. SCTA will serve 
as the lead fiscal agent and will lead the design, development, and implementation of the data framework; 
the Department of Health Services will lead the multi-jurisdiction Vision Zero planning process including the 
engagement of community members with a focus on the most vulnerable neighborhoods and populations. 
The Safe Streets Coalition, spearheaded by Supervisor Shirlee Zane, will serve as a backbone and 
foundational organization for the Advisory Committee of key stakeholders and community members, to 
inform and guide both the data system and planning processes. 

Overall Project Objectives: 

1. Understand the current state of injuries and crashes 

a. Build a strong foundation of relevant, accurate and timely injury and crash data for the 
unincorporated areas and the nine cities in Sonoma County. Identify gaps in data and define 
plan to resolve. 

b. Create a data dashboard that allows for sharing of crash and injury data in forms that are 
understandable to different audiences (e.g. summary data for community members; ability to 
drill down to details for staff and policy makers). 

c. Engage residents of disadvantaged communities to incorporate their perspectives into the 
collection and analysis of injury and crash data. Incorporate information previously gathered 
for Community Based Transportation plans into data to ensure community needs and 
concerns are well represented. 

2. Build commitment for a countywide Vision Zero initiative 

a. Engage with key stakeholders in local business, community groups, disadvantaged 
communities, local and county government to communicate the current data and 
demonstrate how a Vision Zero initiative will support local, regional and state goals related to 
equity and climate change. 

b. Form a multi-disciplinary team to lead the planning effort for Sonoma County’s Vision Zero 
initiative. 

3. Develop a Vision Zero Action Plan for Sonoma County 
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a. Engage with city and county governments and key stakeholders to determine Vision Zero 
goals, timeline and performance measures. 

b. Develop and communicate action plan. 

c. Create online dashboard to communicate injury and crash data, Vision Zero strategies and 
progress. 

Supporting Documents  

Attached: Agreement Number 74A1132 with scope of work 
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Sonoma County Transportation Authority  
Agreement Number 74A1132 

Page 1 of 15 

SUSTAINABLE COMMUNITIES GRANTS 
(STATE–SB 1) 

RESTRICTED GRANT AGREEMENT 

THIS RESTRICTED GRANT AGREEMENT (RGA), between the State of California acting by and 
through its Department of Transportation, referred to herein as CALTRANS, and the Sonoma County 
Transportation Authority, hereinafter referred to as AGENCY, will commence on October 1, 2019, or 
upon approval by CALTRANS, whichever occurs later.  This RGA is of no effect unless approved by 
CALTRANS.  AGENCY shall not receive payment for work performed prior to approval of the RGA and 
before receipt of Notice to Proceed by the CALTRANS Contract Manager.  This RGA shall expire on 
February 28, 2022. 

                              
1. Under this RGA, and pursuant to Budget Act Line Item 2660-102-3290, CALTRANS intends to 

convey State restricted grant funds to AGENCY, who will conduct transportation studies and 
planning within the regional area under the jurisdiction of AGENCY under the terms, covenants and 
conditions of this RGA. 

2. CALTRANS and AGENCY intend that only funds that are authorized as restricted grants will be 
subject to this RGA, and that no funds that should be the subject of a Joint Powers Agreement, 
Interagency Agreement, or other non-grant agreement shall be subject to this RGA. 

NOW, THEREFORE, based upon the terms, covenants and conditions of this RGA, the parties agree as 
follows: 

SECTION I 
AGENCY AGREES: 
To timely and satisfactorily complete all Project Work described in Attachment II within the project 
budget and in accordance with the items of this RGA. 

SECTION ll 
CALTRANS AGREES: 
That when conducting an audit of the costs claimed by AGENCY under the provisions of this RGA, to 
conduct the audit in accordance with applicable laws and regulations. 

SECTION lII 
IT IS MUTUALLY AGREED: 
1. Under this RGA, CALTRANS will convey State grant restricted funds to AGENCY, pursuant to 

Budget Act Line Item 2660-102-3290, and AGENCY will conduct transportation studies and planning 
within the project area described in Attachment II. The funds subject to this RGA must be (a) 
identified as available for a restricted grant in CALTRANS’s budget and (b) for the purpose of 
conducting transportation studies or planning and (c) to a public entity that is responsible for 
conducting transportation studies or planning. 

2. Under this restricted grant, funds may be only used for the purpose set forth in RGA, Resolution 
(Attachment I), Scope of Work and Project timeline (Attachment II), and the applicable Grant 
Application Guide, available upon request, and funds may only be used for costs and expenses that 
are directly related to such purpose. 
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Sonoma County Transportation Authority  
Agreement Number 74A1132 

Page 2 of 15 

3. AGENCY shall perform all the duties and obligations described in the “Vision Zero Sonoma 
County”, hereinafter the Project, subject to the terms and conditions of this RGA. The Approved 
Project Grant Application (Scope of Work and Project timeline), which are attached hereto as 
Attachment II. 

4. The resolution authorizing AGENCY to execute this RGA pertaining to the above described Project is 
attached hereto as Attachment I. 

5. All services performed by AGENCY pursuant to this RGA shall be performed in accordance with 
California Senate Bill No. 1 (SB-1) (Chapter 5, Statutes of 2017), also known as the Road Repair and 
Accountability Act of 2017, including, but not limited to, Government Code Section 14460(a)(1), as 
well as all applicable Federal, State, and Local laws, regulations, and ordinances, all applicable 
CALTRANS policies and procedures, and all applicable CALTRANS published manuals, including, 
but not limited to, the applicable Grant Application Guide, available upon request. 

California Government Code Section 14460(a)(1) provides: “The department [CALTRANS], and 
external entities that receive state and Federal transportation funds from the department, are 
spending those funds efficiently, effectively, economically, and in compliance with applicable state 
and Federal requirements. Those external entities include, but are not limited to, private for profit and 
nonprofit organizations, local transportation agencies, and other local agencies that receive 
transportation funds either through a contract with the department or through an agreement or grant 
administered by the department.” 

In case of conflict between any applicable Federal, State, and Local laws, regulations, and 
ordinances, and/or any applicable policies, procedures or published manuals of either CALTRANS or 
AGENCY, the order of precedence of the applicability of same to this RGA shall be established in this 
order: 1) Federal laws and regulations; 2) California laws and regulations; 3) CALTRANS policies, 
procedures, and published manuals; 4) Local ordinances; and 5) AGENCY policies, procedures, and 
published manuals. This RGA may not include any federal funds.  

6. Project funding is as follows: 

FUND TITLE FUND SOURCE DOLLAR AMOUNT 
Road Maintenance and 
Rehabilitation Account (RMRA) 

State (SB 1) $660,000.00 

LOCAL MATCH Agency Provided $98,285.00 
 Total Project Costs $758,285.00 

No in-kind contributions may be made unless the amount and type of the contribution is identified 
above. 

7. This RGA is exempt from legal review and approval by the Department of General Services (DGS), 
pursuant to Legal Opinions of the Attorney General: 58 Ops. Cal. Atty. Gen. 586 (1975), 63 Ops. Cal. 
Atty. Gen. 290 (1980), 74 Ops. Cal. Atty. Gen. 10 (1991), and 88 Ops. Cal. Atty. Gen. 56. 

8. Notification of Parties 
a. AGENCY’s Project Manager for PROJECT is Tanya Narath. 

b. CALTRANS’ Contract Manager is Jacob Buffenbarger. “Contract Manager” as used herein 
includes his/her designee. 
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c. All notices herein provided to be given, or which may be given, by either party to the other, 
shall be deemed to have been fully given when made in writing and received by the parties at 
their respective addresses: 

Sonoma County Transportation Authority 
Attention: Tanya Narath, Grantee Project Manager 
Phone Number: (707) 565-1594 
Email: Tanya.Narath@scta.ca.gov 
411 King Street 
Santa Rosa, CA 95404 

California Department of Transportation 
D4/Transportation Planning and Local Assistance 
Attention: Jacob Buffenbarger Contract Manager  
Phone Number: (510) 286-5679 
Email: Jacob.Buffenbarger@dot.ca.gov 
111 Grand Avenue 
Oakland, CA 94612 

9. Period of Performance 
a. Reimbursable work under this RGA shall begin no earlier than on October 1, 2019, following the 

written approval of CALTRANS and AGENCY’s receipt of the Notice to Proceed letter of this RGA 
by the CALTRANS Contract Manager, and will expire on February 28, 2022. 

b. AGENCY will attend a kickoff meeting with CALTRANS to be scheduled within one (1) week from 
receipt of Notice to Proceed letter by the CALTRANS Contract Manager. 

10. Changes in Terms/Amendments 
This RGA may only be amended or modified by mutual written agreement of the parties. 

11. Cost Limitation 
a. The maximum total amount granted and reimbursable to AGENCY pursuant to this RGA by 

CALTRANS shall not exceed $660,000.00. 

b. It is agreed and understood that this RGA fund limit is an estimate and that CALTRANS will only 
reimburse the cost of services actually rendered in accordance with the provisions of this RGA and 
as authorized by the CALTRANS Contract Manager at or below that fund limitation established 
herein. 

12. Termination 
a. CALTRANS reserves the right to terminate this RGA upon written notice to AGENCY at least 30 

days in advance of the effective date of such termination in the event CALTRANS determines (at 
its sole discretion) that AGENCY failed to proceed with PROJECT work in accordance with the 
terms of this RGA. In the event of termination for convenience, CALTRANS will reimburse 
AGENCY for all allowable, authorized and non-cancelled costs up to the date of termination. 

b. This RGA may be terminated by either party for any reason by giving written notice to the other 
party at least 30 days in advance of the effective date of such termination. In the event of 
termination for convenience, CALTRANS will reimburse AGENCY for all allowable, authorized, and 
non-cancelled costs up to the date of termination. 

c. AGENCY has 60 days after the Termination Date to submit accurate invoices to CALTRANS to 
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make final allowable payments for Project costs in accordance to the terms of this RGA. Failure to 
submit accurate invoices within this period of time shall result in a waiver by AGENCY of its right to 
reimbursement of expended costs. 

13. Budget Contingency Clause 
a. It is mutually agreed that if the US Congress or the State Legislature fail to appropriate or allocate 

funds during the current year and/or any subsequent years covered under this RGA do not 
appropriate sufficient funds for the program, this RGA shall be of no further force and effect. In this 
event, CALTRANS shall have no liability to pay any funds whatsoever to AGENCY or to furnish 
any other considerations under this RGA and AGENCY shall not be obligated to perform any 
provisions of this RGA. 

b. If funding for any fiscal year is reduced or deleted by the US Congress or the State Legislature for 
purposes of this program, CALTRANS shall have the option to either terminate this RGA with no 
liability occurring to CALTRANS, or offer an RGA Amendment to AGENCY to reflect the reduced 
amount. 

14. Payment and Invoicing 
a. The method of payment for this RGA will be based on the actual allowable costs that are incurred 

in accordance with the provisions of this RGA and in the performance of the Project Work. 
CALTRANS will reimburse AGENCY for expended actual allowable direct costs, and, including, 
but not limited to, labor costs, travel, and contracted consultant services costs incurred by 
AGENCY in performance of the Project work. Indirect costs are reimbursable only if the AGENCY 
has identified the estimated indirect cost rate in Attachment II and an approved Indirect Cost 
Allocation Plan or an Indirect Cost Rate Proposal as set forth in Section III–Cost Principles, Item 
16d. The total cost shall not exceed the cost reimbursement limitation set forth in Section III–Cost 
Limitations, Item 11a. Actual costs shall not exceed the estimated wage rates, labor costs, travel, 
and other estimated costs and fees set forth in Attachment II without an amendment to this RGA, 
as agreed between CALTRANS and AGENCY. 

b. Reimbursement of AGENCY expenditures will be authorized only for those allowable costs actually 
incurred by AGENCY in accordance with the provisions of this RGA and in the performance of the 
Project Work. AGENCY must not only have incurred the expenditures on or after the start date and 
the issuance of the Notice to Proceed letter for this RGA and before the Expiration Date, but must 
have also paid for those costs to claim any reimbursement. 

c. Travel expenses and per diem rates are not to exceed the rate specified by the State of California 
Department of Human Resources for similar employees (i.e. non-represented employees) unless 
written verification is supplied that government hotel rates were not then commercially available to 
AGENCY, its subrecipients, contractors, and/or subcontractors, at the time and location required 
as specified in the California Department of Transportation's Travel Guide Exception Process at 
the following link:  https://travelpocketguide.dot.ca.gov/. 

Also see website for summary of travel reimbursement rules. 

d. AGENCY shall submit invoices to CALTRANS at least quarterly but no more frequently than 
monthly in arrears for completion of milestones in accordance with the Project Timeline in 
Attachment II to the satisfaction of the CALTRANS Contract Manager.  Invoices shall reference 
this RGA Number and shall be signed and submitted to the CALTRANS Contract Manager at the 
following address, as stated in Section III–Notification of Parties, Item 8c. 

e. Invoices shall include the following information: 

1) Names of the AGENCY personnel performing work 
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2) Dates and times of Project Work 

3) Locations of Project Work 

4) Itemized costs as set forth in Attachment II, including identification of each employee, 
contractor or subcontractor staff who provided services during the period of the invoice, the 
number of hours and hourly rates for each employee, contractor, sub-recipient or 
subcontractor staff member, authorized travel expenses with receipts, receipts for authorized 
materials or supplies, and contractor, sub-recipient and subcontractor invoices. 

5) AGENCY shall submit written progress reports with each set of invoices to allow the 
CALTRANS Contract Manager to determine if AGENCY is performing to expectations, is on 
schedule, is within funding cost limitations, to communicate interim findings, and to afford 
occasions for airing difficulties respecting special problems encountered so that remedies can 
be developed. 

f. Incomplete or inaccurate invoices shall be returned to the AGENCY unapproved for correction. 
Failure to submit invoices on a timely basis may be grounds for termination of this RGA for 
material breach per Section III–Termination, Item 12. 

g. CALTRANS will reimburse AGENCY for all allowable Project costs at least quarterly, but no 
more frequently than monthly, in arrears as promptly as CALTRANS fiscal procedures permit 
upon receipt of an itemized signed invoice. 

h. The RGA Expiration Date refers to the last date for AGENCY to incur valid Project costs or 
credits and is the date the RGA expires. AGENCY has 60 days after that Expiration Date to 
make final allowable payments to Project contractors or vendors, and submit the Project’s Final 
Product(s) as defined in Attachment II and a final accurate invoice to CALTRANS for 
reimbursement for allowable Project costs. Any unexpended Project funds not invoiced by the 
60th day will be reverted and will no longer be accessible to reimburse late Project invoices. 

15. Local Match Funds 
a. AGENCY shall contribute not less than a proportional cash amount toward the services described 

herein on a monthly or quarterly basis. The frequency of the payments shall be agreed upon by the 
parties in a document signed by both parties. Notwithstanding the foregoing, to the extent that in-
kind contributions are permitted and identified under this RGA, Section III–Project Funding, Item 
6, the contributions may be counted as cash when they are actually received by CALTRANS. 
Except where expressly allowed in writing herein, reimbursement of credits for local matching 
funds will be made or allowed only for work performed on and after the date of issuance of the 
Notice to Proceed and prior to the Expiration Date of this RGA. 

b. AGENCY agrees to contribute the statutorily required local contribution of matching funds if any is 
specified within this RGA or in any Attachment hereto, toward the actual cost of the services 
described in Attachment II. AGENCY shall contribute not less than its required match amount 
toward the services described herein. Local cash and in-kind match requirements can be found in 
the applicable Grant Application Guide, available upon request. 

16. Cost Principles 
a. AGENCY agrees to comply with Title 2, Code of Federal Regulations (CFR), Part 200, Uniform 

Administrative Requirements, Cost Principles, and Audit Requirements for Federal Awards.  

b. AGENCY agrees, and will assure that its contractors and subcontractors will be obligated to 
agree, that (a) Contract Cost Principles and Procedures, 48 CFR, Federal Acquisition 
Regulations System, Chapter 1, Part 31, et seq., shall be used to determine the allowability of 
individual Project cost items and (b) and (b) all parties shall comply with Federal administrative 
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procedures in accordance with 2 CFR, Part 200, Uniform Administrative Requirements, Cost 
Principles, and Audit Requirements for Federal Awards.  Every sub-recipient receiving Project 
funds as a sub-recipient, contractor, or subcontractor under this RGA shall comply with Federal 
administrative procedures in accordance with 2 CFR, Part 200, Uniform Administrative 
Requirements, Cost Principles and Audit Requirements for Federal Awards to the extent 
applicable. 

c. Any Project costs for which AGENCY has received payment or credit that are determined by 
subsequent audit to be unallowable under 2 CFR, Part 200, and/or Part 48, Chapter 1, Part 31, 
are subject to repayment by AGENCY to CALTRANS. Should AGENCY fail to reimburse 
moneys due CALTRANS within 30 days of discovery or demand, or within such other period as 
may be agreed in writing between the parties hereto, CALTRANS is authorized to intercept and 
withhold future payments due AGENCY from CALTRANS or any third-party source, including, 
but not limited to, the State Treasurer, the State Controller or any other fund source. 

d. Prior to AGENCY seeking reimbursement of indirect costs, AGENCY must have identified the 
estimated indirect cost rate in Attachment II, prepare and submit annually to CALTRANS for 
review and approval an indirect cost rate proposal and a central service cost allocation plan (if 
any) in accordance with  2 CFR, Part 200, Uniform Administrative Requirements, Cost Principles, 
and Audit Requirements for Federal Awards and Chapter 5 of the Local Assistance Procedures 
Manual which may be accessed at: https://dot.ca.gov/-/media/dot-media/programs/local-
assistance/documents/lapm/ch05.pdf. 

e. AGENCY agrees and shall require that all of its agreements with consultants and sub-recipients 
contain provisions requiring adherence to this section in its entirety except for section c, above. 

17. Americans with Disabilities Act 
By signing this RGA, AGENCY assures CALTRANS that in the course of performing Project work, it 
will fully comply with the applicable provisions of the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) of 1990, 
which prohibits discrimination on the basis of disability, as well as all applicable regulations and 
guidelines issued pursuant to the ADA. (42 U.S.C. 12101 et seq.). 

18. Indemnification 
Neither CALTRANS nor any officer or employee thereof is responsible for any injury, damage, or 
liability occurring by reason of anything done or omitted to be done by AGENCY, its officers, 
employees, agents, its contractors, its subrecipients, or its subcontractors under or in connection 
with any work, authority, or jurisdiction conferred upon AGENCY under this RGA. It is understood 
and agreed that AGENCY shall fully defend, indemnify, and save harmless CALTRANS and all of 
CALTRANS’ officers and employees from all claims, suits, or actions of every name, kind, and 
description brought forth under, including, but not limited to, tortuous, contractual, inverse 
condemnation, or other theories or assertions of liability occurring by reason of anything done or 
omitted to be done by AGENCY, its officers, employees, agents, contractors, subrecipients, or 
subcontractors under this RGA. 

19. Nondiscrimination Clause (2 CCR 11105 Clause b) 
a. During the performance of this RGA, the AGENCY, its contractors, its subrecipients, and its 

subcontractors shall not deny the contract's benefits to any person on the basis of race, religious 
creed, color, national origin, ancestry, physical disability, mental disability, medical condition, 
genetic information, marital status, sex, gender, gender identity, gender expression, age, sexual 
orientation, or military and veteran status, nor shall they discriminate unlawfully against any 
employee or applicant for employment because of race, religious creed, color, national origin, 
ancestry, physical disability, mental disability, medical condition, genetic information, marital status, 
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sex, gender, gender identity, gender expression, age, sexual orientation, or military and veteran 
status.  AGENCY shall ensure that the evaluation and treatment of employees and applicants for 
employment are free of such discrimination. 

b. AGENCY shall comply with the provisions of the Fair Employment and Housing Act (Gov. Code 
Sections 12900 et seq.), the regulations promulgated thereunder (Cal. Code Regs., Tit. 2, Sections 
11000 et seq.), the provisions of Article 9.5, Chapter 1, Part 1, Division 3, Title 2 of the Government 
Code (Gov. Code Sections 11135-11139.5), and the regulations or standards adopted by 
CALTRANS to implement such article. 

c. AGENCY shall permit access by representatives of the Department of Fair Employment and 
Housing and CALTRANS upon reasonable notice at any time during the normal business hours, 
but in no case less than 24 hours' notice, to such of its books, records, accounts, and all other 
sources of information and its facilities as said Department or CALTRANS shall require to ascertain 
compliance with this clause. 

d. AGENCY and its contractors, its sub-recipients, and its subcontractors shall give written notice of 
their obligations under this clause to labor organizations with which they have a collective 
bargaining or other agreement. 

e. AGENCY shall include the nondiscrimination and compliance provisions of this clause in all 
agreements with its sub-recipients, contractors, and subcontractors, and shall include a requirement 
in all agreements with all of same that each of them in turn include the nondiscrimination and 
compliance provisions of this clause in all contracts and subcontracts they enter into to perform 
work under the RGA. 

20. Retention of Records/Audits 
a. AGENCY, its contractors, subcontractors and sub-recipients, agree to comply with Title 2, Code of 

Federal Regulations (CFR), Part 200, Uniform Administrative Requirements, Cost Principles, and 
Audit Requirements for Federal Awards. 

b. AGENCY, its contractors, subcontractors and sub-recipients shall establish and maintain an 
accounting system and records that properly accumulate and segregate incurred Project costs and 
matching funds by line.  The accounting system of AGENCY, its contractors, all subcontractors, and 
sub-recipients shall conform to Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP), enable the 
determination of incurred costs at interim points of completion, and provide support for 
reimbursement payment vouchers or invoices. All accounting records and other supporting papers 
of AGENCY, its contractors, subcontractors and sub-recipients connected with Project performance 
under this RGA shall be maintained for a minimum of three (3) years from the date of final payment 
to AGENCY and shall be held open to inspection, copying, and audit by representatives of 
CALTRANS, the California State Auditor, and auditors representing the federal government. Copies 
thereof will be furnished by AGENCY, its contractors, its subcontractors and sub-recipients upon 
receipt of any request made by CALTRANS or its agents.  In conducting an audit of the costs and 
match credits claimed under this RGA, CALTRANS will rely to the maximum extent possible on any 
prior audit of AGENCY pursuant to the provisions of State and AGENCY law. In the absence of 
such an audit, any acceptable audit work performed by AGENCY’s external and internal auditors 
may be relied upon and used by CALTRANS when planning and conducting additional audits. 

c. For the purpose of determining compliance with applicable State and AGENCY law in 
connection with the performance of AGENCY’s contracts with third parties pursuant to GC 
Section 8546.7, AGENCY, AGENCY’s sub-recipients, contractors, subcontractors, and 
CALTRANS shall each maintain and make available for inspection all books, documents, 
papers, accounting records, and other evidence pertaining to the performance of such 
contracts, including, but not limited to, the costs of administering those various contracts. All of 
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the above referenced parties shall make such materials available at their respective offices at 
all reasonable times during the entire Project period and for three (3) years from the date of 
final payment to AGENCY under this RGA. CALTRANS, the California State Auditor, or any 
duly authorized representative of CALTRANS or the United States Department of 
Transportation, shall each have access to any books, records, and documents that are 
pertinent to a Project for audits, examinations, excerpts, and transactions, and AGENCY shall 
furnish copies thereof if requested. 

d. AGENCY, its sub-recipients, contractors, and subcontractors will permit access to all records of 
employment, employment advertisements, employment application forms, and other pertinent data 
and records by the State Fair Employment Practices and Housing Commission, or any other 
agency of the State of California designated by CALTRANS, for the purpose of any investigation 
to ascertain compliance with this RGA. 

e. Additionally, all grants may be subject to a pre-award audit prior to execution of the RGA to ensure 
AGENCY has an adequate financial management system in place to accumulate and segregate 
reasonable, allowable and allocable costs. 

f. Any contract with a contractor, subcontractor, or sub-recipient entered into as a result of this RGA 
shall contain all the provisions of this article. 

21. Disputes 
a. Any dispute concerning a question of fact arising under this RGA that is not disposed of by 

agreement shall be decided by the CALTRANS Contract Officer, who may consider any written or 
verbal evidence submitted by AGENCY. The decision of the CALTRANS Contract Officer shall be 
the CALTRANS’s final decision regarding the dispute. 

b. Neither the pendency of a dispute nor its consideration by the CALTRANS Contract Officer will 
excuse AGENCY from full and timely performance in accordance with the terms of the RGA. 

22. Third-Party Contracts 
a. AGENCY shall perform the work contemplated with resources available within its own 

organization and no portion of the work shall be contracted to a third party without prior written 
authorization by the CALTRANS Contract Manager unless expressly included (subrecipient 
identified) in Attachment II as part of the identified Project work. 

b. All State-government-funded procurements must be conducted using a fair and competitive 
procurement process. AGENCY may use its own procurement procedures as long as the 
procedures comply with the local AGENCY’s laws, rules, and ordinances governing 
procurement and all applicable provisions of State law, including, without limitation, the 
requirement that the AGENCY endeavor to obtain at least three (3) competitive bids for 
solicitation of goods, services, and consulting services (see Part 2, Chapter 2, Articles 3 and 4 
of the Public Contract Code); a qualifications-based solicitation process, for which statements 
of qualifications are obtained from at least three (3) qualified firms for architecture and 
engineering services (see Title 1, Division 5, Chapter 10 of the Government Code); and, the 
provisions of the State Contracting Manual (SCM), Chapter 5, which are not inconsistent with 
this Item 23, Third Party Contracts. The SCM can be found and the following link: 
https://www.dgs.ca.gov/OLS/Resources/Page-Content/Office-of-Legal-Services-Resources-
List-Folder/State-Contracting. 

c. Any contract entered into as a result of this RGA shall contain all the provisions stipulated in 
this RGA to be applicable to AGENCY’s subrecipients, contractors, and subcontractors. 
Copies of all agreements with subrecipients, contractors, and subcontractors must be 
submitted to the CALTRANS Contract Manager. 
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d. CALTRANS does not have a contractual relationship with the AGENCY’s subrecipients, 
contractors, or subcontractors and the AGENCY shall be fully responsible for all work 
performed by its subrecipients, contractors, or subcontractors. 

e. Prior authorization in writing by the CALTRANS Contract Manager shall be required before 
AGENCY enters into any non-budgeted purchase order or sub-agreement for supplies, or 
consultant services. AGENCY shall provide an evaluation of the necessity or desirability of 
incurring such costs. AGENCY shall retain all receipts for such purchases or services and shall 
submit them with invoices per Section III–Payment and Invoicing, Item 14e(4), above. 

f. Any contract entered into by AGENCY as a result of this RGA shall mandate that travel and per 
diem reimbursements and third-party contract reimbursements to subrecipients, contractors, and 
subcontractors will be allowable as Project costs only after those costs are incurred and paid for 
by the subrecipients, contractors, and subcontractors. Travel expenses and per diem rates for 
subcontractors shall be reimbursed pursuant to Section III–Payment and Invoicing, Item 14c, 
above. 

23. Drug-Free Workplace Certification 
By signing this RGA, AGENCY hereby certifies under penalty of perjury under the laws of 
California that AGENCY will comply with the requirements of the Drug-Free Workplace Act of 1990 
(Gov. Code Sections 8350 et seq.) and will provide a Drug-Free workplace by doing all of the 
following: 

a. Publish a statement notifying employees that unlawful manufacture, distribution, dispensation, 
possession, or use of a controlled substance is prohibited and specifying actions to be taken 
against employees for violations, as required by Government Code Section 8355(a). 

b. Establish a Drug-Free Awareness Program as required by Government Code Section 8355(a)(2)) 
to inform employees about all of the following: 

1) The dangers of drug abuse in the workplace. 

2) The person's or organization's policy of maintaining a Drug-Free workplace; 

3) Any available counseling, rehabilitation, and employee assistance programs. 

4) Penalties that may be imposed upon employees for drug abuse violations. 

c. Provide, as required by Government Code Section 8355(a)(3), that every employee who works on 
the proposed contract or grant: 

1) Will receive a copy of the company's Drug-Free policy statement. 

2) Will agree to abide by the terms of the company's statement as a condition of employment on 
the contract or grant. 

d. Failure to comply with these requirements may result in suspension of payments under this RGA 
or termination of this RGA or both, and AGENCY may be ineligible for the award of any future 
state contracts if CALTRANS determines that any of the following has occurred: (1) AGENCY has 
made a false certification or, (2) AGENCY violates the certification by failing to carry out the 
requirements as noted above. 

24. Relationship of Parties 
It is expressly understood that this RGA is an agreement executed by and between two 
independent governmental entities and is not intended to, and shall not be construed to, create the 
relationship of agent, servant, employee, partnership, joint venture or association, or any other 
relationship whatsoever other than that of an independent party. 
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25. State-Owned Data 
a. AGENCY agrees to comply with the following requirements to ensure the preservation, security, 

and integrity of State-owned data on portable computing devices and portable electronic 
storage media: 

1) Encrypt all State-owned data stored on portable computing devices and portable electronic 
storage media using government-certified Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) cipher 
algorithm with a 256-bit or 128-bit encryption key to protect CALTRANS data stored on 
every sector of a hard drive, including temp files, cached data, hibernation files, and even 
unused disk space. 

2) Data encryption shall use cryptographic technology that has been tested and approved 
against exacting standards, such as FIPS 140-2 Security Requirements for Cryptographic 
Modules. 

3) Encrypt, as described above, all State-owned data transmitted from one computing 
device or storage medium to another. 

4) Maintain confidentiality of all State-owned data by limiting data sharing to those individuals 
contracted to provide services on behalf of the State, and limit use of State information 
assets for State purposes only. 

5) Install and maintain current anti-virus software, security patches, and upgrades on all 
computing devices used during the course of the RGA. 

6) Notify the CALTRANS Contract Manager immediately of any actual or attempted violations 
of security of State-owned data, including lost or stolen computing devices, files, or portable 
electronic storage media containing State-owned data. 

7) Advise the owner of the State-owned data, the AGENCY Information Security Officer, and 
the AGENCY Chief Information Officer of vulnerabilities that may present a threat to the 
security of State-owned data and of specific means of protecting that State-owned data. 

b. AGENCY agrees to use the State-owned data only for State purposes under this RGA. 

c. AGENCY agrees to not transfer State-owned data to any computing system, mobile device, or 
desktop computer without first establishing the specifications for information integrity and security as 
established for the original data file(s) (State Administrative Manual (SAM) Section 5335.1). 

26. Assumption of Risk and Indemnification Regarding Exposure to Environmental Health Hazards 
In addition to and not a limitation of the AGENCY’s indemnification obligations contained elsewhere in 
this RGA, the AGENCY hereby assumes all risks of the consequences of exposure of AGENCY’s 
employees, agents, subrecipients, contractors and subcontractors, contractors and subcontractors’ 
employees, and any other person, firm or corporation furnishing or supplying work services, materials, 
or supplies in connection with the performance of this RGA, to any and all environmental health 
hazards, local and otherwise, in connection with the performance of this RGA. Such hazards include, 
but are not limited to, bodily injury and/or death resulting in whole or in part from exposure to infectious 
agents and/or pathogens of any type, kind or origin. AGENCY also agrees to take all appropriate 
safety precautions to prevent any such exposure to AGENCY’s employees, agents, subrecipients, 
contractors and subcontractors, contractors and subcontractors’ employees, and any other person, 
firm or corporation furnishing or supplying work services, materials, or supplies in connection with the 
performance of this RGA. AGENCY also agrees to indemnify and hold harmless CALTRANS, the 
State of California, and each and all of their officers, agents, sub-recipients, and employees, from any 
and all claims and/or losses accruing or resulting from such exposure. Except as provided by law, 
AGENCY also agrees that the provisions of this paragraph shall apply regardless of the existence or 
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degree of negligence or fault on the part of CALTRANS, the State of California, and/or any of their 
officers, agents, and/or employees. 

27. Mandatory Organic Waste Recycling 
It is understood and agreed that pursuant to Public Resources Code Sections 42649.8 et seq., if 
Contractor generates four (4) cubic yards or more of organic waste or commercial solid waste per 
week, the Contractor shall arrange for organic waste recycling services or commercial waste recycling 
services that separate/source organic waste recycling. Contractor shall provide proof of compliance, 
i.e. organic waste recycling services or commercial waste recycling services that separate/source 
organic waste recycling, upon request from the Caltrans Contract Manager. 

28. Project Close Out/Final Product 
a. AGENCY will provide an ADA accessible electronic version of the Final Product(s) to the 

CALTRANS Contract Manager. 

b. CALTRANS reserves the right to withhold final payment to AGENCY pending receipt of 
Final Product(s) to the CALTRANS Contract Manager.  

29. Ownership of Proprietary Property 
a. Definitions 

1) Work: The work to be directly or indirectly produced by AGENCY under this RGA. 
2) Work Product: All deliverables created or produced from Work under this RGA including but 

not limited to, all Work and Deliverables conceived or made, or made hereafter conceived or 
made, either solely or jointly with others during the term of this RGA and during a period of six 
(6) months after the termination thereof, which relates to the Work commissioned or performed 
under this RGA. “Work Product” includes all deliverables, inventions, innovations, 
improvements, or other works of authorship AGENCY, its subrecipients, a third-party contractor 
or subcontractor may conceive of or develop in the course of this RGA, whether or not they are 
eligible for patent, copyright, trademark, trade secret, or other legal protection. 

3) Inventions: Any idea, methodologies, design, concept, technique, invention, discovery, 
improvement or development regardless of patentability made solely by AGENCY or jointly 
with the AGENCY’s contractor, subcontractor and/or subrecipient and/or the AGENCY’s 
contractor, subcontractor and/or subrecipient’s employees with one or more employees of 
CALTRANS, during the term of this RGA and in performance of any Work under this RGA, 
provided that either the conception or reduction to practice thereof occurs during the term of 
this RGA and in performance of Work issued under this RGA. 

b. Ownership of Work Product and Rights 
1) Copyright Ownership of Work Product: Except in regard to Pre-existing Works, all Work 

Product derived by the Work performed by the AGENCY, its employees, or by any of the 
AGENCY’s contractor’s, subcontractor’s, and/or subrecipient’s employees under this RGA, 
shall be owned by CALTRANS and AGENCY and shall be considered to be works made for 
hire by the AGENCY and AGENCY’s contractor, subcontractor, and/or subrecipient for 
CALTRANS and AGENCY. CALTRANS and AGENCY shall own all United States and 
international copyrights in the Work Product. 
As such, all Work Product shall contain, in a conspicuous place, a copyright designation 
consisting of a “c” in a circle followed by the four-digit year in which the Work Product was 
produced, followed by the words “California Department of Transportation and AGENCY.  All 
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Rights Reserved.”  For example, a Work Product created in the year 2012 would contain the 
copyright designation © 2012 California Department of Transportation and AGENCY.  All 
Rights Reserved. 

2) Vesting of Copyright Ownership: AGENCY, its employees, and all of AGENCY’s 
contractor’s, subcontractor’s, and subrecipient’s employees, agrees to perpetually assign, and 
upon creation of each Work Product automatically assigns, to CALTRANS and AGENCY, its 
successors, and assigns, ownership of all United States and international copyrights in each 
and every Work Product, insofar as any such Work Product, by operation of law, may not be 
considered work made for hire by the AGENCY’s contractor, subcontractor, and/or 
subrecipient from CALTRANS.  From time to time, CALTRANS and the AGENCY shall 
require its contractors, subcontractors, and/or subrecipients and their respective employees to 
confirm such assignments by execution and delivery of such assignments, confirmations, or 
assignment, or other written instruments as CALTRANS and the AGENCY may request. 
CALTRANS and the AGENCY, its successors, and assigns, shall have the right to obtain and 
hold in its or their own name(s) all copyright registrations and other evidence of rights that 
may be available for Work Product. AGENCY shall require contractors, including 
subcontractors, to waive all moral rights relating to identification of authorship restriction or 
limitation on use, or subsequent modifications of the Work. 

c. INVENTIONS 
1) Vesting of Patent Ownership: AGENCY agrees to require subrecipients, contractors, 

subcontractors, and their respective employees to assign to CALTRANS and AGENCY, its 
successors, and assigns, all Inventions, together with the right to seek protection by obtaining 
patent ownership rights and the right to claim all rights or priority there under, and the same 
shall become and remain CALTRANS’ property regardless of whether such protection is 
sought. The AGENCY, its employees, and AGENCY’s contractor, subcontractor, and 
subrecipient shall promptly make a complete written disclosure to CALTRANS of each 
Invention not otherwise clearly disclosed to CALTRANS in the pertinent Work Product, 
specifically pointing out features or concepts that the AGENCY, its employees, and/or 
AGENCY’s contractor, subcontractor, and/or subrecipient believes to be new or different. The 
AGENCY, its employees, and AGENCY’s contractor, subcontractor, and subrecipient shall, 
upon CALTRANS and AGENCY’s request and at CALTRANS and AGENCY’s expense, 
cause patent applications to be filed thereon, through solicitors designated by CALTRANS 
and AGENCY, and shall sign all such applications over to CALTRANS and AGENCY, its 
successors, and assigns. The AGENCY, its employees, and AGENCY’s contractor, 
subcontractor, and subrecipient shall give CALTRANS and AGENCY and its solicitors all 
reasonable assistance in connection with the preparation and prosecution of any such patent 
applications and shall cause to be executed all such assignments or other instruments or 
documents as CALTRANS and AGENCY may consider necessary or appropriate to carry out 
the intent on this RGA. 

2) Agency: In the event that CALTRANS and AGENCY are unable for any reason whatsoever to 
secure the AGENCY’s, its employees’, and/or AGENCY’s contractor’s, subcontractor’s, 
and/or subrecipient’s signature to any lawful or necessary document required or desirable to 
apply for or prosecute any United States application (including renewals or divisions thereof), 
AGENCY, its employees, and AGENCY’s contractor, subcontractor, and subrecipient hereby 
irrevocably designates and appoints CALTRANS and AGENCY and its duly authorized 
officers and agents, as its agent and attorney-in-fact, to act for and on AGENCY, its 
employees and AGENCY’s contractor’s, subcontractor’s, and subrecipient behalf and stead, 
to execute and file such applications and to do all other lawfully permitted acts to further the 
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prosecution and issuance of any copyrights, trademarks or patents thereon with the same 
legal force and effect as if executed by AGENCY, its employees and AGENCY’s contractor, 
subcontractor and subrecipient. CALTRANS and AGENCY shall have no obligations to file 
any copyright, trademark or patent applications. 

d. ADDITIONAL PROVISIONS 
1) Avoidance of infringement: In performing services under this RGA, AGENCY and its 

employees agree to avoid designing or developing any items that infringe one or more patents 
or other intellectual property rights of any third party. If AGENCY or its employees becomes 
aware of any such possible infringement in the course of performing any Work under this 
RGA, AGENCY or its employees shall immediately notify CALTRANS in writing. 

2) Pre-existing Works and License: AGENCY agrees to require contractors, subcontractors, 
and subrecipients to acknowledge that all Work Product shall be the sole and exclusive 
property of CALTRANS and AGENCY, except that any Pre-existing Works created by 
AGENCY and third parties outside of the RGA but utilized in connection with the RGA (the 
“Pre-existing Works”) shall continue to be owned by AGENCY or such parties. AGENCY 
agrees to notify CALTRANS in writing of any Pre-existing Works used in connection with 
any Work Product produced under this RGA and hereby grants to CALTRANS a non-
exclusive, irrevocable, worldwide, perpetual, royalty-free license to utilize the Pre-existing 
Works in connection with the Work Product. 

3) Contractors, Subcontractors, and Subrecipients: Through contract with its subrecipients, 
contractors, and subcontractors, AGENCY shall affirmatively bind by contract all of its 
contractors, subcontractors, subrecipients, and service vendors (hereinafter “AGENCY’s 
Contractor/Subcontractor/Subrecipient”) providing services under this RGA to conform to the 
provisions of this Exhibit.  In performing services under this RGA, AGENCY’s 
Contractor/Subcontractor/Subrecipient shall agree to avoid designing or developing any items 
that infringe one or more patents or other intellectual property rights of any third party. If 
AGENCY’s Contractor/Subcontractor/Subrecipient becomes aware of any such possible 
infringement in the course of performing any Work under this RGA, AGENCY’s 
Contractor/Subcontractor/Subrecipient shall immediately notify the AGENCY in writing, and 
AGENCY shall then immediately notify the Department in writing. 

e. Ownership of Data 
1) Upon completion of all Work under this RGA, all intellectual property rights, ownership, and 

title to all reports, documents, plans, specifications, and estimates, produced as part of this 
RGA will automatically be vested in CALTRANS and AGENCY and no further agreement will 
be necessary to transfer ownership to CALTRANS and AGENCY. The AGENCY, its 
contractors, subcontractors, and subrecipients, shall furnish CALTRANS all necessary 
copies of data needed to complete the review and approval process. 

2) It is understood and agreed that all calculations, drawings, and specifications, whether in 
hard copy of machine-readable form, are intended for one-time use in the Project for which 
this RGA has been entered into. 

3) AGENCY, its contractors, subcontractors, and subrecipients, are not liable for claims, 
liabilities or losses arising out of, or connected with, the modification or misuse by 
CALTRANS of the machine-readable information and data provided by AGENCY, its 
contractors, subcontractors, and subrecipients, under this RGA; further, AGENCY, its 
contractors, subcontractors, and subrecipients, are not liable for claims, liabilities or losses 
arising out of, or connected with, any use by CALTRANS of the Project documentation on 
other projects, for additions to this Project, or for the completion of this project by others, 
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excepting only such use as may be authorized, in writing, by AGENCY, its contractors, 
subcontractors, and subrecipients. 

4) Any sub-agreement in excess of $25,000.00, entered, into as a result of this RGA, shall 
contain all of the provisions of this clause.  
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SECTION IV 

ATTACHMENTS: 

The following attachments are incorporated into and are made a part of this RGA by this reference and 
attachment. 

I. AGENCY Resolution 

ll. Scope of Work and Project Timeline 

 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have executed this RGA on the day and year first 
herein above written: 
STATE OF CALIFORNIA SONOMA COUNTY TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
  
 
By: By: 

Printed Name: Printed Name: 

Title: Contract Officer Title: 

Date: Date: 

By: 

Printed Name: 

Title: 

Date: 

By: 

Printed Name: 

Title: 

Date: 
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Project Title: Vision Zero Sonoma County 

INTRODUCTION: 

The Sonoma County Transportation Authority (SCTA) and Sonoma County Department of 
Health Services (DHS) are collaborating on this proposal to create a healthier, more sustainable 
community for all residents in Sonoma County, with a focus on action-oriented strategies to 
reduce serious injuries and fatalities caused by traffic collisions, and improving health, quality of 
life and economic vitality, particularly for low-income and disadvantaged communities. 
 
The purpose of this collaborative project is to build the foundation necessary to launch Vision 
Zero initiatives in the nine cities and unincorporated areas of Sonoma County. The project 
includes the creation of a robust data framework to collect and analyze injury and crash data 
and will incorporate best practices and lessons learned from cities across the United States that 
have launched Vision Zero initiatives. 
 
The project is built upon three foundational principles: 1) the development of systems that will 
drive data informed planning; 2) collective/coordinated Vision Zero planning across 
municipalities; and 3) community engagement driven planning and engagement. 
 
SCTA, the Department of Health Services, and representatives from local jurisdictions will work 
as a Core Team to facilitate progress toward a Vision Zero Plan both countywide and at the 
local level. SCTA will serve as the lead fiscal agent and will lead the design, development and 
implementation of the data framework; the Department of Health Services will lead the multi-
jurisdiction Vision Zero planning process including the engagement of community members with 
a focus on the most vulnerable neighborhoods and populations. An Advisory Committee of key 
stakeholders and community members will be established to inform and guide both the data 
system and planning processes as well as work with the Core Team to ensure the communities 
that are most impacted by accidents, injuries and traffic related fatalities are actively involved in 
the effort. 
 
Both SCTA and the Department of Health Services have long-standing relationships with 
partners in transportation, climate change, built environment, health, local public works 
departments, law enforcement and equity; as well as our local municipalities. Their confirmed 
commitments to this effort will serve us well as we work to develop comprehensive as well as 
specific place based strategies. In addition, a hallmark of this effort will be genuine community 
engagement. The Department of Health Services was selected as a sub-applicant in part 
because of its longstanding role as a lead convener of stakeholders in Sonoma County - 
building cross-sectoral collaboratives, task forces, community coalitions, resident advisory 
councils, and resident and youth leadership bodies to not only advise and inform the work of the 
County but in many cases to lead.  
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In 2007, the Sonoma County Board of Directors worked through DHS to establish Health Action- 
a partnership of local leaders, organizations, and individuals dedicated to improving health and 
well-being and reducing disparities across Sonoma County. The Health Action framework is 
designed to support community health improvement and health equity by mobilizing community 
partnerships and resources to focus on key factors that influence health, including health 
system effectiveness, the built environment, and social determinants such as education and 
income. In addition to the countywide Health Action Council, there are eight community health 
improvement groups, or “chapters”, with representation from many sectors of the community 
including city government, the local health care system, non-profits, businesses, education and 
community members. These are working at the local level to address key social, economic and 
environmental determinants of health and health care with an emphasis on eliminating health 
disparities. This project will work to engage representatives from the Health Action Chapters in 
our most vulnerable communities including Russian River Area Resources and Advocates; 
Southwest Santa Rosa Health Action; Gravenstein Health Action Chapter; and Sustainable 
Sonoma to ensure representation of these interests on the advisory body and in the planning 
processes at the local level.  
  
DHS also brings well-established partnerships with direct service community based 
organizations that are high touch with regard to vulnerable populations. These include: The 
Northern California Center for Well-Being; Center for Climate Protection, Sonoma County 
Bicycle Coalition; Community Action Partnership; Safe Streets Coalition; the Prevention 
Partnership; Sonoma County Community Health Clinics; Memorial Hospital (local trauma 
center); St. Joseph Health; and Kaiser Permanente, creating additional opportunities for 
connecting with end user populations.  
 
Finally, we will employ both outreach and in-reach tactics to building support for our Vision Zero 
efforts. Through multi-pronged communications efforts we will create awareness, collect 
feedback and input, share project concepts and strategies and promote ongoing 
engagement/support in the implementation of specific activities, and the evaluation of impacts. 
 
RESPONSIBLE PARTIES: 
 

● Applicant: Sonoma County Transportation Authority (SCTA) 
● Sub-Applicant: Sonoma County Department of Health Services (DHS) 

 
OVERALL PROJECT OBJECTIVES: 
  
1) Understand the current state of injuries and crashes 

a) Build a strong foundation of relevant, accurate and timely injury and crash data for the 
unincorporated areas and the nine cities in Sonoma County. Identify gaps in data and 
define plan to resolve. 
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b) Create a data dashboard that allows for sharing of crash and injury data in forms that are 

understandable to different audiences (e.g. summary data for community members; 
ability to drill down to details for staff and policy makers). 

c) Engage residents of disadvantaged communities to incorporate their perspectives into 
the collection and analysis of injury and crash data. Incorporate information previously 
gathered for Community Based Transportation plans into data to ensure community 
needs and concerns are well represented. 

2) Build commitment for a countywide Vision Zero initiative 
a) Engage with key stakeholders in local business, community groups, disadvantaged 

communities, local and county government to communicate the current data and 
demonstrate how a Vision Zero initiative will support local, regional and state goals 
related to equity and climate change. 

b) Form a multi-disciplinary team to lead the planning effort for Sonoma County’s Vision 
Zero initiative. 

3) Develop a Vision Zero Action Plan for Sonoma County 
a) Engage with city and county governments and key stakeholders to determine Vision 

Zero goals, timeline and performance measures. 
b) Develop and communicate action plan. 
c) Create online dashboard to communicate injury and crash data, Vision Zero strategies 

and progress. 
  
1.  Project Management 

Task 1.1 Project Kick-off Meeting with Caltrans Staff 
SCTA and DHS staff will attend a kick-off meeting with Caltrans staff. Includes mileage 
reimbursement for travel to Oakland. 
 

• Responsible Party: SCTA/DHS 
  
Task 1.2 Procurement for Consultant Services 
SCTA and DHS will confirm that their respective agency procurement procedures comply with 
State Contracting Manual, Chapter 5, and the terms of the agreement with Caltrans. Once 
confirmed, these procedures will be followed for procurement of all consultant services to be 
performed under the grant. 
 
In coordination with the Vision Zero Advisory Committee (VZAC) and others, the Core Team will 
go through a facilitated process to determine overarching collision reduction goals; specific shared 
objectives; localized strategies; and tools to assist with implementation and measurement 
including logic models, reporting templates, and information loop strategies to 
communicate/disseminate learning. A consultant may be brought in to facilitate the initial 
evaluation plan design. The final plan will include outcome/accountability measures, involvement 
of local councils and boards, and formal reporting structures. 
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The services of web-development and programing consultants may be required to assist SCTA 
staff with the implementation of web facing public outreach and data delivery and communication 
tools. This support could include website design and coding, data processing, graphic design, and 
staff training. SCTA staff intends to work closely with contracted staff to ensure that agency staff 
are able to update and maintain any web resources, datasets, and tools that are developed by or 
in cooperation with consultants.   
 

• Responsible Party: SCTA/DHS 

Task 1.3 Grant Management & Contracting 
SCTA will provide oversight and management of all aspects of the grant and contracts with third 
parties. DHS will provide grant management services in-kind for the DHS portion of the scope of 
work.  
 

• Responsible Party: SCTA/DHS 
 
Task 1.4 Quarterly Invoicing & Reports to Caltrans 
Submit complete invoice packages to Caltrans district staff based on actual staff time towards 
subtasks and milestone completion - at least quarterly, but no more frequently than monthly.  
 
Activities related to invoicing include preparation and submission of sub-applicant invoices by 
DHS accounting staff, submission of invoices to Caltrans, and follow-up communications with 
Caltrans HQ to ensure that all invoices are properly filed, received, and paid. 
 
SCTA and DHS will coordinate on the creation of quarterly progress reports. Responsible 
parties for each task will report on progress each quarter towards goals and objectives. SCTA 
will submit quarterly reports to Caltrans district staff providing a summary of project progress 
and grant/local match expenditures. 
 

• Responsible Party: SCTA/DHS 
  

Task Deliverable 

1.1 Meeting documentation and mileage forms 

1.2 Documentation of procurement process 

1.3 Documentation of project management practices in quarterly reports 

1.4 Quarterly Invoices & Progress Reports 
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2.  Establish Structure for Vision Zero Planning 

Task 2.1 Program Initiation 
DHS will identify and recruit relevant parties to participate on the Vision Zero Advisory 
Committee (VZAC), and assist with the determination of group structures and operating 
procedures. DHS will also identify a Core Team of employees who will be responsible for 
carrying out administrative, logistical, and planning tasks related to deliverables, as well as 
documenting progress and challenges. The Core Team will select and implement online project 
management software to ensure VZAC members are informed throughout the process and can 
access materials, drafts, plans, and other information as necessary. All local jurisdictions within 
Sonoma County will be invited to designate a staff person to serve on the Advisory Committee. 
Key stakeholders, including community-based organizations, law enforcement agencies, 
schools, local businesses, and community groups will also be invited to participate on the 
VZAC. At least two positions on the VZAC will be reserved for residents of disadvantaged 
communities. The Safe Streets Coalition has been identified as a potential group that could lend 
backbone organizational structure to the VZAC, and the Core Team will pursue formalized 
commitments with this group during the Program Initiation phase.  
 

• Responsible Party: DHS 
 
Task 2.2 Local Coordination 
There are currently several bodies convened in Sonoma County to advise specific offices (such 
as SCTA), programs, and/or projects whose objectives intersect with the goals of Vision Zero. 
Rather than ask members from each of these established groups to serve on the 
Planning/Advisory bodies for this proposed project, the DHS Core Team (identified in Task 2.1) 
will attend their meetings to ensure coordination and engagement while avoiding increased 
burden on jurisdictions with limited staff resources. The Core Team will be responsible for 
attending the following meetings to coordinate Vision Zero action planning, bring updates to 
relevant stakeholders, and inform community members about the progress of the planning 
process. Three of these committees have already agreed to place Vision Zero planning as a 
standing item on their agendas should this project be funded. 

● SCTA Technical Advisory Committee (monthly)* 
● SCTA Planning Advisory Committee (monthly)* 
● SCTA Countywide Bicycle and Pedestrian Committee (bi-monthly)* 
● SCTA Citizens Advisory Committee (monthly) 
● Local Bicycle and Pedestrian Boards in up to 10 jurisdictions (meeting frequency varies) 
● Safe Streets Coalition (quarterly) 
● Other relevant technical and/or community meetings as appropriate for coordinating 

Vision Zero action planning activities throughout Sonoma County, such as parents clubs, 
PTA groups, Safe Routes to School Alliance, etc. 

  
* Agreement exists to place Vision Zero as a standing item on these meeting agendas 
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• Responsible Party: DHS 
  

Task Deliverable 

2.1 
Advisory Group and Core Team membership rosters, meeting 
schedules, and guiding documents. Summary of online project 
management software cost for invoice. 

2.2 Meeting notes and mileage forms for local travel. 

  
3.  Develop and Implement Data Dashboard 

Task 3.1 Research Alternatives 
SCTA will research best practices in the collection, management, and communication of data for 
the Vision Zero project. 
  

• Responsible Party: SCTA 
 
Task 3.2 Identify and Develop Content, Implement Data Dashboard 
SCTA will work with the VZAC and Core Team to identify data collection and analysis 
requirements. SCTA will develop, collect, and purchase required data. SCTA will define 
technical solution required to store data and display in the Data Dashboard. Implementation 
includes consultant contract to develop web interface and to process data and subscription to 
web reporting and communication tools. Includes consultant travel to local meetings only. 
  

• Responsible Party: SCTA/Consultant 
 
Task 3.3 Final Testing and Rollout Data Dashboard 
Final testing of Data Dashboard and communication to VZAC and Core Team. Includes 
presentation of and training on Data Dashboard to VZAC, Core Team, SCTA Board and 
advisory committees, and public outreach. 
  

• Responsible Party: SCTA 
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Task Deliverable 

3.1 Summary of research and preferred approach 

3.2 
Data and resources loaded in data dashboard. Documentation on data 
and data sources. Mileage form for consultant travel. 

3.3 Final Data Dashboard released including User’s Guide 

  
4.  Create Outline of Vision Zero Action Plan 

Task 4.1 Engagement & Assessment 
In order to outline the Vision Zero Action Plan for Sonoma County, the Core Team and VZAC 
will engage diverse experts and stakeholders in collecting and analyzing background 
information, including discussing best practices for implementation of Vision Zero policies and 
plans, drawing from other Vision Zero jurisdictions, and assessing existing crash data. DHS will 
conduct a gap analysis that enumerates existing city, regional, and state policies and plans that 
contribute to Sonoma County’s Vision Zero goals, and ways in which those policies and plans 
may be in conflict with one another. This phase will also include an analysis of legal, liability, 
and legislative strategies and challenges, including the engagement of counsel and policy 
advisors at each jurisdiction, as applicable. The Core Team will develop a survey and key 
informant interview tools for gathering information from identified stakeholders. The VZAC will 
meet throughout the process to discuss the potential policy challenges and opportunities, 
performance measures, decision-making procedures, best practices, and responsibilities of 
each jurisdiction. An equity lens will be applied in discussing all of the above topics related to 
background information and the creation of a VZ Action Plan Outline, to ensure that solutions 
are being implemented equitably, and community engagement processes are taken into 
account at the outset. 
 

• Responsible Party: DHS 
  
Task 4.2 Develop Prioritization Procedures 
Using information developed in Task 3, the VZ Core Team will review methods and formulas for 
prioritizing locations for infrastructure projects, as well as methods for identifying and prioritizing 
Vision Zero projects to address issues, including construction, education, landscape, funding, 
etc. The VZAC and local jurisdiction staff will review the draft prioritization procedures and 
recommend changes as needed. The methodology for prioritizing projects will be included in the 
Action Plan Outline. 
 

• Responsible Party: DHS 
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Task 4.3 Create Outline of Vision Zero Action Plan 
The VZ Core Team will be responsible for creating an Action Plan Outline, incorporating content 
from all VZAC discussions, preliminary community outreach (Task 5.1), stakeholder 
engagement, and best practices recommendations. The Outline will also include in-depth 
research on how to engage communities in the development and implementation of the VZ 
Action Plan. The Action Plan Outline will include a problem and solution framework, outlining 
which agencies should be involved in addressing a given problem. 
  

• Responsible Party: DHS 
 

Task Deliverable 

4.1 
Summary of findings, including best practices, liability concerns, policy 
opportunities, background information, and draft performance measures. 

4.2 Documentation of project and program prioritization procedures 

4.3 Action Plan Outline 

 
5.  Community Engagement 

Task 5.1 Outreach Planning 
The VZ Core Team will develop a community outreach strategy with the VZAC, including three 
key phases of 1) building initial community awareness of Vision Zero and building support for 
the effort; 2) collecting input/feedback on the proposed draft plan (outline) including action plan 
strategies; their prioritization, and implementation of the action plan; and 3) presentation and 
approval of the final plan. The Team will develop outreach strategy objectives including potential 
target audiences and desired outcomes. Collateral to support external outreach will be 
developed, including templates for messaging such as brochures, flyers, postcards, online 
surveys, etc. In addition, research will be conducted throughout this task on how the community 
can be engaged in development and implementation of the action plan. Where applicable, 
outreach will focus on disadvantaged communities disproportionately affected by traffic 
collisions. The Core Team will work with SCTA staff to communicate information from the data 
dashboard to local communities (Task 5.3), through online outreach, social media, and public 
meetings or other outreach points as determined by the VZAC. The communications and 
outreach plans will be defined with input from local jurisdictions to ensure cultural 
appropriateness, timeliness of feedback, and maximum opportunity for public input. Outreach 
materials will be translated into Spanish and in-person language interpretation services provided 
as needed. 
 
The VZ Core Team will evaluate the feasibility of using Street Story, a new community 
engagement tool developed by the Berkeley Safe Transportation Research and Education 
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Center, to gather information on community perceptions of hazardous conditions, safe places to 
travel, collisions, and near misses. The data gathered through this tool would supplement data 
from other sources, and could be an engaging way to involve more community members in the 
planning process. The online version of Street Story is currently only available in English, but 
there is a paper version in Spanish and there are plans to develop the online version in Spanish 
as well. 
  

• Responsible Party: DHS 
  
Task 5.2 Community Engagement 
Using the materials and community outreach plan developed in Task 5.1, the Core Team and 
VZAC will be responsible for facilitating community feedback on the draft action plan outline 
(Task 4.3 deliverable). Three community meetings or public outreach activities will be 
conducted, along with two alternative outreach methodologies, such as online feedback forms, 
neighborhood canvassing, or other approaches as determined by the Core Team, VZAC, and 
local jurisdiction staff. Focus will be placed when feasible on disadvantaged communities and 
underserved populations, such as neighborhoods with large proportions of residents relying on 
active transportation (walking, cycling, and public transit), people with disabilities, low-income 
populations and populations of color. In addition, community meetings and/or trainings will be 
held in each jurisdiction to inform local residents about Vision Zero, and develop a strategy to 
utilize “safety ambassadors” within communities affected most directly by Vision Zero 
implementation. Feedback will be gathered on implementation of strategies, gaps in data, and 
other topics as relevant based on the planning process. Includes mileage reimbursement for 
local travel only. 
  

• Responsible Party: DHS 
  
Task 5.3 Data Support for Community Engagement 
SCTA will provide data support for public outreach and the development of specialized data 
products for disadvantaged communities. For each community meeting or outreach event, 
SCTA will provide data products (maps, graphs, charts, etc.) tailored to the interests and needs 
of the target audience. SCTA will also use data gathered from public outreach events, Street 
Story, and other feedback mechanisms to create data products for use by the Core Team and 
the VZAC. 
  

• Responsible Party: SCTA 
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Task Deliverable 

5.1 Community Outreach plan, including topics, target audiences, and key 
stakeholder groups. Templates for messaging.  

5.2 
3 community outreach meetings and 2 alternative outreach methodologies. 10 
community feedback meetings/trainings. Mileage forms. Summary of printing 
and supplies costs for invoices. 

5.3 
Data messages and presentation information for community outreach, including 
maps, visualizations, and other collateral.  

  
6.  Draft Vision Zero Action Plan 

Task 6.1 Evaluation Strategy & Goal Setting 
The evaluation plan will be developed by the Core team under the leadership of the Department 
of Health Services. The process will be four-pronged including: 

● Formative evaluation activities: these will occur during the initial planning phase of the 
effort to ensure that the program and proposed activities are feasible, appropriate, and 
acceptable to the community and stakeholders before the plan is finalized. It will be at this 
stage that projects/activities/strategies will be selected for implementation; 

● Process/implementation evaluation activities: these will be implemented simultaneously to 
measure and subsequent to formative work to determine whether program activities 
including data system development, community engagement, and planning activities have 
been implemented as intended; 

● Outcome/effectiveness evaluation: which will be designed during the planning processes 
at both the countywide and local levels to measure the effects of the chosen strategies on 
the communities by assessing the progress in the outcomes or outcome objectives that 
the program hopes to achieve; and ultimately 

● Impact evaluation: which is intended to assess program effectiveness in achieving its 
ultimate health goals. It is not likely that the impact measures will be a part of this funded 
project but one of the objectives will be to institutionalize the tracking of impacts. 

 
In coordination with VZAC and others, the Core Team will go through a facilitated process to 
determine overarching collision reduction goals; specific shared objectives; localized strategies; 
and, tools to assist with implementation and measurement including logic models, reporting 
templates, and information loop strategies to communication/dissemination learning. A consultant 
may be brought in to facilitate the initial evaluation plan design. The final plan will include 
outcome/accountability measures, involvement of local councils and boards, and formal reporting 
structures. 
 

• Responsible Party: DHS 
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Task 6.2 Create Draft Action Plan 
The Core Team will research funding opportunities and identify staffing needs, ongoing training 
needs, ongoing technology and materials needs, infrastructure budget needs, and program 
budget needs for all local agencies/departments. Staff from each jurisdiction will review the 
needs assessment before it is incorporated into the Draft Action Plan. Core staff will identify 
resources and next steps for implementation as part of the overall creation of the Draft Action 
Plan. The Core Team will also brainstorm with the VZAC the tools needed to effectively 
communicate VZ to the broader community as well as the action plan and its contents, with the 
goal of providing a coordinated appearance and making the Action Plan content easy to digest. 
Templates for communications tools such as PowerPoint presentations, flyers, fact sheets, logo, 
and infographics will be created and approved by the VZAC. The final draft of the action plan 
will include fleshed out content for action items, timeline, funding needs, maps, and 
infographics, and will include a detailed analysis of anticipated barriers to implementation. 
 

• Responsible Party: DHS 
  
Task 6.3 Feedback & Finalize Action Plan 
The Core Team will seek feedback from public works departments, VZAC, community 
members, and other key stakeholders on the final draft of the Action Plan. VZAC members will 
have the opportunity to comment on a shared document online, while other community outreach 
avenues will be used to seek public input on the plan. The Core Team will use feedback to 
finalize the plan. VZAC members will assist the Core Team in pursuing ratification/resolution of 
the plan from local councils.  
  

• Responsible Party: DHS 
 

 Task Deliverable 

6.1 Evaluation plan, tools, and vision zero goal timeline 

6.2 Draft Action Plan, including timeline, action items, funding 
needs, maps, infographics, and barriers analysis. 

6.3 Feedback summary & Final Action Plan 

  
7.  Communications & Media 

Task 7.1 Create Communication Plan 

Once the action plan and all associated documentation and collateral have been finalized, a 
plan to communicate about Vision Zero and the Action Plan will be created by the Core Team, 
with input from the VZAC. Care should be taken to consider and coordinate messaging with 
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national, state, or regional campaigns. The plan will include both social and traditional media 
and other avenues as determined appropriate by local jurisdiction representatives. 
 

• Responsible Party: DHS 
  
Task 7.2 Implement Communication Plan 
Local jurisdictions will implement their portions of the communication plan, including press 
releases, community outreach, advertising, etc. DHS will provide assistance to local jurisdictions 
as requested. The Core Team will work with Public Information Officers at all levels as well as 
community groups and opinion leaders to ensure a broad distribution of key messages. 
  

• Responsible Party: DHS 
  

Task Deliverable 

7.1 Communication Plan 

7.2 

Deliverables based on final Communication Plan (Task 7.1) include, but 
are not limited to, public outreach session sign-in sheets, press releases, 
social media posts, online metrics, advertising, and other message 
tracking. 
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PROJECT TIMELINE 
 

 

Project Title

Task 
Number Responsible Party Total Cost

Grant 
Amount

Local
Cash 
Match

Local 
In-Kind 
Match J A S O N D J F M A M J J A S O N D J F M A M J J A S O N D J F M A M J Deliverable

1

1.1 Project Kick-off Meeting w ith Caltrans Staff SCTA/DHS $2,153.60 $1,475.60 $78.00 $600.00 Meeting documentation and mileage forms

1.2 Procurement for Consultant Services SCTA/DHS $2,790.00 $2,466.00 $324.00 Documentation of procurement process

1.3 Grant Management & Contracting SCTA/DHS $17,141.00 $15,146.00 $495.00 $1,500.00 Documentation of project management practices in quarterly reports

1.4 Invoicing & Quarterly Reports SCTA/DHS $15,366.97 $13,523.42 $643.55 $1,200.00 Quarterly Invoices & Progress Reports

2

2.1 Program Initiation DHS $21,640.80 $18,110.80 $530.00 $3,000.00
Advisory Group and Core Team membership rosters, meeting schedules, and guiding 
documents. Summary of online project management softw are cost for invoice.

2.2 Local Coordination DHS $94,070.60 $79,526.60 $544.00 $14,000.00 Meeting notes and mileage forms for local travel

3

3.1 Research Alternatives SCTA $2,700.00 $2,386.00 $314.00 Summary of research and preferred approach

3.2
Identify and Develop Content, Implement Data Dashboard

SCTA/Consultant $99,239.49 $87,358.58 $11,880.91
Data and resources loaded in data dashboard. Documentation on data and data sources. 
Mileage form for consultant travel.

3.3 Final Testing and Rollout Data Dashboard SCTA $4,900.00 $4,330.00 $570.00 Final Data Dashboard released including User's Guide

4

4.1 Engagement & Assessment DHS $56,658.80 $48,358.80 $8,300.00
Summary of f indings, including best practices, liability concerns, policy opportunities, 
background information, and draft performance measures

4.2 Develop Prioritization Procedures DHS $14,774.80 $13,474.80 $1,300.00 Documentation of project and program prioritization procedures

4.3 Create Outline of Vision Zero Action Plan DHS $35,619.20 $31,519.20 $4,100.00 Action Plan Outline

5 Community Engagement

5.1 Outreach Planning DHS $53,548.40 $48,548.40 $5,000.00
Community Outreach Plan, including topics, target audiences, and key stakeholder groups. 
Templates for messaging. 

5.2 Community Engagement DHS $76,088.70 $65,880.70 $208.00 $10,000.00
3 community meetings and 2 alternative outreach methodologies. 10 community feedback 
meetings/trainings. Mileage forms. Summary of printing and supplies costs for invoices.

5.3 Data Support for Community Engagement SCTA $6,000.00 $5,302.00 $698.00
Data messages and presentation information for community outreach, including maps, 
visualizations, and other collateral

6 Draft Vision Zero Action Plan

6.1 Evaluation Strategy & Goal Setting DHS $45,235.30 $40,235.30 $5,000.00 Evaluation plan, tools, and vision zero goal timeline

6.2 Create Draft Action Plan DHS $78,263.30 $68,263.30 $10,000.00
Draft Action Plan, including timeline, action items, funding needs, maps, infographics, and 
barriers analysis

6.3 Feedback & Finalize Action Plan DHS $38,203.90 $33,203.90 $5,000.00 Feedback summary & Final Action Plan

7 Communications & Media

7.1 Create Communication Plan DHS $44,798.80 $36,798.80 $8,000.00 Communication Plan

7.2 Implement Communication Plan DHS $49,091.80 $44,091.80 $5,000.00

Deliverables based on f inal Communication Plan (Task 7.1) include, but are not limited to, 
include public outreach session sign-in sheets, press releases, social media posts, online 
metrics, advertising, and other message tracking

TOTALS $758,285.46 $660,000.00 $16,285.46 $82,000.00

 

Reimbursement of indirect costs is allowable upon approval of an Indirect Cost Allocation Plan for each year of project activities.   
Provide rate if indirect costs are included in the project budget.  Approved Indirect Cost Rate: _____22.421_%

Note: Each task must contain a grant amount and a local cash match amount. Local cash match must be proportionally distributed by the same percentage throughout each task. Local in-kind match needs to be indicated where in-kind services will be used. Please review the grant program section that 
you are applying to for details on local match requirements. The project timeline must be consistent with the scope of work. 

Project Management

Establish Structure for Vision Zero Planning

Develop and Implement Data Dashboard

Create Outline of Vision Zero Action Plan

California Department of Transportation
Vision Zero Sonoma County Grantee Sonoma County Transportation Authority

Fund Source Fiscal Year 2019/20 FY 2020/21 FY 2021/22
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 BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING  

Meeting Minutes of September 9, 2019 

 

1. Call to order the meeting of the Sonoma 
County Transportation Authority (SCTA) and 
the Sonoma County Regional Climate 
Protection Authority (RCPA) 

Meeting called to order at 2:31 p.m. by Chair Mark 
Landman. 

Directors Present:  Director Mark Landman, Chair, 
City of Cotati; Director Melanie Bagby, City of 
Cloverdale; Director Joseph Callinan, City of 
Rohnert Park Director Sarah Gurney, City of 
Sebastopol; Director Logan Harvey, City of 
Sonoma; Director Kathy Miller, City of Petaluma; 
Director Joe Naujokas, City of Healdsburg; Director 
Chris Rogers, City of Santa Rosa; Director Sam 
Salmon, Town of Windsor; Director Shirlee Zane, 
Supervisor, Third District.  

Directors Absent: Director Susan Gorin, Vice Chair, 
Supervisor, First District; Director David Rabbitt, 
Supervisor, Second District. 

2. Public comment on items not on the regular 
agenda 

 N/A  

3. Consent Calendar 

A. SCTA Items 

3.1. Measure M – Foss Creek 
cooperative agreement (ACTION)*  

3.2. Safety – Vision Zero Project MOU 
(ACTION)* 

 
 

                                                      
1 The order of the action items discussed and voted on 
the Regular Calendar were adjusted. 

B. RCPA Items 

3.3. BayREN – Bay Area Regional 
Energy network 2019 contract 
amendments (ACTION)* 
 

C. SCTA/RCPA Items 
3.4. Admin - minutes of the July 8, 2019 

meeting (ACTION)* 

The consent calendar was approved unanimously 
by a vote of acclimation (10-0-2). 

4. Regular Calendar1  

A. RCPA Items  

4.1 RCPA Projects and Planning 

4.1.1 Climate Action – Climate 
Emergency resolution 
(ACTION)  

Aleka Seville presented to the Board of Directors 
on the Climate Emergency Resolution (CER). There 
was an ask to create a resolution template for the 
cities and the County. This action will join over 900 
local governments in solidifying their commitment 
to mobilizing an emergency response that is 
commensurate with the scale of the climate crisis. 

Ms. Seville provided a description of the history 
and background that led to this item. Staff has 
reached out to cities outside the county to see how 
the effort could be meaningful and helpful in 
sustaining the momentum this declaration 
provides.  
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In terms of the process and goals, Staff researched 
how other jurisdictions crafted their resolutions 
and pulled relevant and actionable information. 
One of the leading questions revolves around, 
“What can actually be achieved through a Climate 
Action Resolution?” Staff aims to solidify the 
urgency of the crisis, to highlight the weakness of 
traditional climate action planning, and to build a 
strong foundation for a regional approach. 

The majority of the climate action plans currently 
in place, and their related goal, will not be met, 
and the commitment from members and partners 
is important. 

Ms. Seville highlighted key aspects in the CER: 
1. Building the commitment and buy in from 

the members and partners to achieve the 
goals wished to achieve by established a 
staff liaison and dedicate staff resources to 
the effort 

2. The establishment of a 2030 Climate 
Emergency Mobilization Strategy as 
council priority  

3. Integrate climate change considerations 
into all policies  

4. Inclusive and robust engagement through 
community input  

5. Creating a space for a new regional 
strategy and actionable goals 

No new greenhouse emission goals were included 
in this resolution. This resolution aims to be 
different in the way of understanding why these 
emissions goals have not been met and the related 
barriers.  

Ms. Seville explained the traditional weaknesses in 
climate action planning.  

The current scale and rate of expansion of local 
government action has not resulted in the 
necessary greenhouse gas emission reductions 

needed to avert catastrophic, irreversible climate 
impacts. 

Furthermore, there cannot be a sole focus on only 
reducing emissions. There must be an increase in 
meaningful carbon sequestration while also 
preparing communities for significant impacts that 
are currently known. 

From the perspective of the RCPA, there is an 
additional need to reimagine the role of local 
government. It is known that cities and counties 
alike cannot complete this alone; meaningful 
climate action requires everyone to be at the table, 
providing their input. 

Our communities, RCPA members and partners, 
are the greatest assets and allies and this 
mobilization effort must be both robust and 
inclusive.  

The CER is aligned with the State’s climate goals of 
80% below 1990 levels by 2050, which was 
established though AB 32 (2006). In 2015, Governor 
Brown updated the goal to reflect 40% below 1990 
levels by 2030. Governor Brown further declared, 
via executive order, the State’s dedication to 
carbon neutrality by 2045. 

Ms. Seville highlighted the efforts taken by San 
Francisco. The City of San Francisco set forth 0-80-
100 roots goal, meaning zero waste, 80% mode 
shift, and 100% renewable energy; roots allude to 
carbon sequestration.  

In 2017, San Francisco achieved 30% reduction in 
greenhouse gas emissions of 1990 levels largely 
due to their ability to procure renewable 
electricity.  

San Francisco passed their CER in April 2019, and 
resolution urged staff to develop a technical report 
and analysis to determine the pathways to reach 
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the goals by 2030, Focus 2030: A Pathway to Net 
Zero Emissions (July 2019). 

Ms. Seville described the options and next steps 
regarding the CER. The Board of Directors have the 
option to approve the resolution in its current 
form, or to consider adding language to clarify the 
intent upon feedback from the community. 

The clarification includes adding to the CER: 

- The RCPA/City/County re-commits to 
ensuring that our actions remain in 
alignment with the most current scientific 
findings regarding climate change; or 

- The RCPA/City/County will collaboratively 
develop and implement more ambitious 
but achievable goals consistent with or 
exceeding state goals and objectives, 
integrated into a new 2030 Climate 
Emergency Mobilization Strategy; 

Ms. Seville further explained the next steps to be 
taken. RCPA intends to provide support to the 
jurisdictions who have not yet passed their 
resolutions, bring an annual work plan and 
financial scenarios to the October Board of 
Directors meeting, and bring a Fund and 
Development plan to the Board of Directors in 
December to support the financial scenarios.  

Chair Landman opened for questions from the 
Board of Directors. 

Director Naujokas expressed thanks and 
appreciation for taking the initiative on this topic 
and asked when to start talking about specific 
goals and when members can identify, and 
strategize, goals. 

Ms. Seville responded that the current thinking is 
this would happen through the development of 

the CER Mobilization Strategy and create an 
internal structure to support and fund this effort.  

Director Naujokas further commented on member 
jurisdictions and RCPA’s contribution of their own 
strengths to add to the greater Bay Area effort.  

Director Harvey asked about any enforcement or 
accountability components included in other CERs 
that have been passed. 

Ms. Seville responded that none with 
accountability components have yet to emerge 
and noted that this still new. For example, San 
Francisco had worked from previous approved 
goals/ordinances.  

Director Harvey further asked how would the CER 
and related goals would impact the SCTA. 

Suzanne Smith responded that the CER speaks to 
the fact we need strategies for difficult policy 
decisions that relate to transportation, such as 
parking policies or mandatory electrification. 

Director Harvey suggested a formal connection 
with the CER and SCTA’s commitment to climate 
change.  

Ms. Smith added that goals for the Comprehensive 
Transportation Plan will be set in the coming 
months. There is an existing goal of GHG reduction 
in the plan and Staff will be working through the 
remainder of the year on goal setting and on a goal 
setting workshop.  

Director Zane asked how to communicate the 
urgency to the diverse demographics of the 
general community. 

Ms. Seville responded there is a lot to figure out 
and to learn from the experiences that when one 
approaches individuals and ask to engage, having 
a specific ask keeps the engagement and 
illustrating what this means to them individually.  
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Director Zane further commented on the need to 
connect the environmental aspects with the social 
justice elements in these discussions and to 
encourage everyone to be a part of the process. 

Chair Landman opened for Public Comment. 

Eris Weaver, Sonoma County Bicycle Coalition, 
commented on the hope if the CER goes forward, 
that other things that come down the line are 
reflected in the spending activities and priorities, 
such as the Measure M reauthorization and 
bicycle/pedestrian safety. 

Steve Birdlebough, Sonoma County 
Transportation and Land Use Coalition/Sierra 
Club, was privileged to hear presentation from Los 
Angeles city staff on this topic, stating that an 
important part of this presentation was on the 
budget. They established a budget to follow up on 
the declaration of emergency and created a 
Climate Emergency Mobilization Department.  

Sonoma County has the RCPA, so there has been a 
small step forward toward getting this plan, noting 
the recognition there is an emergency.  

Mr. Birdlebough further spoke on the movement 
into the next step, citing the recent prohibition of 
new natural gas infrastructure in the City of 
Berkeley and Sonoma County cities discussing 
REACH codes.  

Mr. Birdlebough further suggested on the need for 
sustainability officers in every cities. 

Tom Conlon, Sierra Club, expressed thanks to 
RCPA staff for bringing forward the CER. While 
noting this is long overdue, and recalled the long, 
ambitious goals, Mr. Conlon appreciated the 
emphasis on coalition and agrees with the 
difficulty that arises if the community is not 
included.  

Mr. Conlon further echoed the need for a budget to 
do anything significant. The Measure M renewal is 
an opportunity to put “flesh on the bones” of this 
policy.  

Mr. Conlon added to include 
connectivity/accountability in regional plans, 
otherwise progress will not be made. We are in a 
unique place in Sonoma County, and with the 
RCPA, and have the obligation to lead.  

Pete Gang commented that it seems the RCPA is 
primarily focus on the relationship, 
communication, and interaction between the 
cities, the County, and RCPA, with little mention of 
the community at large.  

The community at large wants to be engaged and 
an online petition has been launched in support of 
CERs in all jurisdictions in the County that 
addressed a short list of meaningful, minimum 
standards. Currently, there are over 1,900 signed 
petitions and are all asking for resolution that are 
more “toothy.”  

Mr. Gang further commented that this is the time 
for the RCPA to step up and lead on this topic, or to 
step aside and let the Cities lead. 

Diane Wheeler commented on the CER drafts by 
the RCPA and city templates and noted they really 
are trying to achieve two different things. RCPA is 
doing the vital work to create a regional approach. 
The cities and counties are separate, and hope to 
see those resolutions written for the cities/County.  

Ms. Wheeler added that this must be a 100% 
community-wide effort in reaching any emission 
goals and the need to talk strongly about 
adaption.  

Kevin Conway, member of the RCPA Climate Action 
Advisory Committee, thanked the RCPA for the 
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drafted resolutions, the Board members for their 
deliberation, and the public for their comments. 

Mr. Conway further commented that parallel 
efforts will arise with a crisis and acknowledged 
the work and mutual respect that goes into 
crafting these resolutions for the most effective 
solution.  

Jorge Rebagliati, climate change emergency 
declaration campaign, noted thin order to have 
the possible solutions to climate change, there 
needs to be a current assessment of the climate.  

In the 2018 IPCC report, the reduction of 
greenhouse gas emission by a certain percentage 
was called, however the reality is actually there is 
no carbon budget left. That leads to a point to 
keep in mind: if there is no carbon left, then any 
decisions makes to reduce greenhouse gasses are 
actually meaningless.  

The other fact of climate change that the IPPC 
understated is that the climate change 
issue/phenomena does not only involve emissions 
from human nature, but of secondary factors such 
as feedbacks triggered from other emissions. 
These feedbacks have their own dynamics.  

Even if we eliminate greenhouse gas emissions, we 
would still have climate change. Sustainably is not 
meaningful if it is not done globally. 

Kerry Fugett thanked Director Zane for connecting 
the environmental and social justice movements, 
expressed appreciation on the emphasis of RCPA 
staff on inclusion efforts to bring voices together, 
and national nods to the needs of the Green New 
Deal and a just transition. 

Ms. Fugett further commented on a Just 
Transition, explaining that there is a need for 
resources, and to ensure the resources are 

directed to well-paying jobs, and are addressing 
mental health.  

Individuals will start to care upon delivering well-
paying jobs and creating meaningful, empowering 
work around climate action. When one is not 
working 60 hours a week, for example, then that 
would provide an opportunity for them to join the 
discussions and provide their input. 

Chair Landman opened for comments by the 
Board members. 

Director Rogers noted the City of Santa Rosa has 
declared climate change as a Tier 1 goal and 
appointed a climate action subcommittee. The 
City has moved forward with 100% renewable 
energy through Evergreen (Sonoma Clean Power), 
advocated for all-electric building standards, and 
expressed interest in how cities address carbon 
sequestration.  

Director Rogers noted support for this item. 

Director Gurney thanked Director Rogers for the 
remarks and shared how this issue is reflected in 
the City of Sebastopol. The younger citizens are 
visible and are articulate in how to improve the 
climate. 

The Sebastopol City Council is in favor of taking 
action, however noted the struggle smaller cities 
experience with few staff available. 

Director Gurney thanked staff for the work 
completed and suggested to include a statement 
that climate issues are the top priority for the 
County and are looking at the responsibility of 
each jurisdiction tracking and reporting on issues 
to have a sense on forward movement.  

Director Gurney further supported the idea of 
educating and engaging the public on this issue to 
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further advocate and remind us to look at our own 
decisions.  

Director Miller stated support for the resolution 
and added that the issues raised by Director 
Gurney to be included.  

Director Miller acknowledged that one size does 
not fit all in terms of the countywide resolution 
and staff bandwidth.  

The City of Petaluma has declared a climate 
emergency and is reviewing applicants for the 
City’s Climate Commission. 

Director Miller further commented on youth 
engagement and the wish to see more additional 
language so the resolution can work for everyone.  

Director Salmon commented on the struggle with 
policies without having the teeth and recalled at 
the previous Windsor Town Council meeting the 
first reading of the REACH code. 

Director Salmon further commented on 
engagement, the possibility to challenge and see 
the conflict bring forth the engagement, and that 
we cannot move quickly and spend all the money 
on engagement.  

Director Salmon expressed support for the 
resolution, but there is a need to talk about what 
the individual cities are doing.  

Director Bagby thanked staff for doing what was 
asked: proving a model for each jurisdiction to 
customize for their own use. 

Director Bagby commented that the City of 
Cloverdale will be discussing an updated CER from 
these templates, and in addition, have attached a 
work plan that in the “whereas” section to keep 
the document living on the goals wished to 
accomplished. 

An additional element in this resolution is the 
creation of a legislative platform around climate 
change. This sets forth options that can and 
cannot be done.   

The other piece is that 60% of the GHG in the City 
of Cloverdale is from transportation. After climate 
change, the next challenge facing the city is that 
there is no tax base to support the community, 
especially in regards to pension obligations going 
forward. The next commitment is to expand the 
tax base since there is not enough jobs and 
housing in Cloverdale.  

Director Naujokas highlighted the team aspect of 
this topic, stating that this can be seen as a team 
effort where each jurisdiction can contribute.  

Chair Landman was pleased to see captured the 
actions that are currently in alignment to current 
science, noticed the discussion of making this 
topic a top priority among the jurisdictions, and 
comments on tracking these efforts.  

Chair Landman agreed with the Board of Director’s 
comments to make this resolution more clear and 
concise. In response to the resolution lacking 
“teeth”, Chair Landman added that the RCPA has 
the ability to organize among stakeholders and big 
entities, but the RCPA cannot make demands.  

Lastly, in terms of “teeth” in this discussion, Chair 
Landman noted the Staff and elected 
representatives on the RCPA are the organizers of 
these efforts and encouraged all participants to 
look at what works best for each community.  

Chair Landman stated support for this CER. 

Director Harvey commented on role of CER to lead 
to the “teeth” via the ten year plan and looking at 
what/where other communities have 
succeeded/failed.  
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Director Harvey noted there is a need for more 
funding and community buy-in. 

Director Rogers moved to acceptance of the CER 
with the amendments mentioned, Director Zane 
seconded. The motion carried unanimously (10-0-
2).  

Ms. Seville requested a clarification on the 
amendments approved. 

Chair Landman responded adding language to 
make climate change a top priority and adding 
elements related to tracking efforts.  

4.1.2 RCPA Activities Report – 
(REPORT) 

Carolyn Glanton reported to the Board of Directors 
on the activities of the RCPA. These activities 
include: 

- Development of a new coordination 
structure with members and partners to 
advance implementation  

- The Bay Area Air Quality Management 
District held an electric vehicle (EV) 
acceleration plan stakeholder meeting 
that RCPA staff attended  

- Attendance at the Bay Area EV 
Coordinating Council  

- Attendance at the California Climate 
Action Planning conference 

- Staff continues to develop the Water Bill 
Savings Regional Program 

Director Bagby asked to explain the Climate Tech 
Finance program. 

Aleka Seville responded the objective is to let all 
Bay Area jurisdictions know about opportunities 
available. This is mostly in the information sharing 
phase as of now.  

Director Bagby added interest in the resources as 
part of the resiliency planning within the City of 
Cloverdale.  

B. SCTA Items  

4.2 SCTA Planning    

4.2.1 Plan Bay Area – regional 
housing needs assessment 
presentation (ACTION)  

Janet Spilman introduced Gillian Adams, 
ABAG/MTC, to present on the Regional Housing 
Needs Assessment (RHNA).  

RHNA is a state law that all jurisdictions must plan 
to meet the housing needs of everyone in the 
community. The State, through HCD, identifies the 
total number of units across all income groups for 
the region and jurisdictions update their Housing 
Elements of its General Plan to show how it plans 
to meet its share of the region’s need. 

Ms. Adams explained the concept of subregions. 
Subregions can be forms by jurisdictions to carry 
put its own RHNA and follows the same 
process/step and requirements as the regions 
RHNA. The primary benefit is that subregions allow 
local ownership of this process. 

The key changes to this cycle include the 
expectation of higher regional housing needs, 
more oversight by HCD, and identifies housing 
sites for affordable units 

Ms. Adams further outlined the relationship 
between RHNA and Plan Bay Area 2050, as these 
two documents are being worked on 
simultaneously. The key relationship between the 
two documents include the assumptions of the 
regional needs forecast.  

The RHNA methodology feeds directly into Plan 
Bay Area 2050 and is the blueprint into the share of 
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the regions total need that is assigned to the 
subregion. 

Ms. Adams detailed the RHNA process, starting 
with the Regional Housing Need Determination by 
HCD. A longstanding criticism of this process 
suggests that RHNA did not account for unmet 
housing needs and that the need numbers were 
too low.  

ABAG will be developing a methodology to allocate 
the portion of housing need. ABAG will continue 
the Housing Methodology Committee to advise 
ABAG on the methodology.  

ABAG is currently in the process of identifying the 
final roster of the committee with the first meeting 
set for October.  

The proposed composition of the committee 
includes nine elected officials from each county, 
12 jurisdiction housing or planning staff, and 11 
regional stakeholders.  

After the allocation is set, there will be a 
requirement to affirm further fair housing. HCD is 
still working on defining guidelines on fair housing.  

After ABAG adopts the methodology, the draft 
allocation numbers will be available for all 
jurisdictions; by law, a jurisdiction has the option 
to appeal their allocation numbers. 

After the appeal process, ABAG will adopt final the 
allocation scheduled for July 2021, one month 
after Plan Bay Area is set for adoption.  

Jurisdictions will then update their housing 
elements in their General Plans and identify sites 
for housing. 

Chair Landman asked for clarification on staff’s 
recommendation and the question of advantages 
or disadvantages of doing our own assessment.  

Ms. Spilman responded this is a complicated 
process that has not been done locally before, yet 
if there is a choice to become a subregion, then 
there is an opportunity to create a 
strategy/methodology to allocate the funds 
subregionally.  

A consultant would also need to be hired to help 
with this process.  

The question today centers on, “Do you want to 
hear more? Should we continue and learn more of 
the RHNA process?” Or, should we make a decision 
today?  

The deadline to make any decision is February 
2020.  

Director Harvey asked if this is something that can 
be handled as a body. 

Suzanne Smith responded that this is why the staff 
recommendation is to explore this topic. SCTA 
staff are not housing experts and would need 
external support. The Planning Directors in the 
County seem to have consent in interest in doing 
the subregional approach.  

If the subregional approach is chosen, then the 
SCTA would be a good venue given the policy 
board, the planning directors meet monthly, and 
housing has become a topic emerging.  

Director Callinan commented on the consideration 
of fiscal impacts and asked from where the 
funding will come. 

Ms. Smith responded that today’s action askes, 
“Do we continue to explore,” not, “Should we do 
this or not?”  

Ms. Smith added that a consultant will cost 
$150,000 and some level of staff time. The pot of 
money from which staff would charge their time is 
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based on the contract MTC and where time would 
be charged.   

Director Callinan further asked that since housing 
is being explored, then the roadways must be up-
to-date and in great condition. 

Ms. Smith responded there are three “legs to the 
stool” in this realm: transportation, housing, and 
climate. Housing is a part of the transportation 
discussions given the travel model is based on 
housing.  

SCTA does not have land use authority, and 
although the RHNA numbers come from the State, 
the question is whether local jurisdictions want 
the RHNA number from ABAG, or done at the local 
level.  

Director Naujokas commented on the 
relationships between climate, housing, and 
transportation and that the subregional approach 
makes sense for Sonoma County.    

Director Miller requested more information to the 
individuals who are doing the work and asked for 
clarification that Napa, Solano, and San Mateo 
already have subregions. 

Ms. Adams responded that the three counties had 
subregions in the last RHNA cycle.  

Director Miller further added that there is the 
ability to have a pros/cons from past experiences. 

Ms. Adams responded in the affirmative and noted 
that this process is different this cycle. 

Director Miller requested information on costs and 
a pros/cons list to avoid jurisdictions debating who 
is building housing and who is not. 

Director Rogers asked, in reference to capacity at 
SCTA, through which entity did these jurisdictions 
do their subregions.  

Ms. Adams responded San Mateo did a mix of their 
transportation authorities and county housing 
departments. Napa Valley Transportation 
Authority hired a consultant, while Solano County 
worked through the planning department and the 
city-county coordination council with consultant 
assistance.  

Ms. Smith urged the Board to talk to the Planning 
Director and City Manager in their respective 
jurisdiction.    

Chair Landman summarized the comments heard 
by the Board of Directors.  

Ms. Adams added there is a benefit in the 
conversation and opportunity that sub region can 
come up.  

Chair Landman opened Public Comment. 

Jane Riley, County of Sonoma, commented on the 
characterization of Planning Directors, stating, 
“we are all for this until we speak to our people.” 

The County needs to be involved first, and then to 
one city. The County of Sonoma is in for forming a 
subcommittee.  

Ms. Riley added that this will be her fourth RHNA 
cycle and that the collaborative aspect is really 
important. Despite not knowing what the numbers 
will be until after the subregion is formed, Ms. Riley 
noted that this can be given up at any time. 

Steve Birdlebough reminded that not only this is 
policy board a transportation agency, but also a 
climate protection agency and where people live 
in respect to their jobs has a huge carbon 
footprint.  

These organizations are ideally situated to do this 
and the cost may not be that different than the 
cost already incurring.  
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Tom Conlon echoed Mr. Birdlebough’s previous 
comment, alluding this is a “hot potato, who’s 
going to hold it” topic and commented on the use 
of a regional policy with climate smart, transit-
oriented development.  

Chair Landman recalled the request from Staff. 
First, approve of Milan Nevadja, Jane Riley, and 
Noah Housh as the representatives on the 
methodology committee and, second, direction on 
information gathering.  

Ms. Smith added the February decision is at an 
individual where a resolution will be required 
stating the jurisdiction wants to be a part of the 
subregion. 

Director Salmon commented on the importance to 
have interaction with the subcommittee to know 
what is being accomplished and also expressed 
interest in the authority of the subcommittee.  

Director Harvey moved for approval to move 
forward on information gathering and approval of 
planning representatives, Director Bagby 
seconded. The motion carried unanimously. (10-0-
2).  

4.2.2  Planning Activities Report 
– update on State Highways 
projects.  

Dana Turrey highlighted the travel model 
validation that will be wrapping up soon. 
Additionally, the Santa Rosa car share pilot 
program with Zipcar came to end after two years. 
A summary of the car share program was attached 
in the agenda packet.  There was a steady base of 
users; however, there were not enough unique 
users to continue service beyond the pilot. This 
may be successful in the future. 

 

4.3 SCTA Projects and Programming   

4.3.1 M Reauthorization – ad hoc 
committee report out 
(REPORT)  

Chair Landman reported on the Measure M Ad Hoc 
committee.  

The Ad Hoc will be looking at an initial poll for 400 
to 600 respondents. The follow up to the poll is still 
to be determined, however options entertained 
include a focus groups or conduct a second poll. 

The Ad Hoc will meet the week of October 7th and 
will report to the full Board of Directors on October 
14th.  

Director Naujokas asked about the questions that 
will be asked. 

Chair Landman answered the questions are a wide 
range of options that include transportation 
infrastructure and other sectors, what is the public 
wanting to invest in, if there is an openness to 
support a tax measure, and at what amount. 

Suzanne Smith added respondents will be asked 
to rank/prioritize the structure, ballot questions, 
and topics. 

Chair Landman opened for Public Comment. 

Tom Conlon commented that the SCTA Citizen’s 
Advisory Committee asked about the role of the 
committee with the Ad Hoc and to be sure there is 
a good poll and feedback from the community. 

Chair Landman responded information will be 
shared and input sought as soon as possible. 
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4.3.2 FASTER – presentation on 
FASTER (Freedom – 
Affordability – Speed – 
Transparency – Equity - 
Reliability) Bay Area Initiative 
(REPORT) 

Stuart Cohen presented on the FASTER (Freedom – 
Affordability – Speed – Transparency – Equity - 
Reliability) initiative. 

The Bay Area is home to one of the most dynamic 
economics in the world with a regional 
infrastructure based on pre-1960s models. These 
models are unable to keep pace with the 
population and economic growth. 

46% of respondents to a recent Bay Area Council 
poll state they are considering leaving the region 
due to challenges with housing and the 
transportation system. 

After November 2016, the Cities of Seattle and Los 
Angeles passed transformative transportation 
measures and put forth a vision of integrated 
systems.  

As November 2020 approaches, there’s been an 
interest to scope the Bay Area to determine if a 
similar transformative measure can be done.  

Mr. Cohen described the key public opinion 
findings and highlighted the principles that were 
developed. 

The draft framework will be worked on through 
October with the final FASTER framework set to be 
presented to MTC by December 2019. 

Director Harvey asked about primary barriers that 
stop individuals from using transit. 

Mr. Cohen responded that the primary barrier 
revolves around cost, time, reliability, and 
frequency. There is a wish to see investments in 

the urban core with connect transit at 10 minute 
intervals; less dense areas with at least 30 minute 
intervals. 

Director Naujokas commented on the first and last 
mile concept and expressed the interest a solution 
can be identified. 

Chair Landman commented on the ideal history of 
trust, shared goals, and some agreed upon 
governance structure for these type of measures. 

4.3.3 Measure M – support Hearn 
Avenue Interchange 
proposed funding plan and 
grant application 

Seana Gause presented on the consideration to 
amend the Measure M Expenditure plan in the 
future and also to consider adopting a resolution 
to support the City of Santa Rosa’s grant 
applications for the Hearn Avenue interchange 
project. 

SCTA received a request from the City of Santa 
Rosa regarding the Hearn Avenue project and Ms. 
Gause provided a background on the project. 
Santa Rosa has successfully used Measure M 
funding to deliver Phase 1 and Phase 2 of this 
project, both now completed, and are currently 
using Measure M funding to complete the third 
phase. The environmental work is now completed 
and are working on design and Right-of-Way.  

There remains a significant shortfall of 
constructing funding beyond Measure M. In order 
to address this shortfall, the City has applied for a 
BUILD grant. The program requires a 1:1 match, to 
which Measure M funding will be used in 
conjunction.  

The City of Santa Rosa is also planning to apply for 
SB-1 Local Partnership Program for competitive 
funding. This program also requires a 1:1 match 
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and a resolution/ordinance in support of the grant 
funding. 

Santa Rosa has requested the SCTA Board of 
Directors to shift funding from the Fulton Avenue 
project to the Hearn Avenue project. There will be 
a balance of funding remaining which is being 
requested from the Fulton Avenue project in order 
to leverage funding sought via the BUILD and SB-1 
grants.  

Staff has review the request and determined the 
Board of Directors is able to amend expenditure 
plan upon meeting certain criteria. 

Staff is recommending the Board of Directors to 
consider adopting the resolution of support.  

Should the City be successful in these grant 
applications, the Board of Directors will be 
requested to amend the Measure M Expenditure 
Plan.  

Director Harvey asked about any effects of the 
Highway 116/121 project. 

Ms. Gause responded there is not impact on the 
Highway 116/121 intersection project as of today. 
Should the Board of Directors consider amending 
the Expenditure plan, it would be worthwhile to 
consider shift funding in projects.  

Chair Landman opened for Public Comment. 

Tom Conlon suggested to make it clear there is no 
intention to impact the Highway 116/121 project in 
an amendment to the proposal today. 

Suzanne Smith added the request today is a 
resolution of support. If the City of Santa Rosa is 
successful with these grants, then they will need to 
come back with the amendment to the 
expenditure plan.  

There is no impact to the Highway 116/121 project, 
the question is whether the Fulton Avenue project 
funding be reallocated to one or another project. 

Director Bagby moved to adopt the resolution of 
support, Director Rogers seconded. The motion 
was approved unanimously (10-0-2).  

4.3.4 Funding – FY 19/20 Local 
Partnership Program 
formula program 

Seana Gause recalled the SCTA issued a Call for 
Projects for the SB-1 Local Partnership Formulaic 
program. This funding is set aside for self-help 
counties.  

The Call for Projects was issued in March and two 
projects were received.  

When the Call for Projects was issued, it was for a 
single fiscal year. After applications were recieved, 
the California Transportation Commission made 
aware the guidelines will be updated and expect 
the formulaic program to be a two year program.  

Upon the notice of changed guidelines, Staff 
conferred with the advisory committees to either 
reissue a Call for Projects or accept the two 
projects submitted. 

Ms. Gause described the projects submitted. 
Sonoma County Transit submitted an application 
for the purchase of an electric bus and to install 
charging stations for FY 20/21. The City Petaluma 
submitted an application to install ITS and 
bicycle/pedestrian improvements along the 
McDowell corridor for FY 21/22. 

Ms. Gause pointed out a typo on page 125. This has 
been address, noting that VMT will not be reduced, 
however GHG emissions will be. Reduction of VMT 
is not a goal of the program. 
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SCTA took this proposal to the SCTA Technical 
Advisory Committee (TAC), Transit-Technical 
Advisory Committee, Countywide Bicycle 
Pedestrian Advisory Committee, and the Citizen’s 
Advisory Committee; all have unanimously 
approved programming these projects for the two 
year cycle. 

Staff recommends the Board of Directors to 
approve the applications submitted.  

Chair Landman opened for Public Comment. 

Tom Conlon commented on concerned that the 
typo was substantive. The project by Sonoma 
County Transit is stellar project from a GHG 
perspective and does delivers benefits in terms of 
VMT and GHG emissions. 

However, Mr. Conlon stated he is unsure on the 
benefits of the project for Petaluma. If this is 
competitive money, then there should be a serious 
consideration on the benefits of the GHG 
reduction.  

Since TAC or CAC did not see the updated 
numbers, and made aware to the Board of 
Directors that effectively a decision will be made 
without the full information, and recommended 
that the first project be approved and to wait for 
more information for the second project.  

Chair Landman asked if other entities have 
submitted for this program.  

Ms. Gause responded when staff took it to the TAC, 
staff asked if there should be another Call for 
Projects.  

The TAC unanimously supported using the two 
applications recieved.  

Chair Landman asked if this typo has any impacts. 

Ms. Gause responded the typo does not change 
what the project will do and that the formulaic 

program has fewer requirements.  SCTA asked for 
projects that reduced GHG, but there is no 
requirement to reduce VMT. 

Director Rogers expressed the support for the 
projects and move for approval of the resolution. 
Director Miller seconded.  

Director Miller pointed out that this is an 
important project that is not just about roads, it is 
about sidewalk connectivity, bicycle/pedestrian 
access, and ADA improvements.  

Director Bagby praised Sonoma County Transit for 
the plan and supported the project in Petaluma.  

The motion was approved unanimously (10-0-2). 

4.3.5 Highways Report – update 
on State Highways projects 

Seana Gause reported on the Highway 116/121 
Intersection improvement projects. The 
environmental revalidation is complete which 
permits moving forward with Right-of-way 
activities. 

Caltrans has informed SCTA that the 116/121 
intersection has been included as a candidate for 
the draft 2020 SHOPP program. If the project is 
approved by the CTC in March 2020, $19 million 
will be allocated to the project and thus will be 
fully funded. 

Additionally, a save the date flier for the MSN C2 
groundbreaking was provided to the Board and a 
letter of support to be sent to state Senator Dodd 
for the 116/121 SHOPP list. 
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C. SCTA/RCPA Items 

4.4 Community Affairs Report 

Brant Arthur reported on the Moving Forward 2050 
survey now available on the SCTA website and 
announced on Friday, September 20th a global 
strike on climate action will be held. 

Director Naujokas commented on the dashboard 
and stated that it has been well received with 
several residents stating they have turned in their 
car keys.  

5. Reports and Announcements 

5.1 Executive Committee report 

 The Executive Committee did not meet this 
month. 

5.2 Regional agency Report 

N/A  

5.3 Advisory Committee agendas* 

Included in the agenda packet. 

5.4 SCTA/RCPA staff report 

N/A 

5.5 Announcements  

N/A 

6. Adjourn  

Meeting adjourned at 5:51 p.m. 
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Staff Report 
 

 

Issue 

Shall the SCTA adopt a final budget for Measure M for FY19/20? 

Recommendation 

The SCTA should consider the proposed Measure M Final Budgets and summary and, if they meet with the 
Board’s approval, adopt Resolution No. 2019-012 adopting the FY19/20 Measure M Final Budget.   

Advisory Committee Recommendation 

Not applicable.  The Citizens Advisory Committee and the Technical Advisory Committee review and 
comment on all Measure M Strategic Plans and Annual Reports.  Staff reports Measure M revenue and 
expenditures to the Citizen’s Advisory Committee at their monthly meetings.  Measure M independent 
auditors report to the Citizen’s Advisory Committee once a year, typically in October. 

Alternatives Considered 

Possible budget revisions. 

Executive Summary 

The SCTA must adopt a Measure M Final Budget for FY19/20 by October 31, 2019. The Final Budget requires a 
2/3-majority vote.  Therefore, the budget MUST receive eight (8) affirmative votes to pass.  The budget is 
required to for SCTA to deliver on the 2019 Measure M Strategic Plan. 

Policy Impacts / Nexus to Agency Goals  

This budget delivers the 2004 voter approved Measure M expenditure plan in accordance with the 2019 
Measure M Strategic Plan and follows existing policies. 

Financial Implications 

Is there a fiscal impact? Yes  ☒        No  ☐ 

Is there funding in the current budget? Yes  ☒        No  ☐ 

The funding source(s) to be used are:  Measure M and pass through matching sources. 

To:  SCTA/RCPA Board of Directors Meeting Date: 10/14/19 
From:  Suzanne Smith, Executive Director Item Number: 4.1.1 
Subject: FY19/20 Measure M Final Budget 

Consent Item: ☐          Regular Item: ☒          Action Item: ☒          Report: ☐ 
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Sales tax revenues (see attached CDTFA deposits) for FY18/19 increased 6.90% over FY17/18 revenues.  SCTA is 
projecting that revenues will continue to grow at a 3% rate for FY19/20. Expenditures are anticipated from 
both project development work and construction operations on Highway 101, Local Streets Projects, and 
Bicycle and Pedestrian projects.  

The Measure M Cash Flow Model incorporates all the planned expenditures, anticipated revenues, inter-
program loans and reserve funds for all Measure M Project Programs, including Bicycle and Ped.  The cash 
flow also models the allocation programs including Local Streets Rehabilitation (LSR), Local Bus Transit (LBT), 
and Administration programs, which will continue to receive allotted payments based on actual sales tax 
revenues 

Background 

By October of each year, the SCTA must adopt three Final Budgets in order for operations to continue. The 
three budgets cover the SCTA general operations, Measure M and the Transportation Fund for Clean Air 
(TFCA). 

This staff report covers the FY19/20 Measure M Final Budget. Prior year information is included with FY18/19 
actual revenues and expenditures. 

Under the Measure M program, the SCTA must adopt a summary budget that includes all the individual 
budgets for each program category included in the Measure as well as separate budgets for the bond 
proceeds and bond debt service. Once revenue for the full sales tax program has been estimated, it is then 
assigned to each program category based on the percent prescribed in Measure M. The Measure M Final 
Budget also includes anticipated expenses related to projects and administration within each program 
category. This budget action enables Measure M funds to be kept separately from other SCTA funds.  

The Measure M Final Budget for FY19/20 was prepared assuming a 3% growth in sales tax revenue projection 
over the FY18/19 actual sales tax revenues. The sales tax revenue projections are based on revenues received 
from the California Department of Tax and Fee Administration (CDTFA). CDTFA revenues are received 
approximately three months behind fiscal year reporting timelines. Per generally accepted accounting 
principles (GAAP), SCTA reports revenues when they are earned and can be measured. Due to the length of 
time between when SCTA earns sales tax revenues and when the BOE sends those funds to the SCTA, SCTA 
needs to establish a sales tax receivable at the end of each fiscal year. The County’s Enterprise Financial 
System (EFS) entry is made by projecting the revenues for the first two months of the next fiscal year to 
estimate the final year-end sales tax revenue amount. Therefore, the first two months of sales tax revenues in 
FY19/20 are booked as receivables in EFS FY18/19.  As a result, CDTFA revenues and EFS sales tax revenues are 
out of sync at the same moment in time. 

In addition to sales tax revenue, the Measure M Final Budget for FY19/20 includes a projection on interest 
earned on deposits as well as reimbursements from other agencies based on cooperative agreements.  
Reimbursement revenue includes recognizing unearned revenue received in FY17/18 from the City of 
Petaluma for construction of the Rainier structure as part of MSN-C2, and deposits from Caltrans Local 
Assistance for the federally reimbursable design services during construction of the Highway 101 Marin 
Sonoma Narrows Median Widening project (MSN B2 Phase 2) and Safe Routes to School Program. 

The Measure M Final Budget also includes anticipated expenses related to projects and administration based 
on the 2019 Measure M Strategic Plan, programming actions approved by the Board since the adoption of the 
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2019 Measure M Strategic Plan, and the most recent cash flow model.  The Measure M Cash Flow Model 
incorporates audited sales tax revenues.  The expenditures associated with Measure M are focused on project 
costs and administration. The FY19/20 Measure M Final Budget includes funding for all of the program 
categories including the following specific items: 

• Project allocations including construction capital & support, right-of-way capital & support, 
conservation mitigation credits, and pre-construction project development phases  

• Consultant services from AECOM (formerly URS) and BKF for design services for Highway 101; 
Parsons Transportation for design of the 116/121 intersection, KNN for financial advisory services; 
Fremier Enterprises Inc. for project management; and Pisenti & Brinker, LLP, for audit services 

• Accounting services 

• Office and legal expenses 

• Salaries and benefits for SCTA staff time spent on Measure M efforts 

• Interest and principal from the passenger rail program to the LSP program for a $2.8 Million 2014 
inter-program loan.  Final payment scheduled in FY 20/21. 

• Bond interest and principal payments for 2011 Bonds and 2015 Bonds. 

There are no planned new loans from the LSP program in FY19/20.  The current Cash Flow Model predicts a 
$6,000,000 Loan from the LSP program to the Highway 101 program will be needed in FY20/21.  Highway 101 
is now on a Pay-as-you-Go status because as of FY 17/18 all bond funds were expended.  The LSP program 
loan to the Rail program, approved in FY13/14, began repayment to LSP in FY14/15; repayment will continue 
through FY20/21. 

Supporting Documents  

Attached: Graph - Measure M California Department of Tax and Fee Administration – Sales tax 
revenue as of 6/30/2019 

Attached: SCTA Resolution No. 019-012 adopting FY19/20 Measure M Final Budget 

Attached: Tables – Exhibit A - FY19/20 Measure M Final Budget 
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CDTFA YTD % Change

FY04/05 1,145,033.38$       
FY05/06 17,324,361.72$     
FY06/07 19,555,567.21$     12.88%
FY07/08 18,849,654.14$     -3.61%
FY08/09 17,046,017.97$     -9.57%
FY09/10 15,351,089.59$     -9.94%
FY10/11 16,311,451.92$     6.26%
FY11/12 17,609,444.65$     7.96%
FY12/13 19,247,107.08$     9.30%
FY13/14 20,829,458.29$     8.22%
FY14/15 21,272,759.23$     2.13%
FY15/16 21,999,537.16$     3.42%
FY16/17 22,944,968.90$     4.30%
FY17/18 24,583,664.55$     7.14%
FY18/19 26,281,114.37$     6.90%

CDTFA - California Department of Tax and Fee Administraiton - FY18/19 through 6/26/2019 deposit 

CDTFA was previously the BOE - Board of Equalization

Depostis are estimates which are 2 months behind the sales tax being collected.

Estimated monthly CDTFA deposits then receive a quarterly true‐ up. 

Fiscal Year Revenue Re-Cap as of 6/30/2019

 $15

 $17

 $19

 $21

 $23

 $25

 $27
M
ill
io
n
s

Measure M ‐ California Department of Tax and Fee 
Administration ‐ Sales Tax Revenues as of 6/30/19
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SCTA Resolution Number 2019-012 
Sonoma County Transportation Authority 

Santa Rosa, California 
October 14, 2019 

 
 

RESOLUTION OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF THE SONOMA COUNTY 
TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY, COUNTY OF SONOMA, STATE OF CALIFORNIA, 
ADOPTING THE MEASURE M FINAL BUDGET FOR FISCAL YEAR 2019/2020. 

 

WHEREAS, a Measure M Final Budget for Fiscal Year 2019/2020 has been prepared by the Executive 
Director, reviewed by the Sonoma County Transportation Authority and attached as Exhibit A. 

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the Measure M Final Budget for Fiscal Year 2019/2020 for the 
Sonoma County Transportation Authority, attached hereto and marked Exhibit A, is hereby adopted. 

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Executive Director, acting as Clerk of the Authority, shall deliver a 
certified copy of this resolution to the Sonoma County Auditor-Controller. 

THE FOREGOING RESOLUTION was moved by Director ___, seconded by Director ___, and approved 
by the following vote: 
 

Director Bagby   Director Miller  
Director Callinan   Director Naujokas  
Director Gorin   Director Rabbitt  
Director Gurney   Director Rogers  
Director Harvey   Director Salmon  
Director Landman   Director Zane  

 
 Ayes:   ____   Noes:    __     Absent:     __     Abstain:      __   
 
 SO ORDERED 
 
I, the undersigned, certify that the foregoing resolution was duly adopted at a regular meeting of the 
Board of Directors of the Sonoma County Transportation Authority held on October 14, 2019. 
 
 
______________________________________ 
Suzanne Smith, Executive Director 
Clerk, Sonoma County Transportation Authority 
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J:\SCTA Staff\Budget\FY19-20\19-20 Final Budget\Final Budget Templates\MM_Final_Budget_19-20_Exhibit A.xlsx   Summary  Page 1 of  12  9/24/2019   9:08 AM

EXHIBIT A
Actual Budgeted Actual Budgeted Final Amount of Percent

Description 2017-18 2017-18 2018-19 2018-19 2019-20 Change Change
Revenues
Sales and Use Tax 24,785,657       23,251,026       26,643,181       25,866,505       27,442,476       1,575,971          6%
Federal - HPLUL-6364(015) 182,304             345,000             -                     600,000             -                     (600,000)           -100%
Federal - MSN Median Widening B2 P2 122,407             -                     374,510             -                     127,000             127,000             N/A
Federal - SRTS 19,765               -                     384,468             450,000             400,000             (50,000)              -11%
City of Petaluma 63,746               50,000               -                     100,000             3,500,000          3,400,000          3400%
Donations/Reimbursements -                     500                     -                     500                     500                     -                     
Interest Earned 813,180             253,500             1,278,796          379,389             640,500             261,111             69%
Miscellaneous Revenue 10                       -                     -                     -                     -                     -                     
PY Revenue 588,341             -                     128,207             -                     -                     -                     
Advances In (500,000)           410,000             550,000             450,000             400,000             (50,000)              -11%
Advances In Clearing 500,000             (410,000)           (550,000)           (450,000)           (400,000)           50,000               -11%
Transfers In 3,881,813          -                     -                     -                     -                     -                     N/A
Advance From MTC -                     -                     -                     -                     -                     -                     N/A
Total Revenues 30,457,223       23,900,026       28,809,162       27,396,394       32,110,476       4,714,082          17%

Audit Services 11,900               22,000               12,940               22,000               22,000               -                     0%
Fiscal Accounting Services 19,444               41,000               12,596               41,000               41,000               -                     0%
Consultant Services 2,720,673          4,020,000          2,879,024          4,230,000          2,455,000          (1,775,000)        -42%
Legal Services 9,472                 220,000             5,504                 120,000             121,000             1,000                 1%
Training-In-Service 1,000                 -                     -                     -                     -                     -                     N/A
Subtotal Outside Contracts and Services 2,762,489          4,303,000          2,910,064          4,413,000          2,639,000          (1,774,000)        -40%

Administration Costs 9,375                 14,000               6,375                 14,000               14,000               -                     0%
Outside Printing Services 705                     13,000               3,693                 13,000               13,000               -                     0%
Professional Services - Staff Time 272,507             265,000             322,511             315,000             323,000             8,000                 3%
Public/Legal Notices -                     -                     237                     -                     400                     400                     N/A
Rents/Leases-Bldgs/Imp 38,748               54,000               64,183               64,000               40,100               (23,900)              -37%
Rents/Leases-Equip -                     -                     974                     -                     -                     -                     N/A
Travel Expense 7,019                 19,000               11,460               19,000               23,500               4,500                 24%
ISD and Communications -                     -                     17,067               -                     15,490               15,490               N/A
County Services 4,991                 4,000                 5,059                 6,370                 8,395                 2,025                 32%
Events/Public Outreach/ERH -                     15,000               -                     15,000               15,000               -                     0%
Memberships 5,765                 6,000                 5,750                 6,000                 6,000                 -                     0%
Miscellaneous Expense 254                     1,660                 458                     500                     500                     -                     0%
Office Supplies (1)                        2,000                 1,415                 2,000                 2,000                 -                     0%
Outside Postage 24                       2,000                 29                       2,000                 2,000                 -                     0%
Professional Development 730                     3,000                 2,151                 3,000                 3,000                 -                     0%
Subscriptions (Books, Media) -                     -                     30                       -                     30                       30                       N/A
Interest Expense - Other -                     20,000               -                     20,000               15,000               (5,000)                -25%
Contribution to Other Governments for Services 14,731,714       27,736,918       19,559,480       30,142,479       31,489,946       1,347,467          4%
Advances Out 500,000             410,000             550,000             450,000             400,000             (50,000)              -11%
Advances Out Clearing (500,000)           (410,000)           (550,000)           (450,000)           (400,000)           50,000               -11%
Transfers Out 3,881,813          -                     -                     -                     -                     -                     N/A
Subtotal Operational Expense 18,953,644       28,155,578       20,000,872       30,622,349       31,971,361       1,349,012          4%

LT Debt  - Interest Payments 2,791,112          2,775,012          2,485,658          2,470,013          2,138,464          (331,549)           -13%
LT Debt - Principal Payments 6,375,000          6,379,000          6,685,000          6,689,000          7,019,000          330,000             5%
Subtotal Debt Service 9,166,112         9,154,012         9,170,658         9,159,013         9,157,464         (1,549)                0%

Total Expenditures 30,882,245       41,612,590       32,081,594       44,194,362       43,767,825       (426,537)           -1%

Starting Fund Balance 54,340,640       54,340,640       60,915,617       60,915,617       36,628,076       (24,287,541)      
Revenues 30,457,223       23,900,026       28,809,162       27,396,394       32,110,476       4,714,082          
Expenditures (30,882,245)      (41,612,590)      (32,081,594)      (44,194,362)      (43,767,825)      426,537             
Adjustments 6,999,999          -                     155,106             -                     -                     -                     
Net Increase/(Decrease) in Fund Balance 6,574,977         (17,712,564)      (3,117,326)        (16,797,968)      (11,657,349)      5,140,619         
Ending Fund Balance 60,915,617       36,628,076       57,798,291       44,117,649       24,970,727       (19,146,922)      

Sonoma County Transportation Authority
Measure M FY 2019-20 Final Budget
Budget Summary For All Programs
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70030100
Actual Budgeted Actual Budgeted Final Amount of

Description 2017-18 2017-18 2018-19 2018-19 2019-20 Change
Revenues
Sales and Use Tax 247,857             232,010             266,432             258,665             274,425             15,760               
Interest on Pooled Cash 6,815                  2,000                  12,393               2,389                  7,000                  4,611                  
Miscellaneous Revenue 10                       -                      -                      -                      -                      -                      
Donations/Reimbursements -                      500                     -                      500                     500                     -                      
Total Revenues 254,682             234,510             278,825             261,554             281,925             4,611                  

Expenditures
Accounting/Auditing Services 11,900               22,000               12,940               22,000               22,000               -                      
Client  Accounting Services 19,444               41,000               12,596               41,000               41,000               -                      
County Counsel - Legal Advice 4,603                  20,000               4,224                  20,000               20,000               -                      
Training Services 1,000                  -                      -                      -                      -                      -                      
Consulting Services 14,191               30,000               2,038                  30,000               105,000             75,000               
Outside Contracts and Services Subtotal 51,138               113,000             31,798               113,000             188,000             75,000               

Outside Printing and Binding 705                     12,500               3,693                  12,500               12,500               -                      
Professional Services - Staff Time 32,951               40,000               49,853               50,000               50,000               -                      
Rents and Leases - Equipment -                      -                      974                     -                      -                      -                      
Rents and Leases - Bldg/Land 38,748               54,000               64,183               64,000               40,100               (23,900)              
Business Travel/Mileage 5,888                  9,000                  10,127               9,000                  9,000                  -                      
Private Car Expense -                      -                      110                     2,000                  2,000                  
Telecommunication Data Lines -                      -                      1,246                  -                      1,300                  1,300                  
Telecommunication Usage -                      -                      130                     -                      120                     120                     
ISD - Baseline Services -                      -                      10,664               10,700               10,700               
ISD - Improvement Projects -                      -                      1,529                  -                      1,600                  1,600                  
ISD - Supplemental Projects -                      -                      99                       -                      100                     100                     
ISD - Device Modernization Pro -                      -                      1,162                  -                      370                     370                     
Telecommunication Wireless Svc -                      -                      2,237                  -                      1,300                  1,300                  
Courier Services -                      -                      471                     -                      500                     500                     
Mail Services -                      -                      316                     -                      500                     500                     
County Services Chgs 4,991                  2,500                  3,628                  5,000                  5,600                  600                     
EFS Charges -                      1,500                  -                      1,370                  900                     (470)                    
Unclaimable EFS -                      -                      -                      -                      15                       15                       
ERP System Charges -                      -                      632                     -                      830                     830                     
Unclaimable ERP System Charges -                      -                      12                       -                      50                       50                       
Memberships/Certifications 5,765                  6,000                  5,750                  6,000                  6,000                  -                      
Other Supplies 254                     20                       458                     500                     500                     -                      
Office Supplies -                      2,000                  1,415                  2,000                  2,000                  -                      
Books/Media/Subscriptions -                      -                      30                       -                      30                       30                       
Professional Development 730                     3,000                  2,151                  3,000                  3,000                  -                      
Operational Expense Subtotal 90,032               130,520             160,870             153,370             149,015             (4,355)                
Total Expenditures 141,170             243,520             192,668             266,370             337,015             70,645               

Starting Fund Balance 486,745             486,745             600,255             600,255             687,964             87,709               
Revenues 254,682             234,510             278,825             261,554             281,925             20,371               
Expenditures (141,170)            (243,520)            (192,668)            (266,370)            (337,015)            (70,645)              
Adjustments (2)                        -                      1,552                  -                      -                      -                      
Net Increase/(Decrease) in Fund Balance 113,510             (9,010)                87,709               (4,816)                (55,090)              (50,274)              
Ending Fund Balance 600,255             477,735             687,964             595,439             632,874             37,435               

Sonoma County Transportation Authority

Budget Fund 74651
Measure M FY 2019-20 Final Budget

Administration -- 1% Sales Tax Allocation

6262
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70030200
Actual Budgeted Actual Budgeted Final Amount of Percent

Description 2017-18 2017-18 2018-19 2018-19 2019-20 Change Change
Revenues
Sales and Use Tax 4,957,131          4,640,205          5,328,636          5,173,301          5,488,495          315,194             6%
Interest on Pooled Cash 12,615               6,000                  20,623               10,000               14,000               4,000                  40%
Total Revenues 4,969,746          4,646,205          5,349,259          5,183,301          5,502,495          319,194             6%

Expenditures
Other Supplies -                      300                     -                      -                      -                      N/A
Contribution to Other Governments 
for Services 4,928,117          5,271,380          5,275,498          5,954,325          6,378,300          423,975             7%
Total Expenditures 4,928,117          5,271,680          5,275,498          5,954,325          6,378,300          423,975             7%

Starting Fund Balance 729,395             729,395             771,024             771,024             875,805             104,781             
Revenues 4,969,746          4,646,205          5,349,259          5,183,301          5,502,495          319,194             
Expenditures (4,928,117)        (5,271,680)        (5,275,498)        (5,954,325)        (6,378,300)        (423,975)            
Adjustments -                      -                      31,020               -                      -                      -                      
Net Increase/(Decrease) in Fund 
Balance 41,629               (625,475)            104,781             (771,024)            (875,805)            (104,781)            
Ending Fund Balance 771,024             103,920             875,805             -                      0                          0                          

Sonoma County Transportation Authority
FY 2019-20 Final Budget

Budget Fund 74652
 LSR - 20% Sales Tax Allocation

6363
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70030300
Actual Budgeted Actual Budgeted Final Amount of Percent

Description 2017-18 2017-18 2018-19 2018-19 2019-20 Change Change
Revenues
Sales and Use Tax 4,957,131          4,640,205          5,328,636          5,173,301          5,488,495          315,194             6%
Interest on Pooled Cash 311,297             90,000               550,775             180,000             320,000             140,000             78%
Interest Earned 20,099               16,000               19,645               14,000               14,000               -                     0%
PY Revenue - Miscellaneous -                     -                     -                     -                     -                         N/A
Advances In (500,000)           410,000             550,000             450,000             400,000             (50,000)              -11%
Advances In Clearing 500,000             (410,000)           (550,000)           (450,000)           (400,000)           50,000               -11%
Total Revenues 5,288,527         4,746,205         5,899,056         5,367,301         5,822,495         455,194             8%

Expenditures
Consulting Services 435,477             1,900,000          762,168             2,000,000          1,000,000          (1,000,000)        -50%
Other Supplies -                     300                     -                     -                     -                         N/A
Contribution to Other Governments for 
Services 1,016,979          6,500,000          1,697,220          4,967,000          2,905,000          (2,062,000)        -42%
Total Expenditures 1,452,456          8,400,300          2,459,388          6,967,000          3,905,000          (3,062,000)        -44%

Starting Fund Balance 20,953,662       20,953,662       25,289,733       25,289,733       29,310,423       4,020,690          16%
Revenues 5,288,527          4,746,205          5,899,056          5,367,301          5,822,495          455,194             8%
Expenditures (1,452,456)        (8,400,300)        (2,459,388)        (6,967,000)        (3,905,000)        3,062,000          -44%
Adjustments 500,000             410,000             581,022             450,000             400,000             (50,000)              -11%
Net Increase/(Decrease) in Fund Balance 4,336,071         (3,244,095)        4,020,690         (1,149,699)        2,317,495         3,467,194         -302%

25,289,733       17,709,567       29,310,423       24,140,034       31,627,918       7,487,884         31%

Sonoma County Transportation Authority
FY 2019-20 Final Budget

Budget Fund 74653
LSP - 20% Sales Tax Allocation

6464
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70030400
Actual Budgeted Actual Budgeted Final Amount of Percent

Description 2017-18 2017-18 2018-19 2018-19 2019-20 Change Change
Revenues
Sales and Use Tax 1,511,422         1,462,995         2,724,025         2,286,992         2,554,737         267,745             12%
Federal - HPLUL-6364(015) 182,304             345,000             -                     600,000             -                     (600,000)           -100%
Federal - MSN Median Widening B2 P2 122,407             -                     374,510             -                     127,000             127,000             N/A

City of Petaluma 63,746               50,000               -                     100,000             3,500,000         3,400,000         3400%
Interest on Pooled Cash 332,714             120,000             537,041             150,000             250,000             100,000             67%
Other Interest Earnings -                     -                     9                        -                     -                     -                     N/A
PY Revenue - Miscellaneous 556,025             -                     128,024             -                     -                     -                     N/A
Transfers In - within a Fund 3,881,813         -                     -                     -                     -                     -                     N/A
Total Revenues 6,650,431         1,977,995         3,763,609         3,136,992         6,431,737         3,294,745         105%

Expenditures
County Counsel - Legal Advice 2,245                 100,000             1,152                 100,000             100,000             -                     0%
Consulting Services 1,196,239         800,000             1,787,448         1,800,000         1,000,000         (800,000)           -44%
Outside Contracts and Services Subtotal 1,198,484         900,000             1,788,600         1,900,000         1,100,000         (800,000)           -42%
Administration Services 8,656                 12,000               5,656                 12,000               12,000               -                     0%
Outside Printing and Binding -                     500                    -                     500                    500                    -                     0%
Professional Services - Staff Time 219,791             215,000             215,847             215,000             233,000             18,000               8%
Business Travel/Mileage 1,131                 10,000               679                    10,000               10,000               -                     0%
Private Car Expense -                     -                     544                    2,500                 2,500                 N/A
Other Supplies -                     600                    -                     -                     -                     N/A
Office Supplies (1)                       -                     -                     -                     -                     N/A
Mail and Postage Supplies 24                      2,000                 29                      2,000                 2,000                 -                     0%
Special Department Expense -                     15,000               -                     15,000               15,000               -                     0%
Contribution to Other Governments for Services 4,209,559         6,000,000         9,837,884         13,900,000       15,800,000       1,900,000         14%
Operational Expense Subtotal 4,439,160         6,255,100         10,060,639       14,154,500       16,075,000       1,920,500         14%
Total Expenditures 5,637,644         7,155,100         11,849,239       16,054,500       17,175,000       1,120,500         7%

Starting Fund Balance 18,045,891       18,045,891       26,058,678       26,058,678       18,035,090       (8,023,588)        
Revenues 6,650,431         1,977,995         3,763,609         3,136,992         6,431,737         3,294,745         
Expenditures (5,637,644)        (7,155,100)        (11,849,239)      (16,054,500)      (17,175,000)      (1,120,500)        
Adjustments 7,000,000         -                     62,042               -                     (3,500,000)        (3,500,000)        N/A
Net Increase/(Decrease) in Fund Balance 8,012,787         (5,177,105)        (8,023,588)        (12,917,508)      (14,243,263)      (1,325,755)        10%
Ending Fund Balance 26,058,678       12,868,786       18,035,090       13,141,170       3,791,827         (9,349,343)        

Sonoma County Transportation Authority
FY 2019-20 Final Budget

Budget Fund 74654
HWY 101 - 40% Sales Tax Allocation

6565
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70030900
Actual Budgeted Actual Budgeted Final Amount of Percent

Description 2017-18 2017-18 2018-19 2018-19 2019-20 Change Change
Revenues
Sales and Use Tax 2,234,091         2,204,916         2,240,241         2,200,416         2,201,629         1,213                 0%
Other Interest Earnings -                     -                     18,032               -                     -                     -                     N/A
PY Revenue - Miscellaneous -                     -                     183                    -                     -                     -                     N/A
Total Revenues 2,234,091         2,204,916         2,258,456         2,200,416         2,201,629         1,213                 0%

Expenditures
Principal Payments - LT Debt 1,582,500         1,583,500         1,642,500         1,643,500         1,718,500         75,000               5%
Interest on LT Debt 622,416             623,415             557,916             558,916             483,129             (75,787)              -14%
Total Expenditures 2,204,916         2,206,915         2,200,416         2,202,416         2,201,629         (787)                   0%

Starting Fund Balance 1,350,393         1,350,393         1,379,568         1,379,568         1,437,608         58,040               
Revenues 2,234,091         2,204,916         2,258,456         2,200,416         2,201,629         1,213                 
Expenditures (2,204,916)        (2,206,915)        (2,200,416)        (2,202,416)        (2,201,629)        787                    
Net Increase/(Decrease) in Fund Balance 29,175               (1,999)                58,040               (2,000)                -                     2,000                 
Ending Fund Balance 1,379,568         1,348,394         1,437,608         1,377,568         1,437,608         60,040               

Hwy 101 2011 Bonds Debt

Sonoma County Transportation Authority
FY 2019-20 Final Budget

Budget Fund 74659

6666
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70031000
Actual Budgeted Actual Budgeted Final Amount of Percent

Description 2017-18 2017-18 2018-19 2018-19 2019-20 Change Change
Revenues
Sales and Use Tax 2,478,566         2,320,103         2,664,318         2,586,651         2,744,248         157,597             6%
Interest on Pooled Cash 6,279                 3,000                 10,517               5,000                 7,500                 2,500                 50%
Total Revenues 2,484,845         2,323,103         2,674,835         2,591,651         2,751,748         160,097             6%

Expenditures
Other Supplies -                     300                    -                     -                     -                     N/A
Contribution to Other Governments for Services 2,464,036         2,635,538         2,637,952         2,977,154         3,189,646         212,492             7%
Total Expenditures 2,464,036         2,635,838         2,637,952         2,977,154         3,189,646         212,492             7%

Starting Fund Balance 364,695             364,695             385,504             385,504             437,898             52,394               
Revenues 2,484,845         2,323,103         2,674,835         2,591,651         2,751,748         160,097             
Expenditures (2,464,036)        (2,635,838)        (2,637,952)        (2,977,154)        (3,189,646)        (212,492)           
Adjustments -                     -                     15,511               -                     -                     -                     N/A
Ending Fund Balance 385,504             51,960               437,898             1                        (0)                       (1)                       

Sonoma County Transportation Authority
FY 2019-20 Final Budget

Budget Fund 74660
Transit - 10% Sales Tax Allocation

6767
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70031100
Actual Budgeted Actual Budgeted Final Amount of Percent

Description 2017-18 2017-18 2018-19 2018-19 2019-20 Change Change
Revenues
Sales and Use Tax 494,586             425,079             585,412             557,853             636,914             79,061               14%
Interest on Pooled Cash 12,636               10,000               19,708               10,000               10,000               -                     0%
Total Revenues 507,222             435,079             605,120             567,853             646,914             79,061               14%

Expenditures
Administration Services 719                    2,000                 719                    2,000                 2,000                 -                     0%
Other Supplies -                     80                      -                     -                     -                     -                     N/A
Interest on LT Debt 20,099               -                     19,645               -                     -                     -                     N/A
Other Interest Expense -                     20,000               -                     20,000               15,000               (5,000)                -25%
Advances Out 500,000             410,000             550,000             450,000             400,000             (50,000)             -11%
Advances Out Clearing (500,000)           (410,000)           (550,000)           (450,000)           (400,000)           50,000               -11%
Total Expenditures 20,818               22,080               20,364               22,000               17,000               (5,000)                -23%

Starting Fund Balance 107,778             107,778             94,183               94,183               136,695             42,512               
Revenues 507,222             435,079             605,120             567,853             646,914             79,061               
Expenditures (20,818)             (22,080)             (20,364)             (22,000)             (17,000)             5,000                 
Adjustments (499,999)           (410,000)           (542,244)           (450,000)           (400,000)           50,000               
Net Increase/(Decrease) in Fund Balance (13,595)             2,999                 42,512               95,853               229,914             134,061             140%
Ending Fund Balance 94,183               110,777             136,695             190,036             366,609             176,573             

Sonoma County Transportation Authority
FY 2019-20 Final Budget

Budget Fund 74661
Rail - 5% Sales Tax Allocation

6868
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70031400
Actual Budgeted Actual Budgeted Final Amount of Percent

Description 2017-18 2017-18 2018-19 2018-19 2019-20 Change Change
Revenues
Sales and Use Tax 744,697             734,972             746,747             735,472             735,210             (262)                   0%
Other Interest Earnings -                     -                     6,011                 -                     -                     -                     N/A
Total Revenues 744,697             734,972             752,758             735,472             735,210             (262)                   0%

Expenditures
Principal Payments - LT Debt 527,500             528,500             547,500             548,500             573,500             25,000               5%
Interest on LT Debt 207,472             208,472             185,972             186,972             161,710             (25,262)              -14%
Total Expenditures 734,972             736,972             733,472             735,472             735,210             (262)                   0%

Starting Fund Balance 450,132             450,132             459,856             459,856             479,142             19,286               
Revenues 744,697             734,972             752,758             735,472             735,210             (262)                   
Expenditures (734,972)           (736,972)           (733,472)           (735,472)           (735,210)           262                     
Adjustments (1)                        -                     -                     -                     -                     -                     
Net Increase/(Decrease) in Fund Balance 9,724                 (2,000)                19,286               -                     -                     -                     N/A
Ending Fund Balance 459,856             448,132             479,142             459,856             479,142             19,286               

Rail 2011 Bonds Debt

Sonoma County Transportation Authority
FY 2019-20 Final Budget

Budget Fund 74664

6969
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70031500
Actual Budgeted Actual Budgeted Final Amount of Percent

Description 2017-18 2017-18 2018-19 2018-19 2019-20 Change Change
Revenues
Sales and Use Tax 991,426            928,041            1,065,727         1,034,660         1,097,699         63,039               6%

Federal - SRTS 19,765               -                     384,468            450,000            400,000            (50,000)             -11%
Interest on Pooled Cash 17,277               6,500                 33,502               8,000                 18,000               10,000               125%
Total Revenues 1,028,468         934,541            1,483,697         1,492,660         1,515,699         23,039               2%

County Counsel - Legal Advice -                     -                     128                    -                     1,000                 1,000                 N/A
Consulting Services -                     290,000            327,370            400,000            350,000            (50,000)             -13%
Professional Services - Staff Time 19,765               10,000               56,811               50,000               40,000               (10,000)             -20%
Publications and Legal Notices -                     -                     237                    -                     400                    400                    N/A
Other Supplies -                     60                      -                     -                     -                     N/A
Contribution to Other Governments 
for Services 784,377            1,330,000         110,926            2,344,000         3,217,000         873,000            37%
Total Expenditures 804,142            1,630,060         495,472            2,794,000         3,608,400         814,400            29%

Starting Fund Balance 1,141,800         1,141,800         1,366,127         1,366,127         2,360,555         994,428            
Revenues 1,028,468         934,541            1,483,697         1,492,660         1,515,699         23,039               
Expenditures (804,142)           (1,630,060)        (495,472)           (2,794,000)        (3,608,400)        (814,400)           
Adjustments 1                        -                     6,203                 -                     -                     -                     N/A
Net Increase/(Decrease) in Fund 
Balance 224,327            (695,519)           994,428            (1,301,340)        (2,092,701)        (791,361)           61%
Ending Fund Balance 1,366,127         446,281            2,360,555         64,787              267,854            203,067            

Sonoma County Transportation Authority
FY 2019-20 Final Budget

Budget Fund 74665
Bicycle and Pedestrian - 4% Sales Tax Allocation

7070
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70031600
Actual Budgeted Actual Budgeted Final Amount of Percent

Description 2017-18 2017-18 2018-19 2018-19 2019-20 Change Change
Revenues
Sales and Use Tax 4,390,500          4,307,500          4,396,500          4,317,500          4,317,500          -                     0%
Other Interest Earnings 35,760               -                     35,297               -                     -                     -                     N/A
Total Revenues 4,426,260          4,307,500          4,431,797          4,317,500          4,317,500          -                     0%

Expenditures
Principal Payments - LT Debt 2,960,000          2,961,000          3,120,000          3,121,000          3,281,000          160,000             5%
Interest on LT Debt 1,347,500          1,348,500          1,195,500          1,196,500          1,036,500          (160,000)           -13%
Total Expenditures 4,307,500          4,309,500          4,315,500          4,317,500          4,317,500          -                     0%

Starting Fund Balance 2,579,997          2,579,997          2,698,758          2,698,758          2,815,055          116,297             
Revenues 4,426,260          4,307,500          4,431,797          4,317,500          4,317,500          -                     
Expenditures (4,307,500)        (4,309,500)        (4,315,500)        (4,317,500)        (4,317,500)        -                     
Adjustments 1                         -                     -                     -                     -                     N/A
Net Increase/(Decrease) in Fund Balance 118,761             (2,000)                116,297             -                     -                     -                     N/A
Ending Fund Balance 2,698,758          2,577,997          2,815,055          2,698,758          2,815,055          116,297             

Hwy 101 2015A Bond Debt

Sonoma County Transportation Authority
FY 2019-20 Final Budget

Budget Fund 74666

7171
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70031800
Actual Budgeted Actual Budgeted Final Amount of Percent

Description 2017-18 2017-18 2018-19 2018-19 2019-20 Change Change
Revenues
Sales and Use Tax 1,778,250          1,305,000          1,296,507          1,541,694          1,903,125          361,431             23%
Other Interest Earnings -                     -                     15,243               -                     -                     -                     N/A
Total Revenues 1,778,250          1,305,000          1,311,750          1,541,694          1,903,125          361,431             23%

Expenditures
Principal Payments - LT Debt 1,305,000          1,306,000          1,375,000          1,376,000          1,446,000          70,000               5%
Interest on LT Debt 593,625             594,625             526,625             527,625             457,125             (70,500)              -13%
Total Expenditures 1,898,625          1,900,625          1,901,625          1,903,625          1,903,125          (500)                   0%

Starting Fund Balance 1,932,306          1,932,306          1,811,931          1,811,931          1,222,056          (589,875)           
Revenues 1,778,250          1,305,000          1,311,750          1,541,694          1,903,125          361,431             
Expenditures (1,898,625)        (1,900,625)        (1,901,625)        (1,903,625)        (1,903,125)        500                     
Adjustments -                     -                     -                     -                     -                     N/A
Net Increase/(Decrease) in Fund Balance (120,375)           (595,625)           (589,875)           (361,931)           -                     361,931             -100%
Ending Fund Balance 1,811,931          1,336,681          1,222,056          1,450,000          1,222,056          (227,944)           

Hwy 101 2015B Bond Debt

Sonoma County Transportation Authority
FY 2019-20 Final Budget

Budget Fund 74668

7272



 

411 King Street, Santa Rosa, CA  95404 | 707.565.5373 | scta.ca.gov | rcpa.ca.gov 

Staff Report 
 

 

Issue 

What is the proposed Final Budget for the Transportation Fund for Clean Air (TFCA) for FY19/20? 

Recommendation 

The SCTA should consider the proposed TFCA Final Budget and, if it meets with the Board’s approval, adopt 
Resolution No. 2019-013 adopting the FY19/20 TFCA Final Budget.   

Advisory Committee Recommendation 

None 

Alternatives Considered 

Not applicable 

Executive Summary 

The SCTA must adopt a TFCA Final Budget for FY19/20 by October 31, 2019. The Final Budget requires a 2/3-
majority vote.  Therefore, the budget MUST receive eight (8) affirmative votes to pass.  The budget is required 
to for SCTA to deliver on the FY19/20 TFCA Program of Projects adopted in May 2019. 

Policy Impacts / Nexus to Agency Goals  

In order to continue operation of the TFCA program, the SCTA must adopt a Final Budget for FY19/20 by 
October 31, 2019. 

Financial Implications 

Is there a fiscal impact? Yes  ☒        No  ☐ 

Is there funding in the current budget? Yes  ☒        No  ☐ 

The funding source(s) to be used are:  TFCA funds from the Bay Area Air Quality Management District 

The Final Budget for FY19/20 shows the TFCA program in good financial shape. Changes from the Preliminary 
FY19/20 to the Final FY19/20 Budget are: 

 

To:  SCTA/RCPA Board of Directors Meeting Date: 10/14/19 
From:  Suzanne Smith, Executive Director Item Number: 4.1.2 
Subject: FY19/20 Final Budget – Transportation Funds for Clean Air 

Consent Item: ☐          Regular Item: ☒          Action Item: ☒          Report: ☐ 

7373

tel:707.565.5373
http://scta.ca.gov/
http://rcpa.ca.gov/


 Preliminary 
FY18/19 

Final 
FY18/19 

Change 

Revenues $        642,534 $        642,534 $                      0 

Expenditures $        645,977 $        645,977 $                      0 

Prior Year Expenditures $        651,048 $        625,663 $           25,385 

Change in Unreserved Fund Balance $          (3,443) $          (3,443) $                      0 

 

Background 

By October of each year, the SCTA must adopt three Final Budgets in order for operations to continue. The 
three budgets cover the SCTA general operations, Measure M and the Transportation Fund for Clean Air 
(TFCA). 

This staff report covers the FY19/20 TFCA Final Budget. As is customary, the budget includes revenue from the 
Bay Area Air Quality Management District and funds available to each jurisdiction. The projects included in the 
FY19/20 budget are the same projects considered by the SCTA under item 4.2.1 of the May 13, 2019 agenda. 
The funds allocated for each project are then assigned to each jurisdiction in which the project is proposed. 

Supporting Documents  

Attached: Resolution No. 2019-013 

Attached: TFCA Final Budget for FY19/20 
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SCTA Resolution Number 2019-013 
Sonoma County Transportation Authority 

Santa Rosa, California 
October 14, 2019 

 
RESOLUTION OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF THE SONOMA COUNTY 
TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY, COUNTY OF SONOMA, STATE OF CALIFORNIA, 
ADOPTING THE TRANSPORTATION FUND FOR CLEAN AIR FINAL BUDGET FOR FISCAL 
YEAR 2019/2020. 

WHEREAS, a Transportation Fund for Clean Air Final Budget for Fiscal Year 2019/2020 has been 
prepared by the Executive Director, reviewed by the Sonoma County Transportation Authority and 
attached as Exhibit A; and 

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the Transportation Fund for Clean Air Final Budget for Fiscal 
Year 2019/2020 for the Sonoma County Transportation Authority, attached hereto and marked Exhibit 
A, is hereby adopted. 

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Executive Director, acting as Clerk of the Authority, shall deliver a 
certified copy of this resolution to the Sonoma County Auditor-Controller. 

THE FOREGOING RESOLUTION was moved by Director ___, seconded by Director ___, and approved 
by the following vote: 
 

Director Bagby   Director Miller  
Director Callinan   Director Naujokas  
Director Gorin   Director Rabbitt  
Director Gurney   Director Rogers  
Director Harvey   Director Salmon  
Director Landman   Director Zane  

 
 Ayes:   ____   Noes:    __     Absent:     __     Abstain:      __   
 
 SO ORDERED 
 
I, the undersigned, certify that the foregoing resolution was duly adopted at a regular meeting of the 
Board of Directors of the Sonoma County Transportation Authority held on October 14, 2019. 
 
 
______________________________________ 
Suzanne Smith, Executive Director 
Clerk, Sonoma County Transportation Authority 
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Exhibit A

9/23/2019 | 12:51 PM

Actual Budgeted Estimated Budgeted Final Amount of Percent
Description 2017-18 2017-18 2018-19 2018-19 2019-20 Change Change

Revenues
Regional - BAAQMD TFCA Funds 627,388             644,505             629,355             637,534             657,588             20,054               3%
Interest Earned 11,087               5,082                 16,853               5,000                 14,000               9,000                 180%
PY Revenue 4,439                 6,568                 -                      -                      -                      -                      N/A
Total Revenues 642,914             656,155             646,208             642,534             671,588             29,054               5%

Expenditures
Administration Costs 40,152               40,156               39,680               39,720               40,974               1,254                 3%
Legal Services 128                     125                     -                      125                     125                     -                      0%
Distribution to Cities 136,476             377,331             100,786             393,183             694,676             301,493             77%
Distribution to County Agencies -                      238,543             33,000               212,949             -                      (212,949)            -100%
Total Expenditures 176,756             656,155             173,466             645,977             735,775             89,798               14%

Prior Year Expenditures
Distribution to Cities & County Agencies 421,954             598,375             396,453             625,663             630,336             4,673                 1%
Total Prior Year Expenditures 421,954             598,375             396,453             625,663             630,336             4,673                 1%

Starting Fund Balance 141,615             141,615             104,931             104,931             112,208             7,277                 
Revenues 642,914             656,155             646,208             642,534             671,588             29,054               
Expenditures (598,710)            (1,254,530)        (569,919)            (1,271,640)        (1,366,111)        (94,471)              
Change in Encumbrances (80,013)              598,375             (69,013)              625,663             694,676             69,013               
Adjustments (875)                   -                      1                         -                      -                      -                      
Net Increase/(Decrease) in Fund Balance (36,684)              -                     7,277                 (3,443)                153                     3,596                 -104%
Ending Fund Balance 104,931             141,615             112,208             101,488             112,361             10,873               

Sonoma County Transportation Authority - TFCA Program
FY 19/20  Final Budget

Fund 74551
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Staff Report 
 

 

Issue 

Shall the Board adopt final budgets for RCPA for the fiscal year beginning July 1, 2019? 

Recommendation 

The SCTA should consider the proposed RCPA Final Budget and, if it meets with the Board’s approval, adopt 
Resolution No. 2019-014 adopting the FY19/20 RCPA Final Budget.   

Advisory Committee Recommendation 

None. 

Alternatives Considered 

Not applicable. 

Executive Summary 

In order to continue operation, the RCPA must adopt a Final Budget for FY19/20 by October 31, 2019.  The 
RCPA should consider the proposed RCPA Final Budgets and if they meet with the Board’s approval, adopt the 
FY19/20 RCPA Final Budgets.  

Adoption of Resolution No. 2019-014 adopting the FY19/20 RCPA Final Budget requires a 2/3-majority vote.  
Therefore, the budget MUST receive eight (8) affirmative votes to pass. 

Policy Impacts / Nexus to Agency Goals  

In order to continue operation, the RCPA must adopt a Final Budget for FY19/20 by October 31, 2019. 

Financial Implications 

Is there a fiscal impact? Yes  ☒        No  ☐ 

Is there funding in the current budget? Yes  ☒        No  ☐ 

 

 

 To:  SCTA/RCPA Board of Directors Meeting Date: 10/14/19 
From:  Aleka Seville, Director of Climate Programs Item Number:  4.1.3 
Subject: RCPA Strategic Plan Implementation  

Consent Item: ☐          Regular Item: ☒          Action Item: ☒          Report: ☐ 
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Background 

By October of each year, the RCPA must adopt two budgets for operations to continue. The two budgets cover 
RCPA general operations and funding received through the Bay Area Regional Energy Network (BayREN). 
This staff report describes the FY19/20 RCPA Final Budgets (Exhibit A: RCPA Operational Budget and Exhibit B: 
RCPA Bay Area Regional Energy Network BayREN Budget). Each budget includes all revenues from local, 
regional, state, and federal sources, as well as all anticipated expenditures.  

In prior years, RCPA presented only one RCPA budget, which included both RCPA operational revenues and 
expenditures and BayREN funding and expenditures. Combining these two budgets made it difficult to clearly 
identify how much revenue RCPA has available for core functions, such as providing Member Services, as 
opposed to specific energy and water efficiency activities funded through BayREN.  We have now developed 
two separate budgets for RCPA to help track operational revenues and expenditures and identify funding 
needs for future years.  

This staff report covers the FY19/20 RCPA Operational and BayREN budgets.  

RCPA OPERATIONAL BUDGET – REVENUE: 

State Funding 

The RCPA and SCTA continued work to design and implement new solutions to encourage the adoption of 
zero emission vehicles through the Zero-Emission Vehicle Regional Readiness and Planning grant from the 
California Energy Commission (CEC). The RCPA was awarded $300,000 in 2017 to implement local readiness 

RCPA Operational Budget Final FY19/20
Revenues/Reimbursements 617,004.00$   
Reimbursement BayREN Overhead 153,663.00$   
Salaries/Benefits (399,448.00)$ 
Consulting Services (52,330.00)$    
Operational Expenses (140,800.00)$ 
Total Revenues 617,004.00$   
Total Expenditures (470,155.00)$ 
Change in Fund Balance 146,849.00$   

RCPA BayREN Budget Final FY19/20
Revenues/Reimbursements 1,359,993
Salaries/Benefits 387,596
Consulting Services 803,389
Operational Expenses 13,335
Total Revenues 1,359,993
Total Expenses -1,359,993
Change in Fund Balance N/A
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strategies including the creation of a local DriveEV.org web resource, supporting jurisdictions in implementing 
streamlined permitting requirements, developing a candidate charging stations site database, and 
conducting employer outreach. While the majority of CEC deliverables are complete, RCPA will use remaining 
budget to focus on expanding the impact of EV 101, an online resource for prospective EV buyers, through the 
end of December 2020.  

RCPA is also partnering with Sonoma Clean Power to support the implementation of the Local Energy 
Marketplace, a new initiative funded by the CEC to increase customer awareness of new electric technologies 
and accelerate the rate of adoption of market-ready all electric technologies. RCPA will receive $75,000 over 
two years to support the development of content for trainings for the Energy Marketplace and to assist with 
technology transfer to local partners.   

Total revenue projected from the CEC for reimbursable efforts in FY19/20 is $72,270.  

Regional Funding 

• Other Government Contributions: Regional Partnerships 

The RCPA was created through the support of regional agencies; the Sonoma County Water Agency, Sonoma 
County Agricultural Preservation and Open Space District, Northern Sonoma County Air Pollution Control 
District, Bay Area Air Quality Management District, and Sonoma Clean Power continue to provide funding to 
the RCPA. Regional partnerships provide staff capacity for much needed cross sector, cross jurisdiction 
coordination and for RCPA staff to participate in, support, promote and/or lead the efforts of multiple 
regional agency partners.  

In FY19/20 regional partnerships are forecast to provide $220,000.  

Final partner contributions from these regional agencies are also outlined in Exhibit B, and the Final Budget 
includes additional revenue of $49,000 from Sonoma Clean Power for services provided by the RCPA related 
to electric vehicle planning. 

Local Funding 

• City and County Contributions: RCPA Members 

RCPA members contribute funding to support non-grant funded activities, which relate to agency operations, 
member coordination and services, assistance to Directors and jurisdictional staff, new program 
development and grant applications, data collection and reporting, and legislative advocacy.  The local 
discretionary funds are essential to make progress on our goals, and these funds serve as a local match, 
which is often required for state and federal grants. Besides supporting new program and project 
development, the local funding provides the discretionary flexibility for the Board to provide policy direction 
and request staff actions on non-reimbursable activities. 

The Final Budget proposes to hold local contributions flat for RCPA members. The 2019 contribution from 
RCPA Members is $222,534 (Exhibit C). 

RCPA is sponsoring the Urban Land Institute Resilience Advisory Panel on behalf of the City of Santa Rosa and 
the County of Sonoma. RCPA secured $50,000 in funding for RCPA and ULI staff costs for the project in 
FY19/20.  

Total revenue from local funding for FY19/20 is $272,534. 
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Revenue Summary 

Overall revenue for RCPA Operations totals $617,004 for FY19/20.  

RCPA OPERATIONAL BUDGET – EXPENDITURES: 

Staff Salaries/Benefits 

RCPA staff currently includes a full time Director of Climate Programs and a full time Climate Program 
Manager. Part time staff include the Executive Director, Community Affairs Specialist, Data Specialist and 
several administrative positions. These employees manage programs, coordinate with partners (staff and 
directors), write grants, administer contracts, and engage with members of the community on climate action 
programs and issues.   

The final budget projects $399,448 for staff salaries and benefits. Health and retirement benefits are provided 
through the County of Sonoma and paid for by the RCPA. 

Outside Contracts/Services 

This category totals $329,355 and includes the staff costs as well as annual audit services, financial 
management, claims processing, budget preparation and general accounting, consultant services for CEC 
Drive EverGreen Implementation and legal counsel. The legal cost includes standard expenses related to 
contract reviews and operational questions. This category also includes a negative expenditure of $153,663 
derived from BayREN reimbursing RCPA for overhead costs.  

Operational Expenses 

Items considered operational expenses include office supplies, office lease, printing, postage, insurance, 
travel, staff development, event registrations, organizational memberships, and other related categories. The 
total amount requested for these items in the FY19/20 budget is $140,800. 

Expenditure Summary  

Overall expenditures for the RCPA Operations total $470,155 for FY19/20.  
 
RCPA BayREN BUDGET – REVENUE: 

Regional Funding 

The RCPA represents Sonoma County in the Bay Area Regional Energy Network (BayREN), a regional energy 
efficiency program implementation effort administered by the Association of Bay Area Governments and 
funded through the Public Utilities Commission. The RCPA was granted $1,176,521 for calendar year 2019 for: 

• the design and launch of the BayREN regional Water Bill Savings Program based on the local Pay As 
You Save (PAYS) program in Windsor  

• coordination with BayREN members 

• the local implementation of regional programs including Single Family Home+, Bay Area Multifamily 
Buildings Enhancement program, building codes and standards work, and commercial PACE 
marketing.  

ABAG anticipates a similar level of funding for 2020.  
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Revenue Summary 

Overall revenue for RCPA work funded through BayREN in FY19/20 totals $1,359,993. 

 

RCPA BayREN BUDGET – EXPENDITURES: 

Staff Salaries/Benefits 

RCPA hired a full time Senior Planner in January 2019 to manage the design and launch of the BayREN 
regional Water Bill Savings Program (WBSP). BayREN staff costs total $387,586 for the full time WBSP Manager 
as well as part time efforts of the Director of Climate Programs and the Climate Programs Manager.  

Outside Contracts/Services 

RCPA works with Frontier Energy on the design and implementation of the WBSP and the Sonoma County 
Energy and Sustainability Division on outreach and marketing efforts for all BayREN programs. Consulting 
costs for FY19/20 total $803,389.  

Operational Expenses 

Operational expenses for BayREN in FY19/20 total $13,355.  

Expenditure Summary  

Overall expenditures for RCPA work funded through BayREN in FY19/20 total $1,359,993. 
 

Supporting Documents  

Attached: Exhibit A: RCPA Operational Budget 

Attached: Exhibit B: RCPA BayREN Budget   

Attached: Exhibit C: RCPA Local Contributions 
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RCPA Resolution Number 2019-003 
Sonoma County Regional Climate Protection Authority 

Santa Rosa, California 
October 14, 2019 

 
RESOLUTION OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF THE SONOMA COUNTY REGIONAL 
CLIMATE PROTECTION AUTHORITY, COUNTY OF SONOMA, STATE OF CALIFORNIA, 
ADOPTING A FINAL BUDGET FOR FISCAL YEAR 2019/2020. 

WHEREAS, a Final Budget for Fiscal Year 2019/2020 has been prepared by the Executive Director, 
reviewed by the Sonoma County Regional Climate Protection Authority and attached as Exhibit A; and 

WHEREAS, the Final Budget for Fiscal Year 2019/2020 includes a contribution from the Cities and 
County partnering agencies for work associated with the Regional Climate Protection Coordination 
Plan effort, attached hereto as Exhibit B. 

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the Fiscal Year 2019/2020 Final Budget for the Sonoma 
County Regional Climate Protection Authority, attached hereto and marked Exhibit A, is hereby 
adopted. 

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Cities and County of Sonoma partnering agencies will contribute 
revenue as described in Exhibit B, payable by the first day in July of the Fiscal Year 2019/2020 to the 
Sonoma County Regional Climate Protection Authority. 

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Executive Director, acting as Clerk of the Authority, shall deliver a 
certified copy of this resolution to the Sonoma County Auditor-Controller. 

THE FOREGOING RESOLUTION was moved by Director ___, seconded by Director ___, and approved 
by the following vote: 
 

Director Bagby   Director Miller  
Director Callinan   Director Naujokas  
Director Gorin   Director Rabbitt  
Director Gurney   Director Rogers  
Director Harvey   Director Salmon  
Director Landman   Director Zane  

 
 Ayes:   ____   Noes:    __     Absent:     __     Abstain:      __   
 
 SO ORDERED 
 
I, the undersigned, certify that the foregoing resolution was duly adopted at a regular meeting of the 
Board of Directors of the Sonoma County Regional Protection Authority held on October 14, 2019. 
 
 
______________________________________ 
Suzanne Smith, Executive Director 
Clerk, Sonoma County Regional Climate Protection Authority 
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Exhibit A

10/2/2019 | 9:46 AM

Dept ID: 66100100 Actual Budgeted Actual Budgeted Final Amount of Percent
Description 2017-18 2017-18 2018-19 2018-19 2019-20 Change Change

Revenues
State Grants -CEC EV Implementation 77,677               135,000             117,016             220,000             42,270               (177,730)           -81%
SCP Lead Locally -                     -                     1,057                 -                     30,000               30,000               N/A
Regional - ABAG BayREN 2017 215,354             224,461             -                     -                     -                     -                     N/A
Regional - ABAG BayREN 2018 214,553             208,287             186,856             408,718             -                     (408,718)           -100%
Regional - ABAG BayREN 2019 -                     -                     423,391             583,471             -                     (583,471)           -100%
Regional - ABAG BayREN 2020 -                     -                     -                     -                     -                     -                     N/A
Regional - BAAQMD e-Bike -                     -                     70,910               81,480               -                     (81,480)              -100%
Regional - Partner Contributions 180,000             180,000             193,334             220,000             220,000             -                     0%
Regional - SCP Drive EV 45,175               27,252               48,225               50,000               49,000               (1,000)                -2%
County - ULI -                     -                     -                     -                     25,000               25,000               N/A
Santa Rosa - ULI -                     -                     -                     -                     25,000               25,000               N/A
County - Local Partner Contribution 56,838               56,838               56,704               56,704               53,809               (2,895)                -5%
Cities - Local Partner Contribution 165,695             165,686             165,830             165,828             168,725             2,897                 2%
Interest Earned 4,260                 1,800                 4,820                 2,500                 3,200                 700                    28%
Donations/Reimbursements -                     -                     500                    -                     -                     -                     N/A
PY Revenue -                     -                     (0)                        -                     -                     -                     N/A
Total Revenues 959,552             999,324             1,268,642         1,788,701         617,004             (1,171,697)        -66%

Expenditures
Administration Services -                     -                     -                     -                     -                     -                     N/A
Audit Services 6,800                 7,000                 7,340                 7,700                 7,300                 (400)                   -5%
Fiscal Accounting Services 4,015                 5,679                 3,391                 5,675                 5,940                 265                    5%
Legal Services 247,456             193,456             8,064                 225,200             18,000               (207,200)           -92%
Consultant Services 323,817             310,000             322,697             494,460             52,330               (442,130)           -89%
Professional Services - Staff Time 434,536             460,000             669,112             725,000             399,448             (325,552)           -45%
Reimbursements BayREN Overhead -                     -                     -                     -                     (153,663)           -                     N/A
Subtotal Outside Contracts and Services 1,016,624         976,135             1,010,604         1,458,035         329,355             (975,017)           -67%

Liability Insurance 4,425                 5,000                 4,543                 5,000                 6,000                 1,000                 20%
Outside Printing Services 1,923                 12,000               7,619                 5,000                 6,000                 1,000                 20%
Public/Legal Notices -                     -                     1,223                 -                     2,000                 2,000                 N/A
Rents/Leases-Equip -                     -                     771                    -                     300                    300                    N/A
Rents/Leases-Bldgs/Imp 12,000               28,000               69,104               85,000               50,000               (35,000)              -41%
Travel Expense 2,737                 12,000               8,095                 7,500                 8,000                 500                    7%
ISD and Communications -                     -                     36,349               20,000               29,600               9,600                 48%
County Services 2,167                 4,000                 4,951                 3,870                 9,250                 5,380                 139%
Memberships 5,000                 2,650                 1,060                 5,000                 5,000                 -                     0%
Miscellaneous Expense 71                       -                     77                       -                     -                     -                     N/A
Office Supplies 1,698                 3,000                 1,586                 3,000                 2,500                 (500)                   -17%
Subscriptions (Books, Media) 250                    -                     14                       -                     250                    250                    N/A
Events/Public Outreach 3,724                 10,000               4,538                 5,000                 13,500               8,500                 170%
Professional Development 5,547                 7,300                 6,598                 7,800                 8,400                 600                    8%
Contributions -                     -                     55,910               -                     -                     -                     N/A
Subtotal Operational Expense 39,542               83,950               202,438             147,170             140,800             (6,370)                -4%

Total Expenditures 1,056,166         1,060,085         1,213,042         1,605,205         470,155             (981,387)           -61%

Starting Fund Balance 238,008             238,008             141,395             141,395             204,762             63,367               
Revenues 959,552             999,324             1,268,642         1,788,701         617,004             (1,171,697)        
Expenditures (1,056,166)        (1,060,085)        (1,213,042)        (1,605,205)        (470,155)           1,135,050         
Adjustments 1                         -                     7,767                 -                     -                     -                     
Net Increase/(Decrease) in Fund Balance (96,613)              (60,761)              63,367               183,496             146,849             (36,647)              
Ending Fund Balance 141,395             177,247             204,762             324,891             351,611             26,720               
BayREN Fund Balance -                     -                     -                     -                     -                     -                     
Total Fund Balance 141,395             177,247             204,762             324,891             351,611             26,720               

Sonoma County Regional Climate Protection Authority
FY 2019-20 Final Budget

Budget Fund 74601 RCPA
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Exhibit A

10/2/2019 | 9:46 AM

FY 2019-20 Final Budget
Budget Fund 74602 BayREN

Dept ID: 66100200  
Actual Budgeted Actual Budgeted Final Amount of Percent

Description 2017-18 2017-18 2018-19 2018-19 2019-20 Change Change
Revenues
Regional - ABAG BayREN 2019 743,978             743,978             N/A
Regional - ABAG BayREN 2020 616,015             616,015             N/A
Interest on Pooled Cash -                      -                      N/A
Total Revenues -                      -                      -                      -                      1,359,993          1,359,993          N/A

Expenditures
Administration Services-  Overhead 153,663             153,663             N/A
County Counsel - Legal Advice 2,000                 2,000                 N/A
Consulting Services 803,389             803,389             N/A
Professional Services - Staff Time 387,586             387,586             N/A
Outside Contracts and Services Total -                      -                      -                      -                      1,346,638          1,346,638          N/A

Outside Printing and Binding -                      -                      -                      -                      2,500                 2,500                 N/A
Business Travel 6,000                 6,000                 N/A
Private Car Expense 3,000                 3,000                 N/A
Memberships/Certifications -                      -                      -                      -                      200                     200                     N/A
Special Department Expense -                      -                      -                      -                      650                     650                     N/A
Professional Development -                      -                      -                      -                      1,005                 1,005                 N/A
Operational Expense Total -                      -                      -                      -                      13,355               9,000                 N/A

Total Expenditures -                      -                      -                      -                      1,359,993          1,204,475          N/A

Starting Fund Balance -                      -                      -                      -                      -                      
Revenues -                      1,359,993          1,359,993          
Expenditures -                      (1,359,993)        (1,359,993)        
Adjustments -                      -                      -                      
Net Increase/(Decrease) in Fund Balance -                     -                     -                     -                     -                     -                     
Ending Fund Balance -                     -                     -                     -                     -                     -                     

Sonoma County Regional Climate Protection Authority
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Exhibit B

Jurisdiction Population1 Percent Final FY18/192 FY19/202 

Cloverdale 9,134 1.8147% 8,051$                             8,131$                               
Cotati 7,716 1.5330% 7,484$                             7,645$                               
Healdsburg 12,061 2.3962% 9,031$                             9,134$                               
Petaluma 62,708 12.4586% 25,816$                          26,495$                             
Rohnert Park 43,598 8.6619% 19,369$                          19,945$                             
Santa Rosa 178,488 35.4613% 65,387$                          66,183$                             
Sebastopol 7,786 1.5469% 7,589$                             7,669$                               
Sonoma 11,390 2.2629% 8,754$                             8,904$                               
Windsor 28,060 5.5748% 14,349$                          14,619$                                  Incorporated 168,725              

County 142,391 28.2897% 56,704$                          53,809$                                  Unincorporated 53,809                
503,332 100.0000% 222,534$                        222,534$                            

1 California Department of Finance - January 1, 2018 - Based on published population by entity.
2 $5,000 per jurisdiction with the remainder based on population

 
Sonoma County Agricultural Preservation & Open Space District 30,000$                          30,000$                             
Sonoma County Water Agency 40,000$                          40,000$                             
Sonoma Clean Power 40,000$                          40,000$                             
Northern Sonoma County Air Pollution Control District 30,000$                          30,000$                             
Bay Area Air Quality Management District 60,000$                          80,000$                             

Sub Total 200,000$                        220,000$                                County Wide 220,000              

Grand Total 422,534$                        442,534$                           442,534              

FY2019-20 Local Contribution to RCPA
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Staff Report 
 

 

Issue 

What is the proposed Final Budget for the SCTA operations for FY19/20? 

Recommendation 

The SCTA should consider the proposed Final SCTA Budget and, if it meets with the Board’s approval, adopt 
the FY19/20 SCTA Final Budget.  

Advisory Committee Recommendation 

None 

Alternatives Considered 

Not applicable. 

Executive Summary 

In order to continue operations, the Board should consider the proposed SCTA Final Budgets and if they meet 
with the Board’s approval, adopt the FY19/20 SCTA Final Budgets.  

Approval of Resolution No. 2019-014 adopting the FY19/20 SCTA Final Budget requires a 2/3-majority vote.  
Therefore, the budget MUST receive eight (8) affirmative votes to pass. 

Policy Impacts / Nexus to Agency Goals  

In order to continue operation, the SCTA must adopt a Final Budget for FY19/20 by October 31, 2019. 

Financial Implications 

Is there a fiscal impact? Yes  ☒        No  ☐ 

Is there funding in the current budget? Yes  ☒        No  ☐ 

The funding source(s) to be used are:  Not applicable. 

The Final Budget for FY19/20 shows the SCTA in good financial shape. Changes from the Preliminary FY19/20 
to the Final FY19/20 Budget are summarized here: 

To:  SCTA/RCPA Board of Directors Meeting Date: 10/14/19 
From:  Suzanne Smith, Executive Director Item Number: 4.1.4 
Subject: FY19/20 Final Budget for SCTA operations 

Consent Item: ☐          Regular Item: ☒          Action Item: ☒          Report: ☐ 
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The SCTA received two new grants sources totaling nearly $450,000 for FY19/20 since adoption of the 
preliminary budget. That, plus several smaller increases to other fund sources resulted in a net increase in 
revenues and expenses of over $600,000 from what was approved in the preliminary budget. 

Background 

By June of each year, the SCTA must adopt three Preliminary Budgets in order for operations to continue. The 
three budgets cover the SCTA general operations, Measure M and the Transportation Fund for Clean Air (TFCA) 
program. 

This staff report covers the FY19/20 SCTA Final Budget. The budget includes all revenues derived from local, 
regional, state and federal sources. In addition to revenues, all anticipated expenditures are included in the 
final budget.  Prior year information is included with FY18/19 actual revenues and expenditures.  

REVENUE IN THE SCTA FY19/20 FINAL BUDGET INCLUDES: 

Federal Funding 

• Surface Transportation Program (STP) funds from MTC planning contract 

The SCTA is eligible to receive federal STP funds through MTC based on a contractual arrangement that 
includes a specific scope of work related to regional activities plus an additional scope of work with tasks 
related to transportation and land use planning including the maintenance of the travel demand model and 
Sustainable Communities Strategy work. For FY19/20, the budget anticipates $1,210,000. The SCTA remains 
eligible for the funds as long as it maintains a planning and programming function. This source is critical to 
fund staff, the Comprehensive Transportation Plan update, the travel model revalidation and agency 
operations. 

• Carshare and Carpool Programs 

The SCTA has received federal Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality (CMAQ) funding totaling $16,672 this FY 
for two programs related to managing a Carshare program in Santa Rosa and supporting carpooling 
throughout Sonoma County. The funds come from MTC’s Climate Initiatives Program and Regional Carpool 
Program. The Carshare program funds were used to subsidize implementation, operations and marketing of a 
pilot car share program in Santa Rosa. That program was cancelled since the preliminary budget was 
approved. The carpool program funds are used to develop a countywide guaranteed ride home program and 
promote other new and ongoing transportation demand management programs in Sonoma County. 

 

 

Prelim Final
19/20 19/20 $ %

Revenue 2,762,899.00$   3,201,537.00$   612,206.00$       19.13%
Reimbursements 1,263,095.00$   1,218,738.00$   133,375.00$       10.94%

Total Revenue Available 4,025,994.00$   4,420,275.00$   745,581.00$       16.87%
Total Expenses (3,966,105.00)$  (4,420,891.74)$  (679,157.00)$     15.36%

Use of Fund Balance 59,889.00$         (616.74)$              66,424.00$         

Change
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• Short Range Transit Planning (SRTP) 

Every three years the local bus operators prepare short range transit plans and the SCTA is tasked with writing 
a portion of the overall plan addressing coordination for FY19/20 through FY28/29. MTC provides $30,000 in 
federal funds to perform this work. 

State Funding 

• State Transportation Improvement Program (STIP) – Planning, Programming & Monitoring (PPM) 

These funds pay for staffing, office space/supplies, and consultant costs associated with the planning and 
project management related to the State Highway System and other eligible STIP projects. For FY19/20 SCTA 
anticipates using $116,000 in PPM funds. This revenue comes to the SCTA on a reimbursement basis from 
Caltrans. This fund source has declined in recent years but with SB1 funding levels for the STIP increasing in 
the future it should get back to more sustainable levels by 2020. 

• Caltrans Grant – Vision Zero 

Following approval of the Preliminary Budget in May 2019, Caltrans awarded SCTA and the County of Sonoma 
Department of Health Services a $660,000 Sustainable Communities grant for the Vision Zero Sonoma County 
Project (Project). The purpose of the Project is to build the foundation necessary to launch Vision Zero 
initiatives in the nine cities and unincorporated areas of Sonoma County. The Project includes the creation of 
a robust data framework to collect and analyze injury and crash data and will incorporate best practices and 
lessons learned from cities across the United States that have launched Vision Zero initiatives. Staff estimates 
we will use $236,805 of the grant in the first year. 

• HOV Lane Violation Fines 

SCTA began receiving a percentage of the fines collected from HOV lane violations in FY14/15. This source of 
revenue is challenging to estimate as it depends on enforcement levels. So far, annual revenue has ranged 
from $34,000 to $70,000; for FY19/20, the proposed budget is $60,000.  

Regional Funding 

• MTC Discretionary Funds 

The SCTA is administering the two-county bike share program and the funding from MTC totals $826,000 to 
cover implementation costs related to a yet-to-be-determined vendor and staff time to administer the grant 
for SCTA and Transportation Authority of Marin.  

The SCTA is wrapping up the Transit Integration and Efficiency Study (TIES) effort with the remaining budget 
of $19,161.  

• Bay Area Toll Authority (BATA) Funds 

The SCTA is contracting with BATA for $210,000 of work associated with SR37. The funds cover elements of 
work related to environmental and design of the interim traffic relief project in Segment B plus a small 
amount for SCTA support staff who will implement the contract. 
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• Transportation Fund for Clean Air (TFCA) Funds 

The SCTA is eligible to receive 6.25% of the TFCA funds to serve as the Program Manager for the TFCA regional 
program of projects based on the hours spent managing the program.  The SCTA anticipates receiving 
$40,974, to administer the program for FY19/20. This item shows up under Reimbursements and is reflected 
as a negative expenditure due to the budgeting systems’ handling of payment transfers within an agency. 

The SCTA is also managing the Emergency Ride Home program funded through $18,000 in TFCA. This amount 
is reflected under revenues. 

Local Funding 

• The City and County partner contributions  

Local jurisdictions contribute to the SCTA based on a population and centerline road mile formula. 
Population numbers are updated based on Department of Finance figures for 2018 and revised road mile 
numbers derived from jurisdictions’ Pavement Management System. The total contribution from local 
jurisdictions as shown in the Preliminary Budget is $384,080.  

The proposed local contribution from the cities and county reflects a 3% increase over last year. The last 
increase was 3% in FY17/18. A breakdown of the proposed costs to each jurisdiction is attached as Exhibit B. 

• Clean Commute 

The SCTA is administering a six-month pilot program for the County of Sonoma employees to provide pre-tax 
incentives to ride transit or use a vanpool. The County is paying for the staff time needed to manage the 
program and costs of marketing totaling $5,511 this budget year.  

• Travel Behavior Study 

Local jurisdictions are supporting a portion of work related to a Travel Behavior Study. These local 
contributions of $62,308, match SCTA funds to increase the data available from the travel model to include 
weekends, tourism traffic and increased analysis. 

• Measure M 

The SCTA bills directly to projects for SCTA staff time and materials used specifically on Highway 101 projects 
and the Safe Routes to School program. The FY19/20 budget reflects $323,000 for staff and materials. This 
item shows up under Reimbursements and reflects as a negative expenditure due to the budgeting systems’ 
handling of payment transfers within an agency. 

• RCPA 

The RCPA staff is paid for through the SCTA’s budget system and then staff time is reimbursed to SCTA from 
RCPA. The SCTA budget includes $787,034 in funds from the RCPA to cover staff costs, including a portion of 
the Executive Director and support staff time. This item shows up under Reimbursements and reflects as a 
negative expenditure due to the budgeting systems’ handling of payment transfers within an agency. 
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• Rohnert Park Regional Traffic Mitigation Fee 

The SCTA is responsible for administering the Rohnert Park Regional Traffic Mitigation Fee. The fee derives 
from an agreement between Rohnert Park and LAFCo for development in the University District. Staff 
manages the funds, convenes a working group, analyzes fund requests and manages contracts for fund 
recipients. A fee of 2% for administration, or $42,000, is proposed for FY19/20. The SCTA is asked to approve a 
separate budget for the mitigation fee as part of the SCTA budget. 

• Renewal Enterprise District (RED) 

The City of Santa Rosa and the County of Sonoma have formed a Joint Powers Authority called the Renewal 
Enterprise District. Prior to this formal action, the SCTA was asked to serve as a grant recipient for funding 
from the Hewlett Foundation to help facilitate the development, launch and initial work of the RED. The two-
year grant includes funding for staff time and this budget proposes $30,000 for work on the RED and 
administering the grant on behalf of the RED. The SCTA is asked to approve a separate budget for the RED as 
part of the SCTA budget and was asked to transfer funds to the RED per item 3.3 on today’s agenda. 

Revenue Summary 

Overall revenue is up for FY19/20 primarily due to the bike share, new Vision Zero contract and BATA work on 
SR37.  

EXPENDITURES IN THE SCTA FY19/20 PRELIMINARY BUDGET INCLUDE: 

• Staff Salaries/Benefits 

The FY19/20 budget reflects the salaries and benefits for fourteen full time positions. The salary and benefit 
budget totals $2,587,000, up 9% from FY18/19 due to full staffing at fourteen positions for the full fiscal year, 
anticipated merit increases and anticipated cost of benefits. The SCTA pays for health and retirement benefits 
that are provided through the County of Sonoma.  

The final budget includes a 3% cost of living adjustment (COLA) that will go into effect January 1, 2020 as was 
approved in the Preliminary Budget.  

• Outside Contracts/Services 

This category totals $1,338,637 and includes annual audit services; financial management, claims processing, 
payroll, budget preparation and general accounting; contracts for consultant services (transportation model 
validation, Carshare, carpool support, bike share, public outreach and related activities); and legal counsel for 
contract reviews and procedural/operational questions including work on State Route 37. The increase over 
last fiscal year is primarily due to the bike share and Vision Zero. 

• Operational Expenses 

Items considered operational expenses include computer hardware and software, office supplies, office lease, 
printing, travel, professional development and other relates categories. The total amount requested for these 
items is $495,155. This is up from last year primarily due to the $200,000 for the SR37 contract.  
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Expenditure Summary  

Overall expenditures rose for staff due to filling all fourteen positions and for consultant services related to 
grant funding. 

Supporting Documents  

Attached: Resolution No. 2019-014  

Attached: SCTA Operational Budget – FY19/20 Final 

Attached: Local contributions to SCTA 
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SCTA Resolution Number 2019-014 
Sonoma County Transportation Authority 

Santa Rosa, California 
October 14, 2019 

RESOLUTION OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF THE SONOMA COUNTY 
TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY, COUNTY OF SONOMA, STATE OF CALIFORNIA, 
ADOPTING A FINAL BUDGET FOR FISCAL YEAR 2019/2020. 

WHEREAS, a Final Budget for Fiscal Year 2019/2020 has been prepared by the Executive Director, 
reviewed by the Sonoma County Transportation Authority and attached as Exhibit A; and  

WHEREAS, a Final Budget for Fiscal Year 2019/2020 includes a 3% Cost of Living Adjustment for the 
SCTA employees effective January 1, 2020; and 

WHEREAS, a Final Budget for Fiscal Year 2019/2020 includes a contribution for local jurisdictions based 
on population/road-mile formula, attached hereto as Exhibit B. 

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the Fiscal Year 2019/2020 Final Budget for the Sonoma 
County Transportation Authority, attached hereto and marked Exhibit A, is hereby adopted. 

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Cities and County of Sonoma will contribute revenue as described 
in Exhibit B payable by the 15th day of November of Fiscal Year 2019/2020 to the Sonoma County 
Transportation Authority. 

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Executive Director, acting as Clerk of the Authority, shall deliver a 
certified copy of this resolution to the Sonoma County Auditor-Controller. 

THE FOREGOING RESOLUTION was moved by Director ___, seconded by Director ___, and approved 
by the following vote: 

Director Bagby Director Miller 
Director Callinan Director Naujokas 
Director Gorin Director Rabbitt 
Director Gurney Director Rogers 
Director Harvey Director Salmon 
Director Landman Director Zane 

Ayes:   ____  Noes:    __  Absent:   __ Abstain:      __ 

SO ORDERED 

I, the undersigned, certify that the foregoing resolution was duly adopted at a regular meeting of the 
Board of Directors of the Sonoma County Transportation Authority held on October 14, 2019. 

______________________________________ 
Suzanne Smith, Executive Director 
Clerk, Sonoma County Transportation Authority 
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Exhibt A

SCTA_Final_Budget_19-20_Exhibit A.xlsx 10/2/2019

Actual Budgeted Actual Budgeted Final Amount of Percent
Description 2017-18 2017-18 2018-19 2018-19 2019-20 Change Change

Revenues
Federal - MTC Contribution 820,816             950,000             830,793             975,000             1,210,000         235,000             24%
Federal - MTC Carpool 18,389               57,600               - 10,000 15,000               5,000 50%
Federal - Carshare 48,511               85,400               54,969               84,300 1,672 (82,628)              -98%
Federal - MTC SRTP - - - - 30,000               30,000               N/A
State - PPM 323,958             343,000             226,869             240,000 116,000             (124,000)           -52%
State - Vision Zero - - - - 236,805             236,805             N/A
State Grants -Shift Sonoma 131,165             85,000               - - - - N/A
HOV Lane Violation Fines 70,526               40,000               70,190               60,000               60,000               - 0%
Regional - MTC TIES - - 60,438               75,000               19,161               (55,839)              -74%
Regional - BATA Hwy 37 Interim B - - - - 210,000             210,000             N/A
Special Districts - TFCA ERH - - 22,277               35,000               18,000               (17,000)              -49%
County - Local Partner Contribution 164,405             164,405             163,696             163,696             168,607             4,911 3%
Cities - Local Partner Contribution 208,489             208,488             209,197             209,197             215,473             6,276 3%
County - Clean Commute Program - - 33,033               - 5,511 5,511 N/A
Charges for services - Travel Behavior Study - - 84,780               119,000             62,308 (56,692)              -48%
Local- MTC Bike Share - - - 100,000             826,000 726,000             726%
City of Santa Rosa - TIES - - 70,401               75,000               - (75,000) -100%
Reimbursements - RED 38,009               - - - - - N/A
Donations/Reimbursements 680 2,500 1,921 2,500 4,000 1,500 60%
Interest Earned 3,884 1,000 7,892 2,000 3,000 1,000 50%
Other Revenue 6,785 4,540 6,879 - - - N/A
Total Revenues 947,901             848,933             957,573             1,081,393         3,201,537         863,472             80%

Salaries (14 FT Positions) 1,270,660         1,294,400         1,412,987         1,434,900         1,571,100         136,200             9%
Benefits (14 FT Positions) 810,913             804,100             903,878             913,800             1,016,000         102,200             11%
Proposed Budget Adjustment S&B - - - 20,000               - (20,000) -100%
Subtotal Salaries and Benefits 2,081,573         2,098,500         2,316,865         2,368,700         2,587,100         218,400             9%

Audit Services 19,300               23,800               20,520               24,600               20,700               (3,900)                -16%
Fiscal Accounting Services 44,151               34,124               57,211               34,000               36,650               2,650 8%
Legal Services 53,497               25,000               10,432               20,000               20,000               - 0%
Consultant Services 61,394               293,000             301,357             485,900             1,261,287         775,387             160%
Subtotal Outside Contracts and Services 178,342             375,924             389,520             564,500             1,338,637         774,137             137%

Liability Insurance 6,821 8,000 6,972 8,000 8,000 - 0%
Outside Printing Services 18,289               9,000 5,924 14,000               14,000               - 0%
Public/Legal Notices 189 1,000 - - 500 500 N/A
Rents/Leases-Equip 4,615 5,000 2,714 5,000 5,500 500 10%
Rents/Leases-Bldgs/Imp 58,816               136,000             119,406             125,000             73,000               (52,000)              -42%
Travel Expense 33,749               36,000               30,117               40,000               40,000               - 0%
ISD and Communications 75,848               75,154               50,299               65,980               74,330               8,350 13%
County Services 23,674               25,679               21,011               25,768               27,025               1,257 5%
Memberships 500 5,000 3,544 5,000 5,000 - 0%
Miscellaneous Expense 146 3,000 88 3,000 - (3,000) -100%
Office Supplies 4,710 8,000 3,503 8,000 8,000 - 0%
Subscriptions (Books, Media) 616 1,500 1,484 1,500 5,000 3,500 233%
Outside Postage 302 - - - - - N/A
Events/Public Outreach/ERH 10,133               5,000 2,581 20,000               15,000               (5,000) -25%
Professional Development 26,258               18,000               18,742               19,500               19,800               300 2%
Operating Transfers Out - ISD - 5,992 - - - - N/A
Contribution to Other Governments for Services 32,024               30,000 - 13,000 200,000             187,000             1438%
Subtotal Operational Expense 296,690             372,325             266,385             353,748             495,155             141,407             40%

Reimbursements - Measure M (272,508)           (265,000)           (322,670)           (315,000)           (323,000)           (8,000)                3%
Reimbursements - RCPA (434,536)           (460,000)           (669,438)           (725,000)           (399,448)           325,552             -45%
Reimbursements - BayREN - - - - (387,586)           (387,586)           N/A
Reimbursements - Regional Traffic Mitigation - - - - (42,000)              (42,000)              N/A
Reimbursements - TFCA (40,152)              (110,000)           (39,680)              (39,720)              (40,974)              (1,254)                3%
Reimbursements - Renewal Enterprise District - - (43,945)              (50,000)              (30,000)              20,000               -40%
Subtotal Reimbursements (747,196)           (835,000)           (1,075,733)        (1,129,720)        (1,223,008)        (93,288)              8%

Total Expenditures 1,809,409         2,011,749         1,897,037         2,157,228         3,197,884         1,040,656         48%

Starting Fund Balance 793,705             793,705             (67,803)              819,913             819,913             - 
Revenues 947,901             848,933             957,573             1,081,393         3,201,537         2,120,144         
Expenditures (1,809,409)        (2,011,749)        (1,897,037)        (2,157,228)        (3,197,884)        (1,040,656)        
Adjustments - - 29,819               29,819               29,819               - 
Net Increase/(Decrease) in Fund Balance (861,508)           (1,162,816)        (909,645)           (1,046,016)        33,472               
Ending Fund Balance (67,803)              (369,111)           (977,448)           (226,103)           853,385             
Restricted Fund Balance 713,146             1,462,332         1,727,657         1,727,657         1,395,146         
Ending Fund Balance 645,343             1,093,221         750,209             1,501,554         2,248,531         

Sonoma County Transportation Authority
FY 2019-20 Final Budget

Budget Fund 74501
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Exhibit A

10/2/2019 | 3:31 PM

Dept ID: 70011000
Actual Budgeted Actual Budgeted Final Amount of Percent

Description 2017-18 2017-18 2018-19 2018-19 2019-20 Change Change
Revenues
City of Rohnert Park -                      -                      768                     1,500                  2,066,000          2,064,500          137633%
Interest on Pooled Cash 8,314                  -                      26,897                -                      5,000                  5,000                  N/A
Total Revenues 8,314                  -                      27,665                1,500                  2,071,000          2,069,500          137967%

Expenditures
County Counsel - Legal Advice -                      -                      768                     1,500                  42,000                40,500                2700%
Professional Services - Staff Time -                      -                      -                      -                      42,000                42,000                N/A
Contribution to Other Governments for 
Services -                      -                      -                      -                      1,988,360          1,988,360          N/A
Total Expenditures -                      -                      768                     1,500                  2,072,360          2,070,860          138057%

Regional Traffic Mitigation Fees Recorded as 
Unearned Revenue 542,500             1,300,000          682,500             682,500             680,000             (2,500)                0%

Starting Fund Balance 162,332             162,332             713,146             713,146             1,421,774          708,628             
Revenues 8,314                  -                      27,665                1,500                  2,071,000          2,069,500          
Expenditures -                      -                      (768)                    (1,500)                (2,072,360)        (2,070,860)        
Adjustments 542,500             1,300,000          681,731             681,000             (1,386,000)        (2,067,000)        
Net Increase/(Decrease) in Fund Balance 550,814             1,300,000          708,628             681,000             (1,387,360)        (2,068,360)        
Ending Fund Balance 713,146             1,462,332          1,421,774          1,394,146          34,414                (1,359,732)        

Sonoma County Transportation Authority
FY 2019-20 Final Budget

Regional Traffic Mitigation - Rohnert Park
Budget Fund 74510
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Exhibit A

10/2/2019 | 3:31 PM

Dept ID: 70012000
Actual Budgeted Actual Budgeted Final Amount of Percent

Description 2017-18 2017-18 2018-19 2018-19 2019-20 Change Change
Revenues
Other Grants - Hewlett Foundation -                     -                     201,988            500,000            790,000            290,000            58%
Interest on Pooled Cash -                     -                     7,871                 1,000                 1,000                 -                     0%
Total Revenues -                     -                     209,859            501,000            791,000            -                     0%

Expenditures
Administration Services -                     -                     -                     5,000                 -                     (5,000)               -100%
City Atty / County Counsel - Legal Advice -                     -                     83,392               100,000            -                     (100,000)           -100%
Outside Counsel - Legal Advice -                     -                     20,978               -                     -                     -                     N/A
Consulting Services -                     -                     -                     125,000            -                     (125,000)           -100%
Professional Services - SCTA Staff Time -                     -                     43,945               50,000               30,000               (20,000)             -40%
Contribution to Other Governments for Services -                     -                     53,673               220,000            -                     (220,000)           -100%
Pass Through Grant Expense -                     -                     -                     700,000            700,000            N/A
Transfer to RED -                     -                     -                     700,000            700,000            N/A
Total Expenditures -                     -                     201,988            500,000            1,430,000         930,000            186%

Grant Funds recorded as Unearned Revenue -                     -                     500,000            500,000            500,000            -                     0%
Unearned revenue applied to revenue (201,988)           (500,000)           (790,000)           (290,000)           58%
Change in unearned revenue balance -                     -                     298,012            -                     (290,000)           (290,000)           N/A

Starting Fund Balance -                     -                     -                     -                     305,883            
Revenues -                     -                     209,859            501,000            791,000            
Expenditures -                     -                     (201,988)           (500,000)           (1,430,000)        
Adjustments - Change in Unearned Revenue -                     -                     298,012            -                     (290,000)           
Adjustments - Transfers Applied to expense -                     -                     -                     -                     700,000            
Net Increase/(Decrease) in Fund Balance -                     -                     305,883            1,000                 (229,000)           
Ending Fund Balance -                     -                     305,883            1,000                 76,883               -                     

Sonoma County Transportation Authority
FY 2019-20 Final Budget

Renewal Enterprise District
Budget Fund 74520
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Exhibit B

50% Road Miles1

50% Population2

Cloverdale 1.5763% 5,792$                                           6,054$                                  
Cotati 1.2470% 4,477$                                           4,789$                                  
Healdsburg 2.1350% 7,875$                                           8,200$                                  
Petaluma 9.7983% 35,810$                                        37,633$                                
Rohnert Park 6.2409% 22,666$                                        23,970$                                
Santa Rosa 28.3208% 104,631$                                      108,775$                             
Sebastopol 1.2702% 4,651$                                           4,879$                                  
Sonoma 1.8181% 6,618$                                           6,983$                                  
Windsor 4.5494% 16,677$                                        17,473$                                
County 43.0440% 163,696$                                      165,324$                             

Total 100.0000% 372,893$                                      384,080$                             

Cities 218,756$                                   
County 165,324$                                   

Total 384,080$                                   
1 Road Mileage (Center Line Miles) as of September 15, 2018.
2 California Department of Finance - January 1, 2018 - Based on published population by entity.

 

FY2019-20 Local Contribution to SCTA

Jurisdiction Local Contribution FY18-19
Proposed FY19-20 

Projected 3% Increase
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Staff Report 
 

 

Issue 

Shall the Board adopt amendments to the SCTA Personnel Policies adjusting information related to Health 
and Welfare benefits along with other administrative edits? 

Recommendation 

Consider approving SCTA Resolution No. 2019-015 adopting the SCTA Personnel Policies as amended. 

Advisory Committee Recommendation 

Not applicable to this item. 

Alternatives Considered 

The Board could choose to maintain the status quo Personnel Policies. Under this option, the SCTA would 
become misaligned with the benefits offered to County of Sonoma employee. Since the County of Sonoma 
provides employee benefits to SCTA employees, the SCTA has historically tracked relevant changes to County 
benefits and incorporated them into SCTA policies. 

Executive Summary 

This action incorporates changes to salary and benefits for the SCTA employees that are consistent with the 
benefit changes recently adopted by the County of Sonoma and include an updated salary schedule. The 
amendments proposed cover the following: 

• Policy 2 – updated the RCPA Mission, Goals and Objectives 

• Policy 3 – updated Salary, Accrual Rates, and Hourly Cash Allowance 

• Policy 5 – adjusted employer contributions for medical insurance  

• Policy 8 – added sections on Performance of Work during Emergency Declaration and 
Performance of Work Related to Office Shut Down. 

Policy Impacts / Nexus to Agency Goals  

The proposed amendments do not impose changes in policy but rather updates, clarifications or adjustments 
to existing policies. 

To:  SCTA/RCPA Board of Directors Meeting Date: 10/14/19 
From:  Suzanne Smith, Executive Director Item Number: 4.2 
Subject: Update SCTA Personnel Policies related to benefits and other administrative edits 

Consent Item: ☐          Regular Item: ☒          Action Item: ☒          Report: ☐ 
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Financial Implications 

Is there a fiscal impact? Yes  ☒        No  ☐ 

Is there funding in the current budget? Yes  ☒        No  ☐ 

The funding source(s) to be used are:  All funding sources identified for staff time. 

Background 

Each year staff reviews potential updates and changes to the Personnel Policies and, working with County of 
Sonoma Human Resources, incorporates relevant changes into the SCTA Personnel Policies for the Board’s 
consideration.  

The SCTA has contracted with the County of Sonoma for all health and welfare benefits, including retirement 
benefits through the Sonoma County Employee Retirement Association, since 1998. The proposed updates for 
FY19/20 provide the following: 

• Policy 2 – updated the RCPA Mission, Goals and Objectives  

• Policy 3 – updated the salary schedule to include a 3% COLA effective January 1, 2020 and a new 
approach to the cash allowance policy from bi-monthly to incorporating the allowance into the 
salary schedule.  The vacation accrual rate cap for Administrative Management was increased 
from 480 hours to 500 hours. 

• Policy 5 – adjusted employer contributions for Medical and Dental Insurance for employees 

• Policy 8 – added section on Performance of Work during Emergency Declaration or Related Office 
Shut Down. 

Supporting Documents 

Attached: SCTA Resolution 2019-015 

Link: Amended SCTA Personnel Policies, 10/14/19  

Link: Amended SCTA Salary Schedule 2019-20, Appendix A 
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Resolution No. 2019-015  
Sonoma County Transportation Authority 

Santa Rosa, California 
October 14, 2019 

 

RESOLUTION OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF THE SONOMA COUNTY 
TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY, COUNTY OF SONOMA, STATE OF CALIFORNIA, 
APPROVING AMENDMENTS FOR HEALTH AND WELFARE BENEFITS FOR ACTIVE 
EMPLOYEES AND EXTRA HELP EMPLOYEES AND ADOPTING THE AMENDMENTS TO THE 
SCTA PERSONNEL POLICIES AND PROCEDURES EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 14, 2019 

Whereas, the Sonoma County Transportation Authority has adopted the SCTA Personnel Policies and 
Procedures to govern personnel policies and employee benefits; and 

Whereas, the Sonoma County Transportation Authority has contracted with the County of Sonoma to 
provide employee benefits; and 

Whereas, the County of Sonoma has recently adopted certain amendments through collective bargaining, 
and a recently adopted salary resolution, to the benefits offered to employees of the County of Sonoma; 
and 

Whereas, the Personnel and Policies are revised to reflect the changes enacted by the County of Sonoma; 
and   

Whereas, the Personnel Policies and Procedures are revised to reflect changes to the benefits provided to 
active SCTA employees including Salaries and Leaves, Health and Welfare, Work Hours; and 

Whereas, the revised Salary Schedule for FY19/20 includes a 3% cost of living adjustment and rolling hourly 
cash allowance benefit of $3.45/hour into base hourly rate for all job classes; and 

Now, Therefore Be It Resolved that the Sonoma County Transportation Authority does hereby amend the 
Personnel Policies and Procedures to include the changes set forth in attached document. 

Be It Further Resolved that the Executive Director, acting as Clerk of the Authority, shall deliver a certified 
copy of this resolution to the Sonoma County Auditor-Controller Payroll. 

THE FOREGOING RESOLUTION was moved by Director __, seconded by Director__, and approved by the 
following vote: 

Director Bagby   Director Miller  
Director Callinan   Director Naujokas  
Director Gorin   Director Rabbitt  
Director Gurney   Director Rogers  
Director Harvey   Director Salmon  
Director Landman   Director Zane  

 

 Ayes:      Noes:    Absent:     Abstain:    

9999



 

 
Resolution No. 2019-015 

Sonoma County Transportation Authority 
Santa Rosa, California 

October 14, 2019 
 
 SO ORDERED 

I, the undersigned, certify that the foregoing resolution was duly adopted at a regular meeting of the Board 
of Directors of the Sonoma County Transportation Authority held on October 14, 2019. 

 

______________________________________  
Suzanne Smith, Executive Director 
Clerk, Sonoma County Transportation Authority 
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Staff Report 
 

 

Issue  

What is the status of SB743 implementation and what is SCTA staff doing to support local efforts to make the 
transition for analyzing transportation impacts using vehicle miles traveled instead of level of service under 
CEQA? 

Recommendation  

Information item only, no action required. 

Advisory Committee Recommendation 

Staff has made regular updates at the PAC and TAC on statewide SB743 implementation requirements. Staff 
worked with the PAC and TAC to identify how SCTA data resources and analytic tools such as the Sonoma 
County Travel Model can be used to support local SB 743 implementation. 

Alternatives Considered 

No Action 

Executive Summary 

On September 27, 2013, Governor Brown signed Senate Bill 743, which required that the Governor’s Office of 
Planning and Research (OPR) amend CEQA guidelines for analyzing transportation impacts. OPR 
recommended using vehicle miles traveled (VMT) to replace level of service (LOS) for measuring 
transportation impacts in CEQA for land use projects and planning documents. This change is intended to 
reduce greenhouse gas emissions, support the development of multimodal transportation networks, and 
encourage diversity of land uses. 

Policy Impacts / Nexus to Agency Goals  

Delay or LOS was the primary metric for measuring transportation impacts in CEQA. SB 743 has changed how 
transportation impacts will be analyzed and assessed under CEQA. Statewide guidance requires that local 
jurisdictions implement SB 743 by January 1, 2020. This implementation requires that local jurisdictions set 
thresholds of significance and could require action by local agencies to amend traffic analysis guidelines, 
development guidelines, or other local requirements associated with growth and development.  

 

To:  SCTA/RCPA Board of Directors Meeting Date: 10/14/19 
From:  Chris Barney, Senior Transportation Planner Item Number: 4.3.1 
Subject: Update on SCTA activities related to SB743 and Vehicle Miles Traveled Analysis 

under CEQA 
Consent Item: ☐          Regular Item: ☒          Action Item: ☐          Report: ☒ 
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Financial Implications 

Is there a fiscal impact? Yes  ☒        No  ☐ 

Is there funding in the current budget? Yes  ☒        No  ☐ 

The funding source(s) to be used are:  Local contributions, MTC Transportation Planning funds 

Background 

SB743 directed the California Governor’s Office of Planning and Research (OPR) to amend CEQA guidelines for 
analyzing transportation impacts. OPR has recommended using vehicle miles traveled (VMT) to replace level 
of service (LOS) for measuring transportation impacts in CEQA. 

The California Natural Resources Agency certified and adopted the CEQA Guidelines including Senate Bill 743 
implementation in December 2018. Information on the CEQA Guidelines update can be accessed on the 
Natural Resources Agency website: 

http://resources.ca.gov/ceqa/ 

OPR has developed a Technical Advisory, which provides recommendations on VMT assessment, thresholds 
of significance, and possible mitigation measures that could be employed if VMT thresholds are exceeded. 
OPR will continue update this document based on improvements to modeling and VMT assessment methods.  
The latest OPR Technical Advisory was released in December 2018 and is available on the OPR website: 

http://opr.ca.gov/docs/20181228-743_Technical_Advisory.pdf 

SCTA staff has and will continue to provide assistance and support to local staff as they work on SB743 
implementation. These support efforts include: 

• Providing VMT summaries from the Sonoma County Travel Model and Sonoma County Travel 
Behavior Study. 

• Updates to the Sonoma County Travel Model which will make it easier to analyze and summarize VMT 
at the county, jurisdiction, and sub-jurisdictional or Traffic Analysis Zone level. These updates include 
revalidating the model to a 2015 base year, updating model forecasts to include recent general plan 
or area plan updates, and improving model reporting. Pending travel model improvements such as 
enhancements for analyzing weekend travel conditions, improving estimates of out of county travel, 
and improving estimates for tourism and agricultural related travel could also support SB 743 
implementation efforts. 

• SCTA hosted a SB743 and VMT Estimation workshop on July 18, 2019. This workshop covered 
implementation, calculating VMT, local tools and resources, and possible mitigation strategies. 

• A SB743 implementation white paper, which will provide guidance on setting thresholds, calculating 
VMT, and implementing SB743, is being developed by Fehr & Peers and will provide resources and 
information to help local staff implement SB743. 

• SCTA staff will continue to provide updates on statewide requirements and implementation at TAC 
and PAC meetings. 
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• SCTA staff will continue to coordinate and share information with Bay Area Partners on SB743 
implementation, VMT calculation, and tools and resources for VMT estimation. 

Supporting Documents  

Attached: LOS to VMT Transition: Fact Sheet and Readiness Checklist 

Link: Presentation: SB 743 & Vehicle Miles Traveled Analysis 
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SB 743 Implementation Tasks Time Frame

1) Identify your agency lead and team members Now
2) Consider relationship to other agency efforts Now
3) Decide on how soon to make the transition Now
4) Decide whether to retain LOS for local purposes Now
5) Review Baseline VMT Fall 2019
6) Determine VMT thresholds your agency will select for CEQA purposes Fall 2019
7) Train staff and educate planning commission & elected officials about VMT Fall 2019
8) Determine what policies/practices need updates and what actions are required Fall 2019
9) Strategize best way to obtain funds/improvements from developments Fall 2019
10) (If applicable) Conduct nexus study to establish or update transportation impact fee program Fall 2019
11) Update policies/practices, educate planning commission & elected officials, and take required actions or 
approvals Before July 1, 2020

IMPLEMENTATION DEADLINE

Level of SCTA Assistance

2-Aug-19

LOS to VMT Transition: Fact Sheet and Readiness Checklist

July 1 2020

SCTA may be able to provide support (VMT White Paper, Workshop Materials, Additional SB 743 Support)
SCTA can advise 

SCTA cannot advise - agency must decide/act

Please note: Each Lead Agency should consult with CEQA experts and legal counsel regarding their own CEQA 
practices and updates to local policies
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Notes and Additional Information 

1) Identify your agency lead and team members - Shifting from Level of Service to Vehicle Miles Traveled 
(VMT) to align with Senate Bill (SB) 743 may involve staff in transportation/engineering, planning, 
environmental, legal counsel, economic development, and city manager or administration. Agencies may 
wish to engage consultant assistance in certain areas as well. 

2) Consider relationship to other agency efforts – Shifting emphasis towards VMT may relate to other 
initiatives that are underway or planned at your agency, such as General Plan updates, area plans or 
major development projects, or implementation/updates of fee programs. 

3) Decide how soon to make the transition – Guidance from the Governor’s Office of Planning and Research 
(OPR) indicates that agencies will be required to switch to VMT (and stop using LOS) for CEQA purposes by 
July 1, 2020. Your agency should decide whether to make the switch now, or at the July 2020 mandatory 
date. Additional consideration should be given to how projects should be handled in the interim. 

4) Decide whether to retain LOS for local purposes – SB 743 requires that Lead Agencies stop using 
LOS/delay-based measures for development projects in CEQA, but does not prevent agencies from using 
LOS for local purposes under their police power. Whether to retain LOS for local analysis will depend on 
the goals and values of your agency and constituents. 

5) Review Baseline VMT – Baseline VMT levels are estimated using travel demand models and other data 
sources. SCTA will provide Baseline VMT from the Sonoma County Travel Model, MTC’s regional travel 
model, and the Sonoma County Travel Behavior Study. Agency staff will need to review VMT estimates. 

6) Determine VMT thresholds your agency will select for CEQA purposes – OPR provides recommendations to 
help select thresholds (e.g., 15% below existing regional VMT per capita or city VMT per capita baseline 
levels in some cases, no net increase in others) but it is up to each Lead Agency to select thresholds. SCTA 
may provide examples of VMT thresholds for local agency use in the SB 743 Implementation White Paper 
that will be released later this year.  

7) Train staff and educate planning commission & elected officials about VMT - Agencies should educate 
Planning Commissioners and elected officials to help them understand the implications of the threshold 
selection, resident and employment based VMT, and differences in baseline VMT and VMT types. 

8) Determine what policies/practices need updates, and what actions are required – The use of LOS is often 
codified in an agency’s General Plan, and them implemented through staff practice. Agencies may have 
other Council-adopted policies or other documents (such as staff-developed guidelines) that call for LOS 
analysis. Agencies should determine what updates are needed, and what actions (e.g., council approval, 
staff-initiated changes) are required. Sample policy language will be provided as part of the SB 743 
Implementation White Paper. 

9) Strategize best way to obtain funds/improvements from developments – Removing LOS from CEQA 
decision-making for land use projects removes one tool agencies have for obtaining transportation funds 
and improvements. Agencies should strategize on how to replace this tool. One option may be a new or 
updated transportation impact fee. 

10) (If applicable) Conduct nexus study to establish or update transportation impact fee program – If an 
agency decides to pursue a new/updated impact fee, specialized consultant assistance is typically 
required to conduct a nexus study as the basis for adoption. 

11) Update policies/practices, educate planning commission & elected officials, and take required actions or 
approvals – Based on the assessment in Item 7, agencies should educate their Planning Commissioners 
and elected officials about updated policies/practices, and take the necessary actions before July 2020. 
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Staff Report 
 

 

Issue 

SCTA staff have worked with local planners to update the countywide Pending Development and Permitted 
Projects Database to include projects in the development pipeline as of the summer of 2019. 

Recommendation 

Information only 

Advisory Committee Recommendation 

Reviewed by the Planning Advisory Committee 

Alternatives Considered 

None 

Executive Summary 

SCTA maintains a database summarizing countywide pending development and permitted projects. The 
database is used to ensure that permitted projects are represented in the Sonoma County Travel Model. The 
database is also used to support other countywide planning efforts.  

The database includes information on project type, location, size (or number of housing units), and status and 
is updated annually using information provided by local planning departments.  

Policy Impacts / Nexus to Agency Goals  

The Pending Development and Permitted Projects Database is used to improve the Sonoma County Travel 
Model which is used to forecast future travel conditions in Sonoma County and estimate project level 
transportation impacts. The database is also a resource for local planning and housing activities. 

Financial Implications 

Is there a fiscal impact? Yes  ☐        No  ☒ 

Is there funding in the current budget? Yes  ☐        No  ☒ 

The funding source(s) to be used are:   

 

To:  SCTA/RCPA Board of Directors Meeting Date: 10/14/19 
From:  Chris Barney, Senior Transportation Planner Item Number: 4.3.2 
Subject: Countywide Permitted and Pending Development Database – 2019 Report 

Consent Item: ☐          Regular Item: ☒          Action Item: ☐          Report: ☒ 
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Background 

SCTA staff updates the database at least once per year for each Sonoma County jurisdiction. More frequent 
updates are made when requested by local planning staff. SCTA staff provided pending project information to 
each jurisdiction to review in late 2018/early 2019 and incorporated feedback and updates into the database 
in the summer of 2019.  

The 2019 update focused on: 

• Removing projects that had been completed or withdrawn 

• Updating project status (changed from under review to approved etc.) 

• Updating project descriptions as requested (different # of housing units or sqft of employment, 
updates to project notes, etc.) 

• Adding new pending projects   

• Identifying and correcting errors 

The database uses the following status categories to describe where the project is in the development pipeline: 
• Pre-Application: Project not formally submitted but is in pre-application process. 
• Under Review: Project has been submitted and is under review by agency. 
• Approved: Project has been submitted and approved by agency. 
• Under Construction: Project is under construction. 

 

Supporting Documents  

The attached slides provide a high-level overview on the number, location, status, and types of pending 
residential and non-residential projects that are currently in the development pipeline in Sonoma County. 
This overview provides comparisons to 2018 to show change over time. The number of projects in the 
development pipeline increase as new projects are permitted and added to the database. Projects are 
removed from the database when they are completed and constructed or are withdrawn or are no longer 
active. A number of errors or duplicates were removed from the database as part of the 2019 database 
update, which is also reflected in a decrease in the number of permitted projects for a few jurisdictions.  

SCTA staff have updated the web map showing the location, type, and status of DRAFT pending development 
projects. The map can be accessed online here: https://arcg.is/1fnuKi 
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10/3/2019

1

Sonoma County Pending Development:
Residential Units by Jurisdiction

Cloverdale
4%

Cotati
2%

County
3%

Healdsburg
4%

Petaluma
13%

Rohnert Park
32%

Santa Rosa
29%

Sebastopol
1%

Sonoma
3%

Windsor
9%

Draft revised 9/24/19

Number of Housing Units
Jurisdiction 2018 2019 Change
Cloverdale 310 713 403
Cotati 243 345 102
County 951 539 ‐412

Healdsburg 723 681 ‐42
Petaluma 1,968 2,429 461

Rohnert Park 4,295 5,829 1,534
Santa Rosa 4,341 5,346 1,005
Sebastopol 21 215 194
Sonoma 300 556 256
Windsor 1,615 1,661 46
Total 14,767 18,314 3,547

Sonoma County Pending Development:
Residential Units by Housing Type

9%

48%

43%

Senior/Group Housing Single Family Multi‐Family / ADU

Draft revised 9/24/19

Number of Housing Units

Housing Type 2018 2019 Change
Senior/Group 

Housing 1,306  1,631  325 

Single Family 7,038  8,804  1,766 

Multi‐Family / ADU 6,423  7,879  1,456 

Total 14,767  18,314  3,547 
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Sonoma County Pending Development:
% Residential Units by Housing Type by Jurisdiction
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Sonoma County Pending Development:
Residential Units by Project Status

8%

47%29%

16%

Pre‐Application Under Review

Approved Under Construction

Draft revised 9/24/19

Number of Housing Units

Project Status 2018 2019 Change

Pre‐Application 723  1,476  753 

Under Review 4,599  8,677  4,078 

Approved 6,886  5,212  (1,674)

Under Construction 2,559  2,949  390 

Total 14,767  18,314  3,547 
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Sonoma County Pending Development:
Residential Units in Priority Development (PDA) vs Non‐PDA 

Location

36%

64%

PDA Non‐PDA

Draft revised 9/24/19

Number of Housing Units

2018 2019 Change

PDA 4,930  6,504  1,574 

Non‐PDA 9,837  11,810  1,973 

Total 14,767  18,314  3,547 

Sonoma County Pending Development:
% Non‐residential Projects by Jurisdiction
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Sonoma County Pending Development:
Non‐residential Projects by Project Status

Draft revised 8/6/19
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Staff Report 
 

 

Issue 

How shall RCPA implement the Strategic Plan and Emergency Resolution?  

Recommendation 

RCPA Staff request direction from the Board on which organizational and staffing scenario to pursue.  

Advisory Committee Recommendation 

Not applicable to this item. 

Alternatives Considered 

Following the passage of the Climate Emergency Resolution (CER) and the adoption of RCPA’s five-year 
Strategic Plan, RCPA staff have developed three financial and staffing scenarios. Each outlines distinct 
organizational pathways and associated anticipated outcomes.  

Scenario  Outcomes  Additional staff required Costs  
1) Pre-Strategic 

Plan;  Business as 
Usual  

• GHG Inventories 
• Limited technical and policy 

assistance (ad hoc) 
• Current projects (BayREN, WBSP, ULI, 

CEC, Lead Locally) 
• Limited/Ad Hoc CEMS Regional 

Strategy Development  
 

• Consultant support for 
CEMS 

• 5 FTE 

• No additional staff 
costs  

• $100-200k in 
consulting costs  

 
Total = $150,000-
$200,000 additional 
costs  
 

2) Strategic Plan: 
Regional 
leadership with 
limited member 
support  

• GHG Inventories and progress 
indicator development  

• Current projects  (BayREN, WBSP, ULI, 
CEC, Lead Locally) 

• CEMS Regional Strategy Development 
• Ability to secure regional grants for 

specific projects and programs 
• Improved information sharing and 

coordination at the regional level  

• Adds 2 Senior level 
planners 

• Consultant support for 
CEMS technical 
assistance    

• 7 FTE 

• Approximately $400k 
in additional staff 
costs 

• $200-300k in 
consulting costs  

 
Total = $600,000-
700,000 additional 
costs  

 To:  SCTA/RCPA Board of Directors Meeting Date: 10/14/19 
From:  Aleka Seville, Director of Climate Programs Item Number:  4.5.1 
Subject: RCPA Strategic Plan Implementation  

Consent Item: ☐          Regular Item: ☒          Action Item: ☒          Report: ☐ 
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• Limited partner engagement to 
support key initiatives  

• Community engagement support for 
CEMS only through members 
 

3) Sustained Local 
Support: Regional 
leadership with 
tailored member 
support  

• GHG Inventory and indicator 
development and annual progress 
tracking  

• Current projects (BayREN and WBSP 
only) 

• CEMS Regional Strategy Development 
and implementation support with 3 
full-time staff to directly coordinate 
and support member climate action 
activities  

• Ability to secure regional and local 
grants for specific projects and 
programs 

• Improved information sharing and 
coordination at the regional and local 
levels 

• Focused partner engagement to 
support key initiatives  

• Robust Community Engagement 
supported by consultants 

• Tailored support for individual 
members  
 
 

• Adds 2 Senior level 
planners 

• Adds 2 Project/Program 
Specialists  

• Adds .5 Admin support  
• Consultant support for 

CEMS outreach and 
technical assistance  

• 9 FTE 

• Approximately $780k 
in additional staff 
costs  

• $300-400k in 
consulting costs   

 
Total = $1,080,000 - 
$1,180,000 additional 
costs 

  

Executive Summary 

The Board approved the RCPA Strategic Plan in July 2019. In September 2019, the Board declared a climate 
emergency and passed a resolution directing RCPA staff to develop a 2030 Climate Emergency Mobilization 
Strategy including a 10-year emergency policy package. RCPA has limited funding and resources.   

RCPA staff have highlighted the need for additional staff and financial resources to achieve the goals outlined 
in both the Strategic Plan and the Climate Emergency Resolution. To that end, staff developed three financial 
and staffing scenarios and are seeking direction from the Board on which to pursue.   

Policy Impacts / Nexus to Agency Goals  

Implementation of the Strategic Plan, 2030 Climate Emergency Mobilization Strategy and associated goals 
are directly aligned with RCPA’s organizational goals as well as our commitment to supporting our members 
in reducing countywide greenhouse gas emissions at least 25% below 1990 levels by 2020, 40% below 1990 
levels by 2030 and 80% 1990 levels by 2050.  

Financial Implications 
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Is there a fiscal impact? Yes  ☒        No  ☐ 

Is there funding in the current budget? Yes  ☐        No  ☒ 

Background 

The Regional Climate Protection Authority (RCPA) was created by Assembly Bill 881 in 2009 at the request of 
Sonoma County elected officials seeking a coordinated approach to address the pressing issue of climate 
change. The RCPA is structured to improve communication and coordination on climate change issues and 
establish a clearinghouse for planning, funding and implementation efforts to reduce GHG emissions.  
RCPA Approved Strategic Plan 
In the first half of 2019, RCPA staff conducted a robust Needs Assessment and Strategic Planning process to 
understand how the organization should focus our resources going forward to best support our ten member 
jurisdictions in achieving our ambitious climate goals.  
 
The adopted Strategic Plan reflects how we will continue and expand our work with our members and 
partners to support, fund, and strengthen local action through regional cross-sector and cross-agency 
engagement. The Plan outlines goals, objectives and outcomes for RCPA and includes an updated mission 
and vision statement. 

• Mission: RCPA leads a local government coalition to mobilize regional climate action in Sonoma 
County 

• Vision: Sonoma County is united in taking bold action to fight the climate crisis  

The Plan clarifies RCPA’s role as that of a conductor, orchestrating regional climate action by connecting local 
government’s most critical needs to regional-scale solutions. RCPA provides critical regional context that 
enables strategic implementation by partners and member jurisdictions. RCPA’s work includes developing 
and enabling the adoption of new policies and programs, sharing information, best practices and tools, 
convening members and partners, building regional support for local actions and securing regional-scale 
climate and adaptation grant funding. Three goals guide this work: 

1) Focus initiatives on regional decarbonization, carbon sequestration and resilience to directly reduce 
greenhouse gases and improve quality of life. 

2) Engage and support local governments to meet Sonoma County’s climate and resilience goals.  
3) Sustain the organization by ensuring RCPA grows revenues to achieve operational sustainability 

within the next five years and is able to expand services and fulfill its mission. 

Urgency and Action  
In September 2019, the SCTA/RCPA Board voted to join the over one thousand other local governments 
representing over 221 million people in 19 countries that have declared a climate emergency. These cities, 
counties and countries have developed resolutions to solidify their commitment to mobilizing an emergency 
response that is commensurate with the scale of the climate crisis.  

RCPA joined this movement by declaring a climate emergency that commits us to developing a 2030 Climate 
Emergency Mobilization Strategy (CEMS) and acknowledges the following:  

• The current scale and rate of expansion of local government action has not resulted in the necessary 
greenhouse gas emission reductions needed to avert catastrophic, irreversible climate impacts   
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• Many of the major climate change drivers—energy generation, fuel standards, consumption patterns, 
product design and specification and large scale infrastructure investments—are dispersed across 
both the private and public sector and are controlled at scales larger than local and regional 
governments  

• We cannot only focus on reducing emissions but must also dramatically increase and enable 
meaningful carbon sequestration while preparing communities now for significant climate impacts  

• We must reimagine the role of local government and work within and outside of our jurisdictional 
boundaries and across sectors to drive the systems change need to address major climate change 
drivers  

• That our communities, members and partners are our greatest assets and allies and therefore this 
mobilization effort must be both robust and inclusive  

Strategic Plan and Climate Emergency Mobilization Strategy Implementation  

RCPA’s primary budget categories and key tasks are listed below. The highlighted items represent tasks that 
are either completely new or need to be substantially enhanced in order to achieve objectives outlined in 
RCPA’s Strategic Plan and to lead the development of an effective 2030 Climate Emergency Mobilization 
Strategy.  

Work Plan Budget Categories  

1) Operations  

a. Staff management  

b. Budget planning  

c. Annual report  

d. Internal data management and invoicing  

e. Strategic planning and annual work planning  

f. Grants administration and reporting  

g. General administration  

2) Marketing/Grants/Development  

a. Secure funding and new financing streams for future years  

b. Marketing RCPA and supporting brand awareness and reputation  

c. RCPA focused communications  

3) Member Services  

a. Member communications/relationships  

b. Data gathering, analysis and progress tracking  

c. Policy support and technical assistance  

d. Board management and engagement  
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e. Sustainability coordination support (city and county) 

4) Research & Policy Engagement  

a. Partner engagement/relationship development  

b. Knowledge development  

c. Policy research  

5) Projects  

a. Regional Climate Emergency Mobilization Initiative  

b. BayREN/Water Bill Savings Program  

c. Lead Locally  

d. CEC Shift Implementation  

e. Sonoma Climate Challenge  

f. Urban Land Institute Resilience Advisory Panel  

Annual Work Plans 

The following Annual Work Plans reflect current staffing levels and necessary additional staff to achieve 
objectives outline in each staffing scenario.  

Scenario #1: Pre-Strategic Plan/BAU: highlights the need for additional staff to build capacity in 
Marketing/Grants/Development, Member Services and Research & Policy Engagement. 
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Total RCPA time per year 1040 2080 2080 2080 1040 1040 312 520 312

1. Operations 3016 320 1310 270.4 208 104 156 31.2 520 312 3232 216
2. Marketing/Grants/Development 1664 0 41.6 0 0 0 156 0 0 0 197.6 -1466.4
3. Member services 7758.4 720 582.4 1248 0 260 104 280.8 0 0 3195.2 -4563.2
4. Research and Policy Engagement 1768 0 187.2 124.8 0 208 20.8 0 0 0 540.8 -1227.2
5. Projects 4524 0 457.6 457.6 1872 416 551.2 0 0 0 3754.4 -769.6

Actual Time Spent 10920 1040 2579 2101 2080 988 988 312 520 312 10920
Total Estimated Time 

Required 18730.4 1040 2080 2080 2080 1040 1040 312 520 312 18730.4

+/- Capacity -7810.4 0 -499 -20.8 0 52 52 0 0 0 -7810.4
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Scenario #2: Strategic Plan: Annual Work Plan reflects the addition of two new senior staff and greatly reduces 
capacity deficits in Marketing/Grants/Development, Member Services and Research & Policy Engagement 

 
 

Scenario #3: Sustained Local Support: builds on Scenario #2 by adding two additional Project/Program 
Specialists to the RCPA team to focus on providing tailored support to all member jurisdictions 
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Total RCPA time per year 1040 2080 2080 2080 1040 1040 312 520 312 2080 2080

1. Operations 3754.4 320 957 312 208 104 208 31.2 520 312 208 208 3388 -366
2. Marketing/Grants/Development 1768 0 208 0 0 0 260 0 0 0 1456 0 1924 156
3. Member services 4638.4 720 354 1310 0 468 104 218 0 0 312 728 4214 -424
4. Research and Policy Engagement 1664 0 208 229 0 0 104 62.4 0 0 104 312 1019 -645
5. Projects 4732 0 499 229 1872 468 364 0 0 0 0 832 4264 -468

Actual Time Spent 14810 1040 2226 2080 2080 1040 1040 312 520 312 2080 2080 14810
Total Estimated Time 

Required 16557 1040 2080 2080 2080 1040 1040 312 520 312 2080 2080 16557
+/- Capacity -1747 0 -146 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1747
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Total RCPA time per year 1040 2080 2080 2080 1040 1040 520 1040 520 2080 2080 2080 2080

1. Operations 4368 320 998 312 208 104 208 52 1040 520 208 624 208 208 5010.4 642
2. Marketing/Grants/Development 1976 0 229 0 0 0 416 0 0 0 1456 0 0 0 2100.8 125
3. Member services 7072 720 374 998 0 624 208 468 0 0 312 416 1830 1830 7781.6 710
4. Research and Policy Engagement 1768 0 333 354 0 0 0 0 0 0 104 208 41.6 41.6 1081.6 -686
5. Projects 4888 0 146 416 1872 312 208 0 0 0 0 832 0 0 3785.6 -1102

Actual Time Spent 19760 1040 2080 2080 2080 1040 1040 520 1040 520 2080 2080 2080 2080 19760
Total Estimated Time 

Required 20072 1040 2080 2080 2080 1040 1040 520 1040 520 2080 2080 2080 2080 20072
+/- Capacity -312 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -312
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Supporting Documents  

Attached: Organizational charts for each scenario 

Handout: Estimated Process and Timelines for Scenarios #2 and Scenario #3 
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Scenario 1: Pre-Strategic Plan 
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Scenario 2: Strategic Plan 
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Scenario 3: Sustained Local Support  
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Staff Report 
 

 

Issue 

Shall the RCPA Board express formal support for Sonoma County jurisdictions reducing greenhouse gas 
emissions through the adoption of energy reach codes?  

Recommendation 

That the RCPA Board express support for Sonoma County jurisdictions seeking to reduce greenhouse gas 
emissions through the adoption of energy reach codes.  

Advisory Committee Recommendation 

None. 

Alternatives Considered 

The RCPA Board supports the adoption of the current California Energy Code without supporting the pursuit 
of additional reach codes that could increase reductions in greenhouse gases generated from new buildings. 

Executive Summary 

Many California local governments are considering energy reach codes that encourage or require building 
electrification in new, low-rise, residential construction to achieve greenhouse gas reduction goals. The 
electrification of buildings can offer many benefits including improved safety, healthier indoor air, and 
significant reductions in greenhouse gas emissions. Concerns about requiring electrification often arise 
regarding costs to build an all-electric home and the overall attractiveness of an all-electric home in a market 
where dual-fuel homes are the norm. RCPA has created fact sheets and communications materials for our 
member jurisdictions to address these and other concerns.  

Sonoma County jurisdictions have committed to ambitious climate goals that require significant reductions in 
energy use in buildings. With a much cleaner electricity grid, switching appliances from natural gas to 
electricity has a tremendous environmental impact. Reach codes are an effective tool for Sonoma County 
jurisdictions to begin to address emissions from the use of natural gas in buildings. 

Policy Impacts / Nexus to Agency Goals  

Supports RCPA policies and goals.  

To:  SCTA/RCPA Board of Directors Meeting Date: 10/14/19 
From:  Carolyn Glanton, Climate Programs Manager Item Number: 4.5.2 
Subject: All Electric Reach Code Policy Approach 

Consent Item: ☐          Regular Item: ☒          Action Item: ☒          Report: ☐ 
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Climate Action 2020 and Beyond (CA2020), adopted July 2016, outlines switching equipment from fossil fuel 
to electricity, and converting building equipment to electricity as a key goal in meeting our greenhouse gas 
reduction targets (Building Energy Goal 3).  

The RCPA Strategic Plan 2025, adopted July 8, 2019, outlines decarbonization as a major initiative, including 
supporting reach code development to discourage fossil fuel use in new buildings and encourage 
electrification.  

The RCPA Climate Emergency Resolution, adopted September 9, 2019, commits RCPA to working with 
member and partner agencies to implement Climate Emergency Mobilization efforts countywide including 
topics of reducing greenhouse gas emissions, electrification and grid reliability.  

Financial Implications 

Is there a fiscal impact? Yes  ☐        No  ☒ 

Is there funding in the current budget? Yes  ☒        No  ☐ 

The funding source(s) to be used are:  

 

In 2019, RCPA secured $48,745 in additional funding from the Bay 
Area Regional Energy Network to support our member 
jurisdictions in adopting reach codes by providing policy and 
communications support and guidance on best practices. 

Background 

Every three years, the California Building Standards Code is updated through the efforts of the California 
Building Standards Commission. Known as a code cycle, it is mandatory for each local government to adopt 
and enforce the current version of the California Building Standards Code. The next code cycle will be the 
2019 California Building Standards Code, which becomes effective on January 1, 2020. Embedded in the 
California Building Standards Code are the State Energy Code and the California Green Building Standards 
Code (CalGreen) chapters. 

Local governments can go a step further and develop building codes that exceed the State’s minimum 
standards. These local codes are referred to as “reach codes”. Reach codes require additional measures – 
such as the installation of solar or building techniques that increase energy efficiency – to achieve greenhouse 
gas reductions above and beyond what would occur through the state Building Standards Code. Reach codes 
can be adopted at any point in the code cycle. For this upcoming code cycle, many Sonoma County and other 
Bay Area jurisdictions are looking to exceed the 2019 State building codes by requiring all-electric buildings 
for new development and construction projects. 

An energy reach code must be at least as stringent as the statewide code and must meet the following 
requirements: 

• Must be cost effective – meaning that the money saved from the reduced energy costs needs to be 
enough to cover the initial cost within the standard lifetime of the additional energy efficiency 
measures. 

• Requires a minimum of two public hearings prior to adoption. 

• Must be approved by the California Energy Commission (CEC). 
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• Needs to be re-approved every three years with each Energy Code update. 

Table: Examples of Reach Codes Implemented in Sonoma County 

Jurisdiction  Type of Reach Code  Applied to  Effective Date 

Healdsburg  Energy Efficiency New construction for single family and 
multifamily residential, nonresidential 

July 2017 

Sebastopol Solar Photovoltaic New construction, additions and 
alterations for single family and 
multifamily residential, nonresidential 

May 2013 

All CALGreen Tier 11 New construction, additions and 
alterations for single family and 
multifamily residential, nonresidential 

Various  

 

Reach Codes as a Tool to Meet Local Climate Action Goals 

Over fifty California local governments, many of them in the Bay Area, are currently adopting or considering 
adoption of energy reach codes to achieve environmental goals. Most of these governments are looking at 
options that encourage or require building electrification by discontinuing the use of natural gas. A cost 
effectiveness study has been completed by the Statewide Codes and Standards Team and has shown all-
electric reach codes to be cost effective2. 

The electrification of homes and buildings can offer many benefits to occupants including improved safety, 
healthier indoor air, and significant reductions in greenhouse gas emissions. With a much cleaner electricity 
grid, switching appliances from natural gas to electricity has a tremendous environmental impact. 

Cities and counties across California have committed to ambitious climate goals that require significant 
reductions in energy use in buildings. These goals reflect the ambitious targets set by California in order to 
meet our greenhouse gas (GHG) reduction targets outlined in AB 32 – the Global Warming Solutions act of 
2006 as well as subsequent legislation that provides milestones to achieve these targets:  

• 2016 – SB 32 mandates reduction in GHG of 40% by 2030 

• 2018 – SB 100 requires our electric sector to be 60% renewable by 2030 and 100% carbon-free by 2045 

• 2018 – Exec Order B-55-18 requires statewide carbon neutrality by 2045 

• 2018 – AB 3232 requires 40% GHG reductions in buildings by 2030  

• 2018 – SB 1477 provides $200 million in incentives for low-emission buildings and equipment 

                                                      
1 CALGreen Tier 1 except Section A4.2 (energy efficiency), because cost effectiveness studies were not completed or 
available 
2 California Energy Codes and Standards Cost-effectiveness Study – Low-Rise Residential 
https://localenergycodes.com/download/800/file_path/fieldList/2019%20Res%20NC%20Reach%20Codes  
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At a local level, Sonoma County jurisdictions have pledged climate action given the magnitude of human-
induced climate change and the projected catastrophic effects from continued global warming. Reducing 
greenhouse gas emissions has become an environmental and societal imperative.  

Reach codes are an effective tool for Sonoma County jurisdictions to begin to address emissions from the use 
of natural gas in buildings. In Sonoma County, over the next 3-5 years, it is estimated that 15,000 new housing 
units could be built. The 2019 Energy Standards result in significant carbon dioxide (CO2) reduction in 
buildings, with reach codes reducing emissions even further. Electrified buildings have the lowest CO2 
emission levels. The electricity available in California is much cleaner than ever before and getting even 
cleaner as utilities must meet the California Renewable Portfolio Standard to source 50% of electricity from 
renewable sources by 2030. Under the 2019 Energy Standards, buildings can include natural gas, which will 
create expensive infrastructure that will generate greenhouse gas emissions for the life of the building (30+ 
years), unless the building is retrofitted to all electric later, with additional costs to retrofit.  

Graph: Single Family Home Emissions per Year (MT CO2e) with Sonoma Clean Power 

 
Source: Sonoma Clean Power 

Graph: Single Family Home Emissions per Year (MT CO2e) with Healdsburg Electric 

 
Source: Healdsburg Electric 
 
Common Questions and Concerns Regarding All Electric Reach Codes  
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RCPA staff have supported Santa Rosa, Healdsburg and Windsor staff with community outreach, including to 
the building and construction community. Common questions and feedback include:  

• performance of electric appliances 

• power outage ramifications 

• availability of incentives 

• assumptions of the cost effectiveness study 

• concern of consumer perception 

• acceptance of all-electric appliances such as induction cooking and electric fireplaces 

• grid reliability concerns 

• government overregulation 

• additional burden on an already stressed local construction system and 

• a rushed process 

RCPA Role 

RCPA has been participating in statewide and regional reach code coordination efforts through the Bay Area 
Regional Energy Network (BayREN) in order to provide information and resources to members. Hearing a 
need for resource support in Sonoma County, RCPA requested additional funding from BayREN to support 
member jurisdictions in successfully adopting reach codes. RCPA has developed and built on existing 
materials to tailor information to Sonoma County, creating a template staff report, template presentation 
slides and providing answers to a list of frequently asked questions. RCPA will continue to work with partners 
support member jurisdictions in adopting policies that help meet countywide greenhouse gas reduction 
goals.  

Supporting Documents  

Attached: Frequently Asked Questions  

Link: Template Reach Code Staff Report  

Link: Template Reach Code PowerPoint  
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All-Electric Ordinance Frequently Asked Questions 
Q: Why should jurisdictions going beyond what the State is requiring when the new energy 
code already has a large increase in energy requirements? 
A: Building standards and best practices are always changing and evolving. Buildings used to include 
lead-based paint and asbestos but no longer due for health reasons. Building codes and regulations in 
California and other states are quickly evolving and looking toward energy savings and decarbonization. 
The 2019 Energy Code does increase code requirements from the prior code cycle but there are multiple 
reasons to go above what the State is requiring. 

There is growing public interest and demand for energy efficient and electric buildings and will only 
increase as California nears deadlines for reducing emissions. People want to live and work in these 
buildings because they are comfortable, healthy and productive spaces to live and work. Builders and 
contractors with the expertise for energy efficient and electric buildings can get ahead of training for 
future compliance with codes and standards. 

By constructing an efficient, all electric building, costs can be reduced by avoiding paying for natural gas 
infrastructure. Compared to a mixed fuel home, building all-electric home can typically save $6,171 per 
single family home and $3,361 for multifamily1. The technologies and design strategies needed to create 
efficient electric buildings are available today. 

Q: What are the advantages to all-electric buildings? 
A: Eliminating combustion of natural gas in livable areas improves the indoor air quality and improves 
overall safety associated with fires and gas leaks. A 2002 study2 by the California Seismic Safety 
Commission found that damaged gas infrastructure caused 20 to 50 percent of post-earthquake fire 
ignitions. Buildings with electric heating are allowed a larger winter baseline quantity of electricity. All-
electric homes have electric heat pump appliances (such as water heaters, air conditioning and heaters) 
are 4-5 times more efficient than equivalent natural gas appliances. All-electric buildings can more 
effectively utilize on-site solar generation, required in the 2019 Building Code. 

Q: What are the potential drawbacks of an all-electric building? 
A: All-electric buildings are different from a dual-fuel home because they have induction cooking and no 
gas fireplaces. Currently, most people in California still prefer to cook with gas, although customer 
satisfaction with electric induction stoves are driving a trend toward electric cooking which is very 
popular in Europe and Asia. Electric fireplaces are available and with increasingly more realistic-looking. 

                                                           
1 2019 Cost-effectiveness Study: Low-Rise Residential New Construction. July 17, 2019. California Energy Codes and 
Standards Program. 
https://localenergycodes.com/download/800/file_path/fieldList/2019%20Res%20NC%20Reach%20Codes  
2 Improving Natural Gas Safety in Earthquakes Report. July 11, 2002. California Seismic Safety Commission.  
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Another difference between an all-electric home is when compared to tankless hot water heater 
options, electric heat pump water heaters take up more space as they include a hot water storage tank. 

Q: Are all-electric buildings viable today? 
A: Yes. The equipment is available, most building types, including residential, office, restaurants and 
many other commercial types, are compatible or benefitted by all-electric, and a growing but small 
number of developers in California are now selecting all-electric buildings for their inherent advantages. 

Q: What happens to electric water heaters and induction cooktops when the power goes out? 
Isn’t it better to have a gas stove to be able to cook meals and a gas water heater to have hot 
water? 
A: It is true that electric water heaters and induction cooktops will not be working in a power failure, 
unless the home has a battery backup system installed. However, gas appliances may not always work in 
a power failure. While most older models of gas stoves can be lit manually during a power outage, 
certain models of newer gas ranges are made with a safety feature called an interlock that prevents the 
burner from being manually lit. The purpose of an interlock is to prevent hazardous gas leaks by 
completely cutting off gas flow to the burners in the event of an electrical outage. To see if the stove is 
made with an interlock, check the owner's manual or manufacturer's website. Gas ovens require 
electricity to operate and cannot be manually ignited.  

While gas water heaters do not use electricity as a fuel, sometimes an electric starter lights the pilot 
light. When this is the case, the gas water heater will not work in a power outage and cannot be relit 
with a match. Gas on-demand water heaters have a control panel that is powered by electricity, which 
will also not work in a power outage. 

Q: Won’t this add costs and make it more difficult to build housing? 
A: Efficient, electric design can typically save building costs for new low rise residential. Compared to a 
mixed fuel home, building all-electric can typically save $6,171 per single family home and $3,361 for 
multifamily3. Building all-electric has substantial cost savings for avoided natural gas infrastructure and 
all-electric appliances have a negligible impact on installation costs as compared to gas appliances. 

Q: How do construction costs compare? 
A: Both residential and municipal/commercial buildings will typically cost less to construct using all-
electric technologies. The cost savings come from eliminating the main gas hookup, piping, and exhaust 
flue(s). In residential where air-conditioning is selected, a single combined heat pump space conditioner 
costs less than a separate air conditioner and gas furnace. 

                                                           
3 2019 Cost-effectiveness Study: Low-Rise Residential New Construction. July 17, 2019. California Energy Codes and 
Standards Program. https://srcity.org/DocumentCenter/View/25380/2019-State-Cost-Effectiveness-Study-for-
Residential-Reach-Codes 
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Q: How does the life cycle cost compare? 
A: When utilizing available smart control technology and favorable time-of-use electric rates, all-electric 
buildings are cost-competitive with mixed natural gas + electric buildings even with the current low price 
of natural gas. Combined with solar, electric heating can cut heating bills in half or more. 

Q: Why the focus on new residential construction? 
A: Converting existing buildings can be challenging because of retrofit costs. With new construction, all-
electric requirements can be included from the start, especially when it does not cost more at the 
beginning and avoids expensive retrofits later on. 

Q: How reliable is the electric grid as compared to natural gas pipelines? 
A: Natural gas pipelines and electric grid both go down on occasion. In fact, during California's primary 
natural disaster events, wildfires and earthquakes, utilities are supposed to turn the gas off. If 100% 
reliability is a goal for your home or project, electrification with battery and solar backup via microgrid is 
the way to get there. 

Q: Will you take my gas stove away? 
A: This current reach code is looking at creating new all electric buildings and applies only to new 
construction. It will not affect residents who already have gas appliances.  

Q: What is this electric induction cooking all about? 
A: Electromagnetic induction cooktops are all-electric but they are not the electric resistance cooktops 
most people think of when electric cooking is mentioned. Electromagnetic induction cooktops are 
completely different, they have more specific temperature control, are much safer, easier to clean, and 
can vary heat settings faster than gas. Induction cooking uses electromagnetic energy to heat pots and 
pans directly. In comparison, gas and electric cooktops heat indirectly, using a burner or heating 
element, and passing radiant energy onto your food. Induction cooktops heat up the pot or pan much 
faster and temperature controls are much more precise. The smooth surface makes it easier to clean. 

Induction cooking is popular in Europe and the popularity is growing in the U.S. One concern is the need 
for pots and pans to have a magnetic (steel or iron) bottom in order to work with the electromagnetic 
induction cooktop. A quick way to test if pots and pans will work with induction is to see if a magnet 
sticks to the bottom. 

Induction cooktops emit an electromagnetic field of medium-frequency waves. According to the World 
Health Organization, there is no compelling evidence indicating medium-frequency magnetic fields have 
long-term health effects. It should be noted that radio-frequency interference that might pose a very 
small risk for people wearing heart pacemakers (no greater than the risk posed by other everyday 
electrical equipment). 
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Q: Can a heat pump water heater match the performance of a gas system? 
A: Yes, a heat pump water heater can equal the performance of a gas equivalent. For example, Rheem's 
55 gallon unit can deliver 70 gallons of hot water in the first hour, enough for about four showers. For 
comparison, Rheem's gas equivalent delivers 79 gallons in the first hour. When selecting any hot water 
heater, no matter the fuel, make sure it is the right size for your use type. A home with a big family or a 
vacation home might need a larger 80 gallon tank. 

Q: Will the heat pump water heater need to be supplemented by electric resistance? 
A: Heat pump water heaters are typically designed with hybrid heating capability, including a backup 
electric resistance coil. This enables the heat pump to work when it’s bitterly cold, and also helps the 
heat pump replenish its hot water supply more quickly. In most cases, the electric resistance coil is idle. 

Q: Doesn’t electricity produce emissions as well? What will these buildings run on when the 
sun goes down?  
A: Electricity generation does produce emissions, although the amount of emissions are greatly reducing 
through the Renewable Portfolio Standard requirements. Utilities in California are required to have 50% 
of their retail sales from renewable sources by 2030. To meet this mandate, utilities are adding cleaner 
sources of energy to their mix all the time, especially as prices for solar continually decrease. 
Geothermal, wind and hydroelectricity are renewable sources that are available at night after the sun 
goes down. Sonoma Clean Power’s CleanStart default service is 49% renewable and the EverGreen 
service offers 100% local renewable energy day and night. PG&E’s default service is 39% renewable and 
the Solar Choice program offers 100% renewable solar energy.  

Q: What about adding more electricity to the grid? 
A: Electrifying appliances in buildings will increase electricity usage, while reducing natural gas demand. 
However, if new electric equipment is energy efficient and “smart” it may not require significant 
additional need for electric generation. “Smart” equipment could shift electricity use from peak to off-
peak hours—by pre-heating water tanks when demand is low or renewable energy is abundant, for 
example—helping use the existing grid resources more efficiently, and ultimately cutting overall system 
costs. Buildings that can use electric heat to store clean, renewable energy instead of burning gas on site 
would be assets on a renewable grid.4 Ongoing energy conservation and energy efficiency programs will 
reduce the amount of electricity needed on the grid as well. 

Q: Does this affect smart meter opt out? 
A: No it does not affect the smart meter opt out. 

Q: Is it harder to sell an all-electric house? 
A: There are efforts locally and statewide to share information with consumers on the benefits of all-
electric homes. Sonoma Clean Power’s Advanced Energy Center will provide consumers information on 

                                                           
4 Decarbonization of Heating Energy Use in California Buildings Report, https://www.synapse-
energy.com/sites/default/files/Decarbonization-Heating-CA-Buildings-17-092-1.pdf 
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all-electric appliances and the opportunity to see them in action. The Center will highlight an induction 
cooktop area where residents can learn more about the technology and watch cooking demonstrations. 
Healdsburg Electric lends out portable induction cooktops for customers to try the technology for 
themselves.  

All-electric and energy efficient homes do not have to be harder to sell, especially when highlighting the 
benefits. These homes could potentially earn a higher sale value as potential owners demand more. 
Daily life is full with messages about natural disasters and environmental responsibility – concerned 
customers may want homes they purchase to use resources wisely and provide a healthy indoor 
environment.  

Energy efficient and all electric buildings are comfortable, healthy and safe homes – all compelling 
selling points for clients. Additional insulation and fewer air leaks will keep a building comfortable with 
less heat or air conditioning needed. All-electric buildings avoid harmful combustion gases from gas 
stoves, and improperly vented furnaces and water heaters. Induction cooktops do not get hot, keeping 
occupants safe from accidental burns. In cities prone to earthquakes, avoiding gas lines also reduces the 
risk of post-earthquake fires.  

By helping prospective buyers and tenants understand the multiple benefits of energy, efficiency and all 
electric real estate agents can building credibility, establishing the firm’s expertise, and better inform 
important decisions for clients. 
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Staff Report 
 

 

Issue 

Shall the RCPA continue the Sonoma Climate Challenge in 2020? 

Recommendation 

Staff recommends transitioning away from the Community Climate Solutions platform over the next 6 
months given the opportunity to shift the energy and information from the Sonoma Climate Challenge 
towards a Climate Emergency Mobilization Strategy. 

Advisory Committee Recommendation 

None 

Alternatives Considered 

The implementation team considered an alternative proposal to continue operating the Sonoma Climate 
Challenge at a basic level. This would maintain the potential for active use of the tool going forward. Staff 
does not recommend this option based on the opportunity cost of the time spent and the estimated $41,000 
needed to support it at a basic level in 2020. 

 

 Pros Cons 

A. Transition 
away from 
challenge 
(climate 
emergency 
mobilization 
strategy) 

• Prioritize engaging the Challenge 
community as key stakeholders in the 
2030 Climate Emergency Mobilization 
Strategy development process. 

• Maintain most benefits of the software 
with free tools like a household 
calculator, recommended actions and 
resources on RCPA’s website. 

• Develop stronger connection to 
municipal programs. 

• Reduce technical complexity for 
residents wanting to get involved. 

• May lose some challenge community 
members who do not want to engage 
in CEMS. 

• While staff would promote specific 
climate actions and tools on the RCPA 
website, RCPA would no longer have 
access to an online platform to keep 
track of self-reported climate actions 
taken. 
 

To:  SCTA/RCPA Board of Directors Meeting Date: 10/14/19 
From:  Brant Arthur, Community Affairs Specialist Item Number: 4.5.3 
Subject: Sonoma Climate Challenge update 

Consent Item: ☐          Regular Item: ☒          Action Item: ☐          Report: ☒ 
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 Pros Cons 

B. Continue 
challenge 

 

• RCPA would still provide access to an 
online platform to track self-reported 
climate actions by Sonoma County 
residents.  

• We could continue to track progress 
and grow this community.  

 

• Need to find funding for staff time and 
$10k online platform fee 

• Based on community feedback, 
community organizations are not 
interested in supporting a Challenge 
that only addresses individual actions. 

• Continuing the Challenge means less 
capacity/staff resources for the 2030 
Climate Emergency Mobilization 
Strategy. 

 

Executive Summary 

The launch of the Sonoma Climate Challenge has resulted in over 375 households taking over 600 climate 
actions and reducing over 175 tons of CO2 during the first five months. This level of activity outpaced the 17 
other US jurisdictions using the same platform in 2019. 

Even with this success, staff believes the Community Climate Solutions platform is best suited for limited 
engagement windows, or sprints, where residents can stay active for 2-6 months as they learn about and 
pursue climate actions. While having a resource to connect residents with actions and resources is a valuable 
tool, the Challenge requires significant work to achieve meaningful reductions. 

Staff recommends transitioning to free tools to replicate the core elements of Challenge and work to engage 
the Challenge community through a 2030 Climate Emergency Mobilization Strategy. The focus would expand 
beyond driving individual actions and move towards supporting systemic change to reduce climate impacts. 

Policy Impacts / Nexus to Agency Goals  

No policy impacts. The Sonoma Climate Challenge supports the RCPA goal to focus initiatives on regional de-
carbonization, carbon sequestration, and resilience to directly reduce greenhouse gases and improve quality 
of life. 

Financial Implications 

Is there a fiscal impact? Yes  ☒        No  ☐ 

Is there funding in the current budget? Yes  ☐        No  ☒ 

The funding source(s) to be used are:  

Background 

On November 5, 2018, the RCPA Board of Directors approved a contract with Community Climate Solutions 
(CCS) to provide an online platform to connect local residents with 67 climate actions and provide customized 
information on cost and benefits based on a detailed energy profile. Funding was available for the initial year 
of service by a grant from the Bay Area Air Quality Management. 
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Following the approval of the agreement with CCS, RCPA staff worked with the RCPA Climate Action Advisory 
Committee (CAAC) to develop an Outreach and Launch Plan. The CAAC formed a working group to continue 
implementation of the plan. 

RCPA formed a strategic partnership with Daily Acts to build off their momentum and expertise from 
operating similar challenges over the past nine years. Daily Acts has helped to design impactful 
communications for the Challenge and actively promoted the Challenge through social media, email blasts, in 
person community presentations, and training of outreach volunteers to connect with schools. 

The Sonoma Climate Challenge launched on May 8 and has continued to grow with over 375 households 
joining in the first 5 months. Over that same time, 611 actions were completed; this helped the community 
achieve 35% of the goal to reduce 500 tons of CO2 by the end of 2019. 

The platform provides a social feed to share about the Challenge and ask questions. Below are several 
anonymized examples: 

7/02/2019 - I really appreciate this challenge.  By reminding me of ways to reduce and reuse [it] brings 
a deeper awareness to my decisions, I remember to make positive choices each day. 

7/03/2019 - We don't have photovoltaic power yet, but we do have passive solar hot water pre-heating 
collectors on the roof.  They cut our energy bill in half since we have an electric water heater.  We also 
have a timer to turn on the water heater in the early morning before we get up.  In summer, we can 
heat directly from the hot water collectors.  We joined [the] Sonoma Clean Energy program. 

8/20/2019 - Our gas water heater is near the end of its life, so we are looking into replacing it with an 
electric water heater or water heat pump. Looks like up-front costs are higher, but long-term costs are 
lower. Time to recoup investment is particularly low for the heat pump. Any advice or 
recommendations on brands or models? 

On July 30, the team launched a Summer Sprint competition to encourage households to form teams and 
take more actions in order to compete for team prizes awarded at the end of the Summer Sprint on 
September 8, 2019. The Summer Sprint showed the impact of team competitions by increasing the impact of 
each household. During the 6-week competition, the number of households increased by 20%, while the 
amount of CO2 reduction increased by 86% (going from 83.4 to 155 tons of CO2 reduced). 

Household-level Climate Actions 

Top 5 Actions by Households Households   Top 5 Actions by CO2 Reduced Households 
1. Reduce & Reuse 17   1. Offset Air Travel 6 
2. Dry Wisely 16   2. Buy or Lease an Electric Vehicle 5 
3. Be Heat Wise 15   3. Reduce & Reuse 17 

4. Combine Trips 14 
  

4. Eat Lower Down the Carbon 
Chain 6 

5. Switch to LEDs 14   5. Choose Green Electricity 9 
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Households by Jurisdiction      Total Households 

   
Lessons learned 

The Sonoma Climate Challenge has grown quickly when compared to other communities using the same 
platform across the United States. Many residents have said that they feel an urgent need to take action to 
combat the climate crisis, but are unsure what to do. The Sonoma Climate Challenge provides the 
opportunity for education about our current climate realities as well as a tool for residents to feel empowered 
and become part of the climate solution. 

The Summer Sprint increased the level of participation and helped make progress towards the emission 
reduction goals. The strategy for a team competition was developed by the Charlottesville, VA community 
using the platform to organize an ongoing series of competitions amongst newly formed teams. Staff learned 
that while these competitions are effective, they are also labor intensive. 

The evolution of the software platform caused several bumps along the way. The platform developer, 
Community Climate Solutions (CCS), has been slow to roll out new features due to staff turnover and agreed 
to extend the current software agreement into Spring 2020.  

While having a resource to connect residents with actions and resources is a valuable tool to demonstrate and 
promote progress in community climate action, the Challenge requires significant work to achieve 
meaningful reductions. The impact of the Challenge will remain limited if it focuses only on individual action. 

The feedback from Challenge participants and our community partners suggests there is a need to address 
more than household actions; and that the Challenge approach should be part of a deeper countywide effort 
to avoid the worst impacts of climate change by reducing greenhouse gas emissions significantly by 2030. 
Staff proposes to engage the Challenge community in a region-wide effort to develop a 2030 Climate 
Emergency Mobilization Strategy and that this type of engagement should be our priority given the potential 
impact in lieu of continuing the Challenge platform.  

Transitioning the Sonoma Climate Challenge – Behavior Change to System Change  

In order to support this strategy, the Sonoma Climate Challenge could transition over the coming 6 months 
while retaining many similar tools (such as a household footprint calculator and a list of top household 
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actions with resources). This would build off of the community of engaged households, countywide resources 
and communication tools that have been developed for the Challenge. 

This expanded climate engagement effort could also include elements that are not currently part of the 
platform being developed by Community Climate Solutions. These include: 

• Building new communications and online tools that connect individual actions with municipal and 
business efforts to reduce emissions. 

• Tracking indicator metrics by city that connect household actions with cumulative actions by 
jurisdiction and reach beyond the actions covered in the Challenge (e.g., number of housing retrofits, 
numbers of transitions away from gas vehicles, etc.). 

• Building new communications and online tools, to quantify sequestration as part of the solution. 
• Educating on, and building buy-in for, key climate emergency policies. 
• Building communication structures between government, civil society and business to mobilize for 

climate action. 

This deeper engagement would not be dependent on the Community Climate Solutions platform, but would 
require specific funding as part of a countywide 2030 Climate Emergency Mobilization Strategy. Meanwhile, 
the current site would be maintained through Spring 2020. With board direction, a budget and proposal for 
this approach could be brought back at a future Board meeting. 

Supporting Documents  

None. 
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Citizens Advisory Committee 
MEETING AGENDA 

September 30, 2019 at 4:00 p.m. 
Sonoma County Transportation Authority 

411 King Street 
Santa Rosa, California 95404 

 
ITEM 

1. Introductions 

2. Public Comment 

3. Administrative  

a. Approval of August 26, 2019 Meeting Minutes* - ACTION 

4. Measure M – DISCUSSION/ACTION 

a. Measure M Project Presentation – Foss Creek Trail, City of Healdsburg 

b. Measure M Financial Statements  

c. Measure M Reporting Letter Status 

d. Measure M Reauthorization Ad Hoc – update, if available  

5. Sonoma County Travel Behavior Study Update 

6. Comprehensive Transportation Plan (CTP) – DISCUSSION 

7. Highway Updates – DISCUSSION 

8. Announcements 

9. Adjourn 

 
*Materials attached 
** Materials to be handed out 
 

The next SCTA meeting will be October 14th, 2019 
The next CAC meeting will be September 30, 2019  

 
DISABLED ACCOMMODATION: If you have a disability that requires the agenda materials to be in an alternate format or that requires an interpreter or other person to 
assist you while attending this meeting, please contact SCTA at least 72 hours prior to the meeting to ensure arrangements for accommodation. 

SB 343 DOCUMENTS RELATED TO OPEN SESSION AGENDAS: Materials related to an item on this agenda submitted to the Citizens Advisory Committee after 
distribution of the agenda packet are available for public inspection in the Sonoma County Transportation Authority office at 411 King Street, Santa Rosa, CA 95404 
during normal business hours. 

Pagers, cellular telephones and all other communication devices should be turned off during the committee meeting to avoid electrical interference with the 
sound recording system. 
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Technical Advisory Committee 

MEETING AGENDA 
SCTA Headquarters Office 

September 26, 2019 – 1:30 p.m. 
Sonoma County Transportation Authority 

Large Conference Room 
411 King Street, Second Floor 
Santa Rosa, California   95404 

 
ITEM 

1. Introductions 

2. Public Comment 

3. Approval of Minutes, August 22, 2019* DISCUSSION/ACTION 

4.  Sonoma County Travel Model – 2015 Validation Report DISCUSSION  

5. Long Range Planning DISCUSSION  

5.1 Comprehensive Transportation Plan - Update 

6. Measure M DISCUSSION  

6.1 Measure M Reporting Letter Status* 

6.2 Measure M Invoicing/Obligation Status* 

6.3 Measure M Reauthorization Ad Hoc Update 

7. Regional Information Update DISCUSSION 

7.1 Inactive Federal Obligation Status**: project sponsors should be prepared to address status of 
inactive obligations at the meeting: https://dot.ca.gov/programs/local-assistance/projects/inactive-projects  

Currently Inactive: Petaluma, Sebastopol, and Sonoma County 

7.2 Programming and Delivery Working Group Agenda items of note: 

• FINAL FFY19/20 Annual Obligation Plan* 
• HPB Seismic Retrofit Program Status* 
• PMP Certification and PTAP-21* 
• SPOC Certification and Training Announcement: November 4 at Caltrans District 4 Auditorium* 
• Regional Pavement Condition Summary* 
• Plan Bay Area 2050 Needs Assessment* 

8. SCTA/RCPA DRAFT Board Agenda, October 14, 2019**  

9. Other Business / Comments / Announcements DISCUSSION 

10. Adjourn ACTION 
*Materials attached.     
**Materials distributed separately 
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The next S C T A meeting will be held October 14th, 2019 
The next TAC meeting will be held on October  24th 2019 

 
Copies of the full Agenda Packet are available at www.scta.ca.gov 

DISABLED ACCOMMODATION: If you have a disability that requires the agenda materials to be in an alternate format, or that requires an interpreter or other person to assist 
you while attending this meeting, please contact SCTA at least 72 hours prior to the meeting to ensure arrangements for accommodation. 

SB 343 DOCUMENTS RELATED TO OPEN SESSION AGENDAS: Materials related to an item on this agenda submitted to the Technical Advisory Committee after 
distribution of the agenda packet are available for public inspection in the Sonoma County Transportation Authority office at 411 King St, Santa Rosa, during normal business 
hours. 

TAC Voting member attendance – (6 Month rolling 2019) 
Jurisdiction March April May June August September 

Cloverdale Public Works       

Cotati Public Works       

County of Sonoma DHS*       

County of Sonoma PRMD*       

County of Sonoma Regional Parks*       

County of Sonoma TPW*   (by phone)    (by phone)  

Healdsburg Public Works       

Petaluma Public Works & Transit       

Rohnert Park Public Works  (by phone)      

Santa Rosa Public Works**       

Santa Rosa Transit**       

Sebastopol Public Works       

SMART       

Sonoma County Transit*       

Sonoma Public Works   (by phone)     

Windsor Public Works       

*One Vote between all 
**One Vote between all 
NB:  No meeting held in July 2019 
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Countywide Bicycle & Pedestrian Advisory Committee  

MEETING AGENDA 
September 24, 2019 – 1:30 p.m. 

Sonoma County Transportation Authority 
Large Conference Room 

411 King Street 
Santa Rosa, California 95404 

ITEM 

1. Introductions 

2. Approval of Meeting Notes: July 23, 2019 - DISCUSSION / ACTION* 

3. Public Comment 

4. Roundtable Updates – Discussion 

5. Comprehensive Transportation Plan 2050 Update – Discussion 

6. Caltrans District 4 Pedestrian Plan Update – Discussion* 

7. Vision Zero Update – Discussion 

8. Bike Share Updates - Discussion 

9. Upcoming Active Transportation Grants and Events – Information* 

10. Other Business / Comments / Announcements – Discussion 

11. Adjourn – ACTION 
 

*Materials attached 
**Materials to be handed out 
 

The next SCTA/RCPA meeting will be held October 14, 2019  
The next CBPAC meeting will be held November 26, 2019 

Copies of the full Agenda Packet are available at www.scta.ca.gov.  

ACCOMMODATION FOR PERSONS LIVING WITH A DISABILITY: If you have a disability that requires the agenda materials to be in an alternate format or 
that requires an interpreter or other person to assist you while attending this meeting, please contact SCTA/RCPA at least 72 hours prior to the meeting 
to ensure arrangements for accommodation. SB 343 DOCUMENTS RELATED TO OPEN SESSION AGENDAS: Materials related to an item on this agenda 
submitted to the COUNTYWIDE BICYCLE & PEDESTRIAN ADVISORY COMMITTEE after distribution of the agenda packet are available for public inspection 
in the Sonoma County Transportation Authority office at 411 King Street, during normal business hours.  

Pagers, cellular telephones and all other communication devices should be turned off during the committee meeting to avoid electrical interference 
with the sound recording system. TO REDUCE GHG EMISSIONS: Please consider bicycling, carpooling or taking transit to this meeting.  For more 
information check www.511.org, www.GoSonoma.org.   
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Transit Paratransit Coordinating Committee 

MEETING AGENDA 
September 17, 2019 – 1:30 p.m. 

Sonoma County Transportation Authority,  
Large Conference Room 

411 King Street 
Santa Rosa, California 95404 

 
 
ITEM 

1. Introductions 

2. Approval of Meeting Notes: July 16, 2019 – DISCUSSION / ACTION* 

3. Roundtable Updates - Discussion 

3.1. Transit / Paratransit Operators 

3.2. Mobility Partners Reports  

4. Transportation and Disability Workshop, October 7, 2019, 1–5PM, Berkeley, CA – Information* 

5. Public Comment 

6. Items for Next Agenda – Discussion 

7. Other Business / Comments / Announcements 

8. Adjourn 
 
*Materials attached. 
 

The next SCTA/RCPA meeting will be held October 14, 2019 
The next TPCC meeting will be held November 19, 2019 

Copies of the full Agenda Packet are available at www.scta.ca.gov. 

ACCOMMODATION FOR PERSONS LIVING WITH A DISABILITY: If you have a disability that requires the agenda materials to be in an alternate format or that 
requires an interpreter or other person to assist you while attending this meeting, please contact SCTA at least 72 hours prior to the meeting to ensure 
arrangements for accommodation. 

SB 343 DOCUMENTS RELATED TO OPEN SESSION AGENDAS: Materials related to an item on this agenda submitted to the Transit Paratransit Coordinating 
Committee after distribution of the agenda packet are available for public inspection in the Sonoma County Transportation Authority office at 411 King Street, 
during normal business hours. 

Pagers, cellular telephones and all other communication devices should be turned off during the committee meeting to avoid electrical interference with the sound 
recording system. 
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Transit – Technical Advisory Committee  

MEETING AGENDA 
September 11, 2019 – 10:00 a.m.  

Sonoma County Transportation Authority  
Large Conference Room 

411 King Street, Second Floor 
Santa Rosa, CA 95404  

 
 

ITEM 

1. Introductions  

2. Approval of Meeting Notes: August 14, 2019 – ACTION* 

3. Transit Operator Updates – Discussion 

4. Technology Update (real-time information, AVL, passenger counters, fare apps, etc.) – Discussion  

5. Transit Condition Metric for Comprehensive Transportation Plan 2050 – Discussion* 

6. Comprehensive Transportation Plan 2050 Update – Discussion 

7. Transit Integration and Efficiency Study (TIES), Draft Report – ACTION* 

8. Regional Measure 3 update, if available – Discussion 

9. Other Business / Comments / Announcements 

10. Adjourn – ACTION 
 
*Materials attached 
**Materials to be handed out 
 

The next SCTA/RCPA meeting will be held October 14, 2019 
The next T-TAC meeting will be held October 9, 2019  

 
ACCOMMODATION FOR PERSONS LIVING WITH A DISABILITY: If you have a disability that requires the agenda materials to be in an alternate format or 
that requires an interpreter or other person to assist you while attending this meeting, please contact SCTA/RCPA at least 72 hours prior to the meeting 
to ensure arrangements for accommodation. SB 343 DOCUMENTS RELATED TO OPEN SESSION AGENDAS: Materials related to an item on this agenda 
submitted to the Transit-Technical Advisory Committee after distribution of the agenda packet are available for public inspection in the Sonoma 
County Transportation Authority office at 411 King Street, during normal business hours. Pagers, cellular telephones and all other communication 
devices should be turned off during the committee meeting to avoid electrical interference with the sound recording system. 

TO REDUCE GHG EMISSIONS: Please consider carpooling or taking transit to this meeting.  For more information check www.511.org, 
www.gosonoma.org  
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Staff Report 
 

 

Issue 

Information only.  

Recommendation 

Information only. 

Advisory Committee Recommendation 

Not applicable to this item. 

Alternatives Considered 

Not applicable to this item. 

Executive Summary 

RCPA staff met with partners this past month to discuss programs and increase our efficacy and impact. 
Topics this month include: 

• Existing building efficiency policies at the quarterly BayREN forum.  

• Updates to EV101, a resource on electric vehicles and charging for Sonoma County residents.  

• ABAG/MTC financing staff agreed on a proposal to provide financing for the Water Bill Savings 
Program (WBSP) 

Policy Impacts / Nexus to Agency Goals  

All activities support RCPA policies and goals to reduce greenhouse gas emissions at least 25% below 1990 
levels by 2020, 40% below 1990 levels by 2030, and 80% 1990 levels by 2050.  

Financial Implications 

Is there a fiscal impact? Yes  ☐        No  ☒ 

Is there funding in the current budget? Yes  ☒        No  ☐ 

The funding source(s) to be used are:  RCPA operational funding; grants from BayREN, California 
Energy Commission, and Sonoma Clean Power  

To:  SCTA/RCPA Board of Directors Meeting Date: 10/14/19 
From:  Carolyn Glanton, Climate Programs Manager Item Number: 5.4.1 
Subject: RCPA Activities Report 

Consent Item: ☐          Regular Item: ☒          Action Item: ☐          Report: ☒ 
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Background 

Planning and Coordination 

Urban Land Institute Resilience Advisory Panel 

With the support from the Kresge Foundation, the Urban Land Institute (ULI) has been invited to assemble a 
Resilience Advisory Panel for Sonoma County to assess community preparedness and wildfire resilience in 
relation to land use and development strategy and our local energy grid. ULI is a member-based real 
estate/land use nonprofit that, through its flagship advisory services program, will convene volunteer ULI 
member experts to prepare independent recommendations based on a set of scope questions developed by 
Sonoma County RCPA and local partners. The Advisory Panel is a one-week long workshop, currently 
scheduled for December 8th-13th, which will involve a range of agencies and stakeholders and include a final 
public presentation. 
 
Through the Resilience Advisory Services Panel, ULI will address questions such as the following:   

• How can Sonoma County build from currently underway initiatives to mitigate risks from future 
wildfires? What role can land use and development policies play in enhancing wildfire and energy 
grid resilience?  

• How can Sonoma County advance energy grid resilience and improve reliability and grid 
management during future extreme heat events and wildfires? Are we on the right track in our 
approach to mitigate health and safety risks posed by periods of de-energization?   

• What investments in public infrastructure improvements, including in grid infrastructure and 
energy storage, could occur to better prepare us for future increased energy load needs? 

• What strategies could be used to involve the private sector, public/private partnerships, or both in 
home hardening, energy storage and other resilience strategies to mitigate fire risk? 

• How can the county best work with and inform residents and stakeholders about potential 
solutions and costs, and otherwise engage the community in on-going efforts? 

 
The panel of ULI members will review a comprehensive briefing book ahead of the panel and interview 
60-90 stakeholders during the panel to inform a public presentation of key recommendations. The key 
recommendations are for Sonoma County to implement to increase community preparedness around 
this issue. Approximately 90 days after the panel, ULI will provide Sonoma County with a written 
summary of its conclusions and recommendations. The RCPA is facilitating this project on behalf of the 
City of Santa Rosa and the County of Sonoma. 

Program Coordination 

RCPA staff coordinated energy program implementation with County of Sonoma Energy and Sustainability 
Division staff on the following programs:  

• Bay Area Regional Energy Network 

• Sonoma County Energy Independence Program  

• Sonoma County Energy Watch 

• Sonoma County Green Business Program 
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RCPA staff met with Sonoma Clean Power staff to leverage resources and advance implementation of 
programs including: 

• EV 101 

• Electrify America collaboration 

• EverGreen outreach 

• Lead Locally 

• Municipal solar and storage 

• Sonoma Climate Challenge 

• Transit Electrification Study 

BayREN Forum: Improving Energy Efficiency in Existing Residential Buildings 

RCPA staff attended the quarterly BayREN Forum: Improving Energy Efficiency in Existing Residential 
Buildings held in San Francisco On September 18, 2019. The forum focused on tools local governments can 
use to reduce energy use and greenhouse gas emissions from existing residential buildings, such as climate 
action plans, benchmarking, time-of-sale ordinances, reach codes, and incentives. Recordings and materials 
may be found at https://www.bayrencodes.org/events/.  

Implementation 

California Energy Commission Grant: Shift Sonoma County Implementation 

RCPA staff and consultants updated EV101 website content for Sonoma County. The website answers 
questions to commonly asked questions on electric vehicles and charging. Visitors can submit questions and 
receive a personalized answer. This resource is free and available to all. Please visit ev101.driveev.org.  

Bay Area Regional Energy Network | www.bayren.org  

The Bay Area Regional Energy Network (BayREN) implements effective energy saving programs on a regional 
level and draws on the expertise and experience of local governments to develop and administer successful 
climate, resource, and sustainability programs. BayREN is a collaboration of the nine counties that make up 
the San Francisco Bay Area. The RCPA represents Sonoma County in BayREN and partners with the County of 
Sonoma Energy and Sustainability Division to implement the single family, multifamily, and codes and 
standards programs. 

Single Family Home+ | www.bayrenresidential.org  

BayREN Home+ offers cash rebates for single-family home improvements, plus certified contractors and 
support every step of the way. Bay Area single-family residents can choose from a menu of single measure 
upgrades to save energy and improve their home.  

Table: Sonoma County Home+ Participation January 1, 2019-August 1, 2019 

Number of households 353 

Number of submitted rebates 1,170 

Total amount of rebates $477,430 

Energy Efficiency Kits 
Delivered 

11 

Green House Calls Completed 140 
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The Energy and Sustainability Division hosts home energy workshops throughout the year for homeowners 
on rebates including the BayREN programs.  

Sonoma County Home Energy Workshops 

• Wednesday, 9/11 at 6:00pm – Cloverdale 

• Wednesday, 10/9 at 7:00pm – Guerneville 

• Saturday, 10/12 at 11:00am – Sonoma 

• Tuesday, 10/22 at 6:00pm – Santa Rosa 

• Saturday, 12/7 at 11:00am – Windsor 

• Wednesday 1/8 at 6:00pm – Santa Rosa 

• Wednesday 1/15 at 6:30pm – Rohnert Park 

Bay Area Multifamily Building Enhancement Program | www.bayareamultifamily.org    

The Bay Area Multifamily Building Enhancement (BAMBE) program now integrates air quality control 
specifications. When adding insulation, improving ducts and installing new heating equipment, indoor quality 
impacts can occur. To safe guard tenants health, Greenguard Gold specifications to ensure low chemical 
emissions and healthy products. Though the primary benefit of the BAMBE program is energy savings, these 
upgrades should not only make homes comfortable and efficient but also a safe, healthy, resilient place to 
live. 

Table: Sonoma County BAMBE Participation (as of September 5, 2019) 

In Technical 
Assistance 

In 
Construction 

Completed 
Projects 2019 

Total Completed 
2013-2018 

7 properties 
(769 units) 

3 properties 
(408 units) 

- 12 properties 
(728 units) 

 

Codes and Standards | www.bayrencodes.org  

On October 8, Energy and Sustainability Division collaborated with BayREN and RCPA to hold two free 
trainings for contractors on High Performance Residential HVAC System and Building Envelope Design & 
Diagnostic Testing at the North Coast Builders Exchange. 

RCPA staff continue to work with BayREN to support our member cities in exploring the benefits of and the 
process to establish reach codes to reduce energy use and increase use of renewable energy for new 
construction. Staff shared educational materials that will outline the benefits of reach codes, identify 
different types of reach codes and explain how cities and counties can tailor these to meet unique local 
housing and environmental goals.  

Water Bill Savings Program 

RCPA staff continued to develop the Water Bill Savings regional program (WBSP), in collaboration with 
Partner Utilities from Town of Windsor, City of Hayward, and East Bay Municipal Utility District (EBMUD) and 
WBSP Committee members representing BayREN’s single family, multifamily, and codes and standards 
programs.  

During August and September, the RCPA program team: 
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• Obtained ABAG Executive Board approval (September 19, 2019) to move $103,000 from BayREN 
unassigned funds to RCPA budget to design a Salesforce-based IT platform for program functions, 
engage a marketing consultant, and analyze WBSP opportunities in the small and medium 
commercial market. Amended contracts are being processed. 

• Secured a spot on the MTC Administrative Committee agenda (October 9, 2019) to present a WBSP 
line-of-credit proposal, which will (upon committee approval) become a consent item for the MTC 
Executive Board meeting on October 23, 2019. 

• Submitted Water Bill Savings Program 2020 budget to BayREN for review and approval. 
• Collaborated with the Metropolitan Transportation Commission legal and contracts staff to prepare a 

draft final Master Services Agreement (between ABAG and Partner Utilities), which will be reviewed by 
our pilot partners and legal consultant and submitted to ABAG Executive Board consideration on 
November 21, 2019. 

• Engaged Michael Colantuono of Colantuono, Highsmith, and Whatley, PC, a leading water law expert, 
to review key program documents and author a memo answering water law questions identified by 
the current Water Bill Savings pilot partners to support utility enrollment activities. 

• Issued a Marketing Request for Proposal (RFP) to hire a consultant to provide marketing support, 
including but not limited to brand design, strategy development, and a marketing plan from October 
2019 to December 2020. 

• Met with California Public Utility Commission Energy Division staff as part of a BayREN program 
update. Obtained an introduction to the CPUC Water-Energy Nexus team and the manager for the 
Energy Savings Assistance program, which is a free direct install program for income qualified 
customers. 

• Initiated IT platform design work to establish a Customer Relations Management (CRM) platform to 
support program communications, documentation, project and payment tracking, and reporting. 

• Initiated a research project with non-participating water utilities and non-participating contractors to 
obtain their feedback of the benefits and barriers associated with the regional program and feedback 
on whether planned program options (as proposed by the BayREN team) will overcome past barriers. 

Supporting Documents  

None 
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Staff Report 
 

 

Issue 

What is the status of the on-going work of the SCTA Planning Section? 

Recommendation 

Information only 

Advisory Committee Recommendation 

None 

Alternatives Considered 

None 

Executive Summary 

Activities of planning staff that are not on the agenda. 

Policy Impacts / Nexus to Agency Goals  

None 

Financial Implications 

Is there a fiscal impact? Yes  ☐        No  ☒ 

Is there funding in the current budget? Yes  ☐        No  ☐ 

The funding source(s) to be used are:   

Background 

Data Management and Forecasting 

• Travel Behavior Study – Project consultants (Fehr & Peers) continue to summarize and analyze 
origin/destination and travel behavior data. Draft results were presented to the PAC and TAC in August 
and CAC in September. The project team continues to work on summarizing results. This work is being 
guided by a list of questions and topics developed by SCTA advisory committees. The project findings and 
final report will be presented to the SCTA in December. 

To:  SCTA/RCPA Board of Directors Meeting Date: 10/14/19 
From:  Janet Spilman, Director of Planning Item Number: 5.4.2 
Subject: Planning Activities Report 

Consent Item: ☐          Regular Item: ☒          Action Item: ☐          Report: ☒ 
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• Modeling and analysis support – TJKM and staff presented base year (2015) travel model validation to the 
TAC in September.  Additional travel model reasonableness testing and model enhancements focused on 
housing and employment forecasts will be completed by the end of 2019. 

PLANS 

• Comprehensive Transportation Plan (CTP) 
o Staff has engaged local CBOs for public outreach over the summer, which is about to conclude.  
o Over 70 new projects were received from the jurisdictions. Staff is sorting out the overlap with 

projects already on the list and not completed to determine a more precise count. 
o Staff is preparing for a discussion of goals to happen in the next few months, culminating in a 

workshop at the January meeting. 

• Transit Integration and Efficiency Study – Final comments on the draft report were addressed. The Transit 
Technical Advisory Committee recommended that the final draft report, with minor technical edits, will 
be presented to the SCTA at its November meeting. 

• Short Range Transit Plan Joint Coordination Appendix – Staff is developing a report on current and 
envisioned transit coordination in collaboration with Petaluma Transit, Santa Rosa CityBus, Sonoma 
County Transit, SMART, and Golden Gate Transit. The report will become an appendix to the Short Range 
Transit Plans currently being developed by Petaluma Transit, Santa Rosa CityBus, Sonoma County 
Transit, and SMART. Golden Gate Transit’s Short Range Transit Plan will not include this appendix 
because, as a large operator, they are on a different schedule; however, their staff have been involved in 
the development of the appendix. 

• Plan Bay Area 2050 (PBA 2050)  

O Priority Development Areas (PDAs) – Staff organized applications for new Priority Development 
Areas, Priority Production Areas, and Priority Conservation Areas from jurisdictions interested in 
new or modified priority areas, and updates to existing PDAs as part of PBA 2050. This is the first 
step in the process. In January, SCTA staff will submit information about the Vehicle Miles 
Traveled reduction policies that support the applications. Council or the Board of Supervisors 
must approve all applications by January 15, 2020.   

 County staff submitted PDA submissions for the Airport Area, the Springs and South 
Santa Rosa Ave in the County 

 Cotati applied for the Gravenstein Corridor to become a PDA and proposed that the 
area west of Hwy 101 between Helman Ln and Copeland Creek be identified as a 
Priority Production Area, a new designation for job dense areas. 

 Rohnert Park staff submitted a letter of interest in the Priority Production Area 
designation for the Northwest Business Park west of Hwy 101, to the east and north of 
Graton Casino. 

 Santa Rosa sent notice to modify their Downtown Station PDA and to create a new 
Priority Conservation Area at the Southeast Greenway  
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o Regional Housing Needs Allocation (RHNA) – Staff continues to investigate the state-wide impacts 
of recent housing legislation on the current cycle of RHNA that is ultimately tied to each 
jurisdictions housing elements. The primary issues are: 

 Review new housing regulations for RHNA.  

 Investigate the pros and cons of the jurisdictions of Sonoma County forming a sub-region 
to determine a local methodology, taking that task over from the Association of Bay Area 
Governments (ABAG). 

Planners and housing staff in Sonoma County will participate in the regional methodology 
committee to determine and influence the outcomes, and will defer any recommendation related 
to forming a sub-region or not.  

O Bay Area Spatial Information System (BASIS) – MTC and ABAG are building a regional database 
including data describing existing land use conditions, zoning codes and requirements, and 
pending development projects. Local planning staff and CTA (County Transportation Agency) staff 
are being asked to review this information. The BASIS data will be used to analyze the regional 
transportation plan, project performance, and for other regional planning activities. 

Program Management – Mobility initiatives 

• Safe Routes to School – the Sonoma County Bicycle Coalition (SCBC), consultant for the program, 
is gearing up to engage schools as the school year begins. 

• Sonoma County Clean Commute Pilot Program – SCTA and County staff have been working with 
Commute with Enterprise to add vanpooling as an option for County employees in the Clean 
Commute program. Informational meetings focused on the Commute with Enterprise Vanpool 
program are taking place in late September and early October. Monthly vanpool costs through 
Commute with Enterprise can now be paid for using pre-tax income. Enterprise will be working to 
group interested employees into vanpools and assisting vanpoolers with signing up for subsidies 
through MTC. Vanpools could be formed as soon as November 1, 2019. The Sonoma County Clean 
Commute Pilot Program allows County employees to set aside pre-tax income to pay for SMART 
Eco-Passes, e-Cash on Clipper, and now Commute with Enterprise Vanpools through My 
Commuter Check. https://sonomacounty.ca.gov/HR/Benefits/Clean-Commute/ 

• Regional Bike Share Pilot Program – The proposal review panel ranked proposals after interviews 
and recommended the top-ranked firm. Staff is continuing to negotiate a contract with the top-
ranked firm and expects to have a recommendation soon. 

• Emergency Ride Home Program – Staff continues to manage and promote the program. The 
Emergency Ride Home program will reimburse rides home in cases of a qualifying emergency for 
anyone who works in Sonoma County and gets to work using an alternative transportation 
option, such as carpooling, vanpooling, public transit, bicycling, or walking. Program rules, 
restrictions, and reimbursement forms are available online. scta.ca.gov/ERH 
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Administration of Alternative Transportation Funding  

• Transportation for Clean Air Fund, County Program Manager (TFCA, CPM) – Staff is in the process 
of executing fund transfer agreements with project sponsors for Fiscal Year 2019-2020. Staff is also 
working on semi-annual reporting for active and recently closed projects.  

Coordination & Outreach 

Local Activities 

• Spare the Air Resources Team meeting with local and regional agencies, non-profit advocacy 
groups, and citizens.  

• Sonoma County Area Agency on Aging Advisory Council: Transportation and Mobility Committee, 
Steering Committee for Connected Communities Transportation Needs Assessment. 

• Safe Routes to School Alliance meeting with program coordinators, local public works staff and 
law enforcement. 

Regional Coordination  

• MTC/ABAG committees: Regional Advisory Working Group, Regional Modeling Working Group; 
Transit Finance Working Group, Active Transportation Working Group, Transportation Demand 
Management Working Group  

• CTA Planners meetings 

• Bay Area County Transportation Authority meeting 

Supporting Documents  

None  
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Staff Report 
 
 

Issue 

Update on Sonoma County community affairs related to transportation and climate change. 

Recommendation 

No recommendation. 

Advisory Committee Recommendation 

No advisory committee recommendation. 

Alternatives Considered 

No alternatives considered. 

Executive Summary 

The October 2019 Community Affairs Update covers the following subjects: 

a. Global Climate Strike events in Sonoma County 
b. Highway 37 Town Hall 
c. MSN C2 Groundbreaking 
d. IPCC Report on Oceans 
e. Idling campaign and Clean Air Pledge for Clean Air Day 

Policy Impacts / Nexus to Agency Goals  
No policy impacts. 

Financial Implications 

Is there a fiscal impact? Yes  ☐        No  ☒ 

Is there funding in the current budget? Yes  ☐        No  ☐ 

The funding source(s) to be used are:  

 

  

To:  SCTA/RCPA Board of Directors Meeting Date: 10/14/19 
From:  Brant Arthur, Community Affairs Specialist Item Number: 5.4.3 
Subject: SCTA/RCPA Community Affairs 

Consent Item: ☐          Regular Item: ☒          Action Item: ☐          Report: ☒ 
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Background 

News 

Global Climate Strike events in Sonoma County 

Sonoma County residents were part of the global climate strike on September 20, 2019. The events 
in Santa Rosa, Petaluma, Sonoma, Sebastopol, and Cloverdale were part of the estimated 4 Million 
people worldwide who made up the largest climate protest in world history. More info: 
https://www.vox.com/energy-and-environment/2019/9/20/20876143/climate-strike-2019-september-
20-crowd-estimate 

Highway 37 Town Hall 

California Senator McGuire hosted an interactive town hall meeting on September 26 to address the 
future of Highway 37 with state, regional and local transportation experts. The SCTA’s James 
Cameron was among the panelists who gave an update on the status of Highway 37 planning at the 
event. Video of the town hall is available at: https://sd02.senate.ca.gov/video 

U.S.101 Marin-Sonoma Narrows (C2) Project Groundbreaking  

The groundbreaking for the final segment of Highway 101 widening in Sonoma County was held in 
Petaluma on Wednesday, October 2. The C2 segment is part of the Sonoma Narrows and represents 
a $750 million two-county construction project that has been broken up into segments and built as 
funds became available. The new lanes are set to open in 2022. 

IPCC Special Report on the Ocean and Cryosphere in a Changing Climate 

The latest Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) Special Report highlights the urgency 
of prioritizing timely, ambitious and coordinated action to address unprecedented and enduring 
changes in the ocean and cryosphere. Warming and changes in ocean chemistry are already 
disrupting species throughout the ocean food web, with impacts on marine ecosystems and people 
that depend on them, the report said. To date, the ocean has taken up more than 90% of the excess 
heat in the climate system. For more information, visit: https://www.ipcc.ch/srocc/home/ 

Partner News 

Idling campaign and Clean Air Pledge for Clean Air Day (10/2/19) 

The Coalition for Clean Air and the Bay Area Air Quality Management District invited residents and 
organizations across the state to take part in the second annual California Clean Air Day on October 
2nd. Participants were encouraged to stop idling their vehicles as part of taking the clean air pledge. 
Bay Area air quality continues to be an issue in the Bay Area, with more Spare the Air Days already 
called in 2019 than all of 2018. More info: https://cleanairday.org/ 
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Upcoming Events 

• 10/9 - Sonoma County Energy and Water Efficiency Workshop #2, Guerneville, 
https://www.bayrenresidential.org/upcoming-events 

• 10/12 - Sonoma County Energy and Water Efficiency Workshop #3, Sonoma, 
https://www.bayrenresidential.org/upcoming-events 

• 10/27 - Motherload Film Screening & Cargo Bike Test Rides, Petaluma, 
https://www.facebook.com/events/735296900274578/ 

Social Media / Community Outreach 

Facebook activity, 8/30-9/26/19 SCTA RCPA CA37 

Page Likes (change from last month) 617 (+3%) 593 (+2%) 668 (+1%) 

People reached last month 11,320 (+912%) 1,718 (-72%) 393 (-10%) 

Post engagements last month 1,230 (+572%) 370 (-6%) 186 (+186%) 

 
Newsletter: 

• Monthly newsletters for SCTA and RCPA were sent on September 6, 2019 
• The SCTA newsletter was sent to 309 recipients with a 32% open and 4% click rate 
• The RCPA newsletter was sent to 246 recipients with a 41% open and 9% click rate 

Website: 

• SCTA website is averaging 86 (+91%) unique visitors/day 
• RCPA website is averaging 160 (+515%)  unique visitors/day 
• Top SCTA webpages are the Homepage, Highway 37, Meetings, CTP and Staff  
• Top RCPA webpages are the Homepage, CA2020, Staff, Meetings and BayREN 

 
Related News 

Bike Path Completed In South Sonoma County 
September 6, 2019 – Petaluma Patch 
https://patch.com/california/petaluma/bike-path-completed-south-sonoma-county 
 

Sonoma County supervisors at odds over location of proposed 3rd Santa Rosa SMART station 
September 9, 2019 – The Press Democrat 
https://www.pressdemocrat.com/news/10007629-181/sonoma-county-supervisors-at-odds 
 

Sonoma County airport going 100% renewable energy in 2020 with parking lot solar canopy 
September 10, 2019 – The Press Democrat 
https://www.pressdemocrat.com/business/10007642-181/sonoma-county-airport-going-100 
 

Sonoma County supervisors declare climate emergency, pledge to make climate change priority 
September 19, 2019 – Sonoma Index-Tribune 
https://www.sonomanews.com/news/10068527-181/sonoma-county-supervisors-declare-climate 
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Sonoma County students skip school to join global climate strike, rallies 
September 20, 2019 – The Press Democrat 
https://www.pressdemocrat.com/news/10063367-181/sonoma-county-students-participate-in 
 

California Must Improve Transportation to Meet Climate Goals 
September 23, 2019 – Government Technology 
https://www.govtech.com/fs/infrastructure/California-Must-Improve-Transportation-to-Meet-
Climate-Goals.html 
 

Sonoma Valley’s Boyes Bridge closed for repairs 
September 23, 2019 – Sonoma Index-Tribune 
https://www.sonomanews.com/news/10068922-181/sonomas-boyes-bridge-closed-for 
 

Highway 37: Transportation chiefs brief Marin on flood plans 
September 27, 2019 – Marin Independent Journal 
https://www.marinij.com/2019/09/27/highway-37-transportation-chiefs-brief-marin-on-flood-plans/ 
 

Sonoma County removing nearly 5,000 dying and dead trees along 90 miles of roads hit by 2017 wildfires 
September 27, 2019 – The Press Democrat 
https://www.pressdemocrat.com/news/local/10105255-181/sonoma-county-removing-nearly-5000 
 
Supporting Documents  
Photos 

 
Senator McGuire’s Highway 37 Town Hall on September 26, 2019 
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RCPA staff at the Global Climate Strike event in Santa Rosa on September 20, 2019 

 
Climate Emergency Resolution at the County of Sonoma Board of Supervisors meeting on September 17, 2019 
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